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SPACELAB EXPERIMENT COMPUTER STUDY
 
Volume V: Spacelab User Cost Data (Distributed Computer) 
SECTION 1 Option IIAt - Distributed, Non-Standard Mini Central 
Software Development by Central Group 
f. i Costing Method - Not included. 
1. 2 Cost Data - Not included. 
ASSUMPTIONS
 
i. 	 This option was not priced because: 
a. 	 It is illogical for a central software development group to implement 
software for PI's who are otherwise procuring and developing mini 
computers and their support software independently. 
b. 	 The development cost for the mini's would be exorbitant. 
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SECTION 2 Option flA2A - Distributed Non-Standard Mini, Central 
Software Development by PI Local 
2. i Costing Method - Not included. 





i. 	 This option was not priced because: 
a. 	 It was illogical for a PI to travel to a central facility to use for 
development of software for a mini when there is not an attempt to 
standardize the mini's, so that the support software for the mini is 
compatible with the STIL. The cost that would be incurred in develop­
ing the support software to execute on the STIL for all the different 
mini's would be exorbitant. 
b. 	 The cost of developing the potentially forty-five different mini's 
would be exorbitant. 
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SECTION 3 Option IIA2B - Distributed Non-Standard Mini, Central 
Software Development by PI - Remote 
3. 1 Costing Method. - Not included. 





1. 	 This option was not priced because: 
a. 	 It is illogical for a PI to use a host computer facility that is not 
compatible with executing the support software of the mini DEP 
utilized. The support software would have to be developed, at an 
exorbitant cost, to execute on the STIL host. 
b. 	 The cost of developing the mini computer hardware would be exorbitant 
if each PI operated independently. 
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SECTION 4 - Option IIASA - Distributed Non-Standard Mini, Software 
Development by PI at his Facility, Real-
Time Simulation at Central Facility 
4. i Costing Method - Not included. 
4. 2 Cost Data - Not included. 
ASSUMPTIONS
 
1. This option was not priced because: 
a. If the PI's facility is compatible with STIL then an exorbitant 
cost would be incurred developing the DEP support software for 
execution on the STIL Host. 
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SECTION 5 Option IIA3B - Distributed Non-Standard Mini, Software 
Development by PI at His Facility, Real-
Time Simulation Testing on RTSTS 
5. 1 Costing Method - Not included. 




1. This option was not priced because: 
a. This option is identical to Option 11A4 which is priced. 
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SECTION 6 Option IIA4 - Distributed Non-Standard Mini Software 
Development by PI at His Non-Compatible 
Facility 
6. i Costing Method 
ASSUMPTIONS
 
Assume PI procures a RTSTS and mini that are compatible for support
 
software. The PI software developer would use the RTSTS for coding
 
and real-time simulation checkout.
 




Each PI would independently develop an operating system.
 
All EAS unique software would be implemented in the mini's.
 
No integration PI/PI required due to no CPU resource sharing.
 
Central computer integration is still required for the resource sharing.
 




Cost Element 4. 1 Experiment Application Software Development 
Cost Factors
 
1. Software Development 
2. Cornimon Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP Software 
6. Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
7. Travel 
8. Training 
(1) Software Development 
(A) = ((Number of Statements) (Cost/Statement) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 




(1)Total = ((#3 + #4) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2)(3)"(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) Total = 0 for This Option 
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Cost Element 4. 2 Experiment Application Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Experiment Unique Software 
2. Experiment Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP Software 
6. Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
7. Travel 
(1) Experiment Unique Software 
(A) = (# of Statements) (Rate of Change) (Cost/ 
Statement) 
Rate of Change = Engineering Estimate Based on 
Past Programs = 40% for Ist Re-Fly, 30% for'Znd 
Re-Fly, Z0% for 3rd Re-Fly, 10% for all Subsequent 
Re-Flys. 
(0 of Statements) (Rate of Change) = #13 
Cost/Statement = $45 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
(1) Total = ((#13) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(Z) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) Total = 0 for This Option 
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Cost Element 4. 3 EAS Software Integrated Verification 
Cost Factors 
1. Integrated Verification 
2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Integrated Verification Simulation Software 
(1) (2) (3) (4) Total = 0 for This Option 
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Cost Element 4. 4 Preflight Checkout Software Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Travel 
(1) Software Development 
(A) = ((Number of HOL Statements) (Cost/Statement)) 
Per Yr. 
Number of Statements = #22 
Cost/Statement = $30 
(1) Total = ((#22) ($30))/Yr. 
(2) (3) (4) (5) Total = 0 for This Option 
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PREFLIGHT SOFTWARE SIZING -RATIONALE
 
Saturn History 
LVDC/DA interface signals = 86
 
LVDC/DA # instructions = 4, 650
 
average # instructions/signal 54
 
ATM History 
ATMDC interface signals = 275
 
ATMDC # instructions = 7, 897
 
average # instructions/signal = Z9
 
Mission 8 of Spacelab 
# interface signals = 8L 6 
# payload elements = 1. 3 
average # interface signals = 62. 77 
Assume preflight job for each payload element is 
the same and equivalent to Saturn LVDC = 4, 650 
instructions. 
4,650 
5 = 930 HOL statements at a cost of $30/Statement. 
Number of Statements = Number of HOL Statements per 
Payload Element X # Payload Elements = 930 X PE/Yr. 
(New Flight) 
Cost/Statement = $30 
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Cost Element 4. 5 Preflight Checkout Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Experiment Unique Software 
2. Experiment Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Travel 
(1) Experiment Unique Software 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost/Statement) 
Per Yr. 
Number of Statements = (930) (# Payload Elements/Yr. 
(Maintenance Flights) 
Change Rate = 10% for Each Flight 
Cost/Statement = $30 Ref. 4. 4 (1) 
(1) Total = ((#23) ($30)) Per Yr. 
(Z) (3) (4) (5) Total = 0 for This Option 
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Cost Element 4. 6 EAS Dependent STIL Hardware Modifications 
Cost Factors 
1. Host Main Memory 
2. Remote Job Entry 
3. Display Terminals 
4. Maintenance Added Hardware 
5. Telecommunications 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Total = 0 for This Option 
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Cost Element 4. 8 	 Experiment fReal-Time Simulation Software 
Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
Z. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Travel 
(1) 	 . Software Development 
((It of Statements) (Cost/Statement)) Per Yr. 
# of Statement = (. 4K) (Payload Elements/Yr.) 
(New Flights) 
Cost/Statement = $45 Due to Less Documentation 
and No Integration 
# of Statements = #24 
(1) Total = ((#24) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) (3) 	 (4) Total = 0 for This Option 
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Rationale for Simulation Software Required for Payload Elements
 




Engineering Estimate that 21K Table Words Equates to Approximately
 
1/3 X 21K = 7K Machine Language Instructions.
 
7K Z 5 = 1.4K HOL Statements
 
1. 4K X $45/Statement = $63K/Payload Element 
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2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Travel 
(1) Maintenance 
(1 of Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost/Statement) 
# of Statements = #25 
Change Rate = Engineering Estimate = 10%/Flight 
Cost/Statement = $45 Same as 4. 8 (1) (3) 
(1) Total = ((I#25) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(Z) (3) (4) Total = 0 for This Option 
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Cost Element 5.1 Experiment Processor Acquisition 
Cost Factors 
1. Processor Hardware (I/O Included) 
2. Development and Oualification 
3, Special Test Equipment 
(1) 	 Processor Hardware (I/O Included) 
((# of Processors) (Cost/Processor) 
# of Processors = #31 
Cost/Processor = $51K 
(1) Total = ((#31) ($51K)) Per Yr, 
(2). 	 Development and Qualification 
((# Qualifications) (Gost/Qualification) Per Yr. 
(2) Total = ((#31) ($520. 3K)) Per Yr. 
(3) 	 Special Test Equipment 
Engineering Estimate = $5K/Unit 
# Units = #31 
(R Units) ($5K) Per Yr. 
(3) Total = (#31) ($5K)) Per Yr. 
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GROUND RULES FOR DEDICATED EXPERIMENT PROCESSOR 
I. 	 Central Experiment Computer Capacity = (Speed) and 
(Memory) 
Speed 	= (500K Adds per Second) X 65% 
(A) = 325 KADS 
500 KADS = CII Specifications 
65% = 100% - (15% Overhead) - (20% Contingency) 
Memory = (Total Capacity) - (Contingency) - (Operating System) 
Total Capacity = 64K CII Specification 
Contingency = 30% Engineering Estimate
 
Note: Low compared to industry (50.- 100%)
 
Operating System = Z0K ESA Estimate
 




Ii. 	 When a new payload exceeds central computer capacity, a 
DEP will be selected for that element that has the greatest 
capacity requirement. Each element having this require­
ment will be assigned a different DEP, except the case where 
one DEP is used on multiple missions. 
III. 	 Assume all Spacelab's Review Item Disposition (RID's) for 
CDMS modifications are incorporated for mass memory, 
data bus, etc. 
IV. 	 *Two classes of DEP's were considered: 
1) Micro Processor 
2) Mini Processor 
* Only 	1 DEP will be specified 
Z4
 
V. 	 Assume any non-standard DEP's selected will have support 
software that is executable on STIL simulation computer. 
I 
VI. 	 For any mission, assume that the required number of data 
bus RAU's can be provided. 
VII. 	 Number of processors = determined by applying "Ground 
Rules for DEP'- to GDC provided software. 
Cot/processor= determined by: processor class, con­
figuration. 
((Processor hardware) + (Qualification) + (Special I/O (PAU 
equivalent) + (Special Test Equipment) + (Peripherals*) + 
(Peripherals Qualification). 
Each element will be determined according to selected 
processor class and configuration. 
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3. Re- Furbishment 
(1) Maintenance 
(A) = 8% of DEP Purchase Price/Yr. for Each Yr. 
Used 
(1) Total = ((8% ($51K) (#30)) Per Yr. 
(2) Distribution 
(2) Total = 0 for This Option 
(3) R e-Furbishment 
(A) = ((Number of DEP's) (Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment)) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of DEP's = Determined From Mission Model 
Requirements 
(3) Total = Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment = 0 Assumes 
DEP's Will Meet Spacelab Lifetime Requirements. 
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Cost Element 5. 3 DEP Software 
Cost Factors 
1. Operating System Development 
2. Support Software Procurement 
(1) Operating Software 	Development 
(A) = ((Number of Instructions) (Cost Per Instruction)) 
# of Instructions = 4K (M&S Study) , 
Cost Per Instruction = $100 (Assembly Language) 
(1) Total = (4K) ($100) = (($400K) (#31)) Per Yr. 
(2) Support Software Procurement 
(A) = (Vendor Lease) or ((Number of Statements) 
(Cost Per Statement) 
Assume 	Vendor Lease - $5K for Link Editor 
$25K for Cross Assembler 
$25K for Gross Compiler 
$55K (Engineering Estimate) 
(2) Total = (($55K) (#31)) Per Yr. 
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Number of Statements = 4. OK Operating System
 
Line #30 = # of DEP's Used/Yr.
 
Rate of Change = 5% Per Yr. When Used ­
(Engineering Estimate)
 
Cost Per Statement = $45
 
(1) Total = ((4K) (5%) ($45) (#30)) Per Yr.
 
(Z) Distribution 
(A) = 0 for This Option 
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Cost Element 6. 1 	 Real-Time Simulation Test Set Acquisition 
(R TSTS) 
Cost Factors 
1. Engineering Design 
2. Simulation Computer 
3. D6?dicated Experiment Processor (DEP) Interface 
4. RTSTS Integration 
5. Consumable Stock 
(1) 	(2) (3) & (4) = Engineering Estimate = $330K/RTSTS 
. #RTSTS = #31 
(1) (Z) (3) (4) Total (($330K) (#31)) Per Yr. 
(5) Consumable Stock 
(5) Total = 0 for This 	Option 
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4. Special Purpose Equipment 
5. Consumables 
6. Re-Furbishment 
7. Facility Modifications 
(1) 	 Maintenance and (4) Special Test Equipment 
(Cost/Yr.) (#RTSTS's Used/Yr. 
(8%) (Purchase Cost) (/IRTSTS's Used/Yr. 
(8%) ($187K) (#IRTSTS's Used/Yr. 
(1) & (4) Total = $15K) (#30) 
(2) 	 Distribution 
Total = (Cost/Yr. for Distribution/Sustaining Engineering) 
(IIRTSTS's Used/Yr. 
(Z) Total = 0 for This 	Option 
(3) 	 Operation 
Total = (Operation Cost/Yr.) (#RTSTS's Used/Yr. 
(Operation Cost/Yr.) (IIRTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
(3) Total = 0 for This 	Option 





(4) 	 Special Purpose Equipment 
Included as part of 6. 2 (1) 
(5) 	 Consumables 
Total = (Cost/Yr. ) (#RTSTS's Used/Yr. 
Cost/Yr. = Engineering Estimate = $12,250 
(5) Total = ($12, 250) (#30) 
(6) 	 Re-Furbishment 
Assumed Covered by Maintenance in Item 6. 2 (1) 
(7) 	 Facility Modifications 
Assume Space Available and no Cost Associated With 
A/C and Power Service Room A/C Adequate and 
Standard Power Service Available. 
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Cost Element 6. 3 Simulation Computer Software Development 
and Procurement 
Cost Factors 
1. Simulation Computer Software Development 
2. Simulation Computer Software Procurement 
(1) 	 Simulation Computer Software Development 
Engineering Estimate = Same as Rationale on 
3-3 (1) for STIL Simulation Computer 
Total= (# Modules) (100 Statements/Module) (Cost/ 
Statement) (#RTSTS's) 




(1) Total = ($348K) (#31) 
(2) 	 Simulation Computer Software Procurement 
Engineering Estimate = Real-Time Operating 




(2) Total = ($4K) (#31) 
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Total = (Number of Instructions) (Rate of Change) 
(Cost/Instruction) 
The above was considered but an Engineering Estimate 
was made instead which is one Man Per Yr. of Usage. 
This is compatible with the level of effort charged 
for the STIL Simulation Computer Software in 3. 4 
(A) = ((1 Man Yr.) (#RTSTS's Used)) Per Yr. 
(1) Total = (($50K) (#30)) Per Yr. 
(Z) Distribution 
(2) Total = 0 for This 	Option 
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SECTION 6 Option IA4 - Distributed Non-Standard Mini Software 
Development by PI at his Non-Compatible 
Facility 
























































































OPTION 11A4 TOTAL COST 




















































PAGE . OF 
FY82 FY83 
372. 69 55. 80 
199.94 358. OZ 
0 0 
418. 50 in. 60 
16.74 66.96 
0 0 
945. O0 25Z. 00 
37.80 151.20 
6915.60 2305.20 
81. 60 85. 68 
5460.0 1820.00 
180. 00 189. 00 
396. O0 13ZO.00 
545. 00 572. 75 
4ZZ4. 00 1408. 00 
1000. 00 1050. 00 
TOTAL Z6745.82 1158Z. 72 2079Z.87 9745. 70 
ESCALATED TOTAL 3751Z. 40 1738Z. 52 33388. 81 16744.93 
EF-One Time Form 1 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION 11A4 









4. 9 170.10 
5.1 1152. 60 
5. 2 81.60 
5. 3 910.00 




6.1 660. O0 
6.2 545. 00 




ESCALATED TOTAL 11174. oo 
TOTAL COST 
ESCALATED TOTAL COST 






































































































PAGE - OF 
FY90 FY91 
0 0 
354.47 3Z5. 31 
0 0 
0 0 
150. 66 178, 56 
0 0 
0 0 
340. ZO 403. 20 
0 0 
130. 56 142.80 
0 0 . 
288. 00 315. 00 
0 0 
872. 00 .953. 75 
0 0 
1600. 00 1750. 00 
3735.89 4068. 6z 
10307. 00 12011. 00 
AVERAGE COST PER FLIGHT 9z. zz
 
OPTION IIA1 TOTAL MANPOWER PAGE ___OF
 




















































































TOTAL MANPOWER 261. 1O 130. 70 252. 60 11Z. 40 
EF-one Time Form 6 (arch 25, 1976) 
OPTION IA4 TOTAL MANPOWER PAGE - OF '
 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
4.1 3.5 0 4.7 4.1 .8 1.4 0 0 
4.2 4.8 7.0 3.6 5.2 5.1 5.3 7.1 6.5 
4.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4.4 1.1 0 1.7 1.7 .6 .6 0 0 
4.5 1.5 2.5 1.7 2.8 2.2 3.0 3,0 3..6 
4 . 6 .... ... ... ... .. 
4. 7------- -
4.8 2.5 0 3.8 3.8 1.3 1.3 0 0 
4.9 3.4 5.5 3.8 6.3 4.9 6.7 6.8 8.1 
5.1 -- --- ----- -- - - -
5. 2 1.6 2.6 1.6 2.7 1.8 2.6 z.6 2.9 
5.3 16.0 0 24.0 24.0 8.0 8.0 0 0 
5.4 3.6 5.8 3.6 5.9 4.0 5.8 5.8 6.3 
6.1-- - ---------- -
6.2 6.0 9.6 6.0 9.9 6.6 9.6 9.6 10.5 
6.3 13.9 0 20.9 20.9 7.0 7.0 0 0 
6.4 20. 0 32.0 20.0 33.0 22.0 32.0 32.0 35.0 
7. 
TOTAL MANPOWER 77.90 65. 00 95.40 120. 30 64. 30 83. 30 66.90 75.90 
EF-One Tlme Form 5 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION IIA4 ELEMENT COST 






Development 222. 30 656. 82 
(Z) Common 
Software 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 0 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 0 
(5) Host Computer 
Time DEP 




Software 0 0 
(7) Travel 0 0 
(8) Training 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MAN POWER 4.5 13.1 
TOTAL COST zzz. 30 656. 82 
EF-One Time Form 3 (March 25, 1976) 
PAGE -OF 
FY82 FY83 









372. 69 55. 80 
OPTION IIA4 
COST ELEMENT 




(1) 	 Software 
Development 
(2) 	 Common 
Software 
(3) 	 Host Computer 
Time 
(4) 	 Simulation 
Computer 
Time 
(5) 	 Host Computer 
Time DEP 
Software 




(7) 	 Travel 





















































39.06 69. 75 
0 0 
0 0 
0 	 0 




























OPTION 1A4 ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-







Software 0 151. 70 199.94 358.02 
(2) Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(5) Host Computer 
Time DEP 




Software 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 0 3.0 4.0 7.2 
TOTAL COST 0 151. 70 199.94 358. OZ 
EF-One Time Forn 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION 11A4 
COST ELEMENT 












(3) 	 Host Computer 
Time 
(4) 	 Simulatibn 
Computer Time 
(5) 	 Host Computer 
Time DEP 
Software 








EF-One Time Form I (March 
ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF__ 
FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
Z40. 48 350.67 178. 61 258. 75 25Z. 81 265.14 354. 47 325. 31 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4.8 7.0 3.6 5. z 5.1 5.3 7.1 6. 5 
Z40. 48 350.67 178. 61 258. 75 252. 81 265.14 354.47 325. 31 
25, 1976) 
OPTION 144 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 









Verification 0 0 0 0 
(2) Host Computer 
Time O' 0 00 
(3) Simulation 
Computer 








EF-One Mne Form 3 (arch 25, 1976) 
0 0 0 
OPTION ITA4 











Verification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Host Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Simulation 
Computer








EF-Oiie Tfie Forn 14 (Harch 
0 
25, 1976) 
0 0 0 0 o 
OPTION ' A4 ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-






Development 390.60 139.50 418.50 111. 60 
(2) Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host 
Computer Time 0 0 0 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer 
Time o 0 0 0 
LABOR COST f I 
MANPOWER 7.8 2.8 8.4 2.2 
TOTAL COST 390. 60 139. 50 418. 50 II. 60 
EF-One Time Form 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION 1TA4 












Development 55. 80 0 83.70 83.70 27.90 Z7.90 0 0 
(2) Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lr (3) Host 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer 






















OPTION IIA4 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 






Software 0 39.06 16.74 66.96 
(2) Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(5) Travel 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 0 .8 .3 1.3 
TOTAL COST 0 39.06 16.74 66.96 
EF-One Time Form 3 (Harch 25, 1976) 
OPTION n1A4 ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 










Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) Travel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 5 2.. . 7 Z. 8 2.2 3.0 3. 0 3.6 
TOTAL COST 
EF-Oic Time Form 4 (March 
75. 33 
25, 1976) 
1ZZ. 76 83. 70 139. 50 108.81 147.87 i5o. 66 178. 56 
OPTION I_4 











(1) Host Main 
Memory 0 0 0 0 
(2) Remote Job 
Entry 0 0 0 0 
(3) Display 
Terminals 0 0 0 0 
(4) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 
(5) Telecom­




EF-One Time Form 3 (Narch 25, 1976) 
0 0 0 0 
OPTION. IA4 











(1) Host Main 
Memory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Remote Job 
Entry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Display 
Terminals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) Maintenance 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) Telecom­




EF-OuMe ri'me Form I (Worch 
0 
25, 1976) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OPTION 11A4 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 











Development 882.00 315.00 945.00 z52. 00 
(2) Host 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(3) Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 













OPTION IIA4 ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 










Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Sinulation 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





















OPTION i_4_ _ _.. ELEMENT COST PAGE- OF, 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 





(1) Maintenance 0 88. Zo 37.80 151.20 
(2) Host 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(3) Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(4) Travel 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 0 1.8 8 3.0 
TOTAL COST 0 88.20 37.80 151.zo 
EF-One Time Form 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION IA4 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 









(1) 	 Maintenance 170.10 277. 20 189. 00 315. 00 245. 70 333.90 340.20 403. 20 
(2) 	 Host 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) 	 Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) 	 Travel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 3,4 5. 5 3.8 6.3 4.9 6.7 6.8 8.1 
TOTAL COST 170.10 Z77. 20 189. 00 315. 00 245. 70 333.90 340. 20 403. 20 
EF-Oni Time Form 4 (Nar(h 25, 1976) 
OPTION IIA4 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 









Hardware 714. 00 255.00 612.00 204.00 
(2) Qualification 7284.20 2601.50 6243.60 2081.20 
(3) Special Test 







TOTAL COST 8068. 20 2881.50 6915.60 2305. 20 
EF-One Time Formt 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION IA4 











Hardware 102.00 0 153,00 153.00 51.00 51.00 0 0 
(?) Qualification 1040.60 0 1560.90 1560o. 90 520. 30 520. 30 0 0 
(3) Special Test 








EF-Oie Time Forii 4 (March 
115Z. 60 
2S, 1976) 
0 1728. 90 1728.90 576. 30 576. 30 0 0 
OPTION IIA4 ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 
5. 2 Experiment 
ProceBsor 
Mikintenance 
(1) Maintenance 57.12 73.44 81.60 85.68 
(2) Distribution 0 0 0 0 
(3) Re-Furbish­
meint 0 0 0 0 
10 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER i. 1. 1.6 1.7 
TOTAL COST 57.12 73.44 81.60 85. 68 
EF-One Time Form 3 (Match 25, 1976) 
_OPTION IIA4 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91
 
5. Z Experiment 
Processor 
Hardware 
(1) Maintenance 81.60 130. 56 81.60 134.64 89.76 130. 56 130. 56 14Z. 80 
(2) Distribution 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Rie-Furbish­
ment 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 1.6 z. 6 1.6 Z. 7 1.8 z. 6 - z. 6 2. 9 
TOTAL COST 
EF-One Time Form 4 (March 
81. 60 
25, 1976) 
130. 56 81. 60 134.64 89. 76 130. 56 130. 56 142. 80 
OPTION IIA4 ELEMENT COST 
. PAGE -OF. 





Development 5600.00 Z000. 00 4800. 00 1600. 0 
(2) Support 
Software 
Procurement 770.00 275.00 660.00 ZZ0.00 
LABOR COST 5600. 00 zooo.00 4800. 00 1600. oo 
MANPOWER 112.0 40.0 96.0 32.0 
TOTAL COST 6370.00 2275.00 5460.00 1820.00 
EF-One Time Formi 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION n1A4 











Development 800. 00 0 00. 00 1200.00 400.00 400.00 0 0 
(2) Support 
Software 
Procurement 110. 00 0 165. O0 165. 00 55. 00 55.00 0 0 
01' 
LABOR COST . 800. 00 0 1200.00 100. 00 400. 00 400. 00 0 0 
MANPOWER 16.0 0 Z4.0 Z4. 0 8.0 8.0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 910.00 0 1365.00 1365. 00 455. 00 455.0 I 0 0 
EF-0ine Ti me Form 4 (4arch 2S. 1976) 
OPTION IIA4 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 





5.4 DEP Software 
Maintenance 
& Distribution 
(1) Maintenance IZ6. 00 162. 00 180.00 189.00 
(Z) Distribution 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MAN POWER 2. 5 3.2 3.6 3.8. 
TOTAL COST 126. oo 162. 00 180. 00 189. oo 
EF-One Time Form 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION IA4 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
5.4 DEP Software 
Maintenance 
& Distribution 
(1) Maintenance 180.00 288.00 180.00 297.00 198.00 Z88. 00 Z88, 00 315.00 
(Z) Distribution 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 3.6 5.8 3.6 5.9 4.0 5.8 5.8 6.3 
TOTAL COST 180.00 288. 00 180.00 297. 00 198.00 288. 00 Z88. 00 315. 00 
lF-nQie Time Form It (March 2S, 1976) 
OPTION IIA4 ELEMENT COST PAGE z" 'OF-




























_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 
4620.00 
_ _ _ 
1650. 00 396. O0 1320. 00 
EF-One Time Form 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION IIA4 ELEMENT COST PAGE -. OF 











Expe rimentProcessor 660.00 0 990.00 990.00 330.00 330.00 0 0 
(DEP) 
Interface 
(4) R TSTS 
Integration 
(5) Consumable 








.F-)ve Time Form 4 (March 
66o. oo 
25, 1976) 
0 990. 00 990. 00 330. 00 330. 00 0 0 
OPTION 11A4 ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 




(1) Maintenance 210.00 210.00 300. 00 315.00 






(5) Consumables 171. 50 220. 50 245.00 257.25 
(6) Re-Furbish­
ment 
(7) Facil ity 











TOTAL COST 381.50 490. 50 545.00 572. 25 
EF-O)ne Time Form 3 (MIarch 25, 1976) 
OPTION ITA4 











(1) Maintenance 300. 00 480.00 300. 00 495. 00 330. 00 480. 00 480. 00 525. 00 
(2) Distribution 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 














39Z. 00 392. 00 4Z8. 75 
(6) Re-Furbish­
ment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(7) Facility 
Modifications 
LABOR COST 300 480 300 495 330 480 480 525 
MANPOWER 6.0 9.6 6.0 9.9 6.6 9.6 9.6 10.5 
TOTAL COST 
EF-One Time Form 4 (arch 
545 
25, 1976) 
872 545 899.25 599. 50 872 872 953. 75 
OPTION 11A4 ELEMENT COST PAGE .. OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 











Procurement 56.00 20. 00 48.00 16. 00 
LABOR COST 4872.00 1740,00 4176.00 1392.00 
MANPOWER 974 34.8 83.5 27.8 
TOTAL COST 4928. 00 1760. 00 4224. 00 1408. 00 
EF-One Tinme Form 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION 1hA4 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF, 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 











Procurement 8.00 0 12. 00 12.00 4.00 4.00 0 0 
LABOR COST 696.00 0 1044.00 1044. 00 348. 00 348.00 0 0 
MANPOWER 13.9 0 20.9 zo. 9 7.0 7.0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 
LF-One Tim Formi'l (March 
704. 00 
25, 1976) 
0 1056. 00 os6. oo 352. 00 35Z. 00 0 0 
OPTION AIA4 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 




(1) Maintenance 700.00 900.00 1000.00 1050. 0 
(2) Distribution 0 0 0 0 
p-C 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 14.0 18.0 20.0 . 
TOTAL COST 700. 00 900.00 1000.00 1050. 0 
EF-One Time Forn 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION I1A4 ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
6.4 	 RTSTS Support 
Maintenance 
& Distribution 
(1) 	 Maintenance 1000. 00 1600. 00 1000. 00 1650.00 ll00.00 1600. O0 1600. 00 1750.00 
(Z) 	 Distribution 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 20.0 32.0 20.0 33.0 ZZ.0 32. 0 3Z. 0 35.0 
TOTAL COST 
.f-Oe Tib Form 4 (March 
1000. 00 
25, 1971)) 
1600. oo 1000. 00 1650.00 1100. 00 1600. 00 1600, 00 1750. 00 
SECTION 7" Option IlBi - Distributed Standard Mini, Central Software 
Development by Central Group 




o 	 All experiment application dependent software will be 
implemented in DEP' s. 
o 	 STIL facility used for all EAS software development. 
o 	 DEP is available at Level 4 checkout area. 
o 	 Common library evolvement possible.due to central-EAS 
development group. 
o 	 Only one mini development/qualification required. 
o 	 Only one RTSTS required for STIL software development. 
o 	 No PI/PI integration required due to independence of EAS 
from resource sharing. Central computer integration 
testing still required. 
o 	 Fewer total mini's required due to sharing of pool of 
processors.
 
o 	 Only one DEP operating system development is required. 
74 ­
Cost Element 4.1 Experiment Application Software Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
Z. Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP Software 





(1) Software Development 
(A) = ((Number of Statements) (Cost/Statement)) Per 
Flight Per Yr. 
Number of Statements = GDC Estimate = ((New Flights) ­
(Previous Yr. Common)) Per Yr. 
Cost/Statement = $45 (Requirements, Code, and 
Verification) $15 Per Statement is Applied to 
Integrated Verification (See 4. 3 (1)) 
(1) Total = ((#10) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Common Software 
(A) = ((Number of Statements) (Cost/Statement)) Per Yr. 
for 5 Yrs. Starting in FY81. 
Number of Statements = 10% of new Development per 
Flight per year. Reducing 2% per year to 0% - Yearly 
Totals are Accumulative and Accumulated Total is 
Subtracted from Subsequent Years Required Development. 
75 
Cost/Statement = $5 (Document and Place in Library) 
(2) Total = ((#5) ($5)) Per Yr. 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = ((Host Time) (Cost/Hr. )) Per New Flight Per Yr. 




= (# of Modules) (Hrs. /Module)
 
Hrs. /Module = 18 Compiles/Module @ 3 Mins. /Compile
 
+ 9 Functional Simulations @ 12 Mins. / 
Run + I Data Reduction for 75% of 
Simulation Runs @ 10 Mins. Each 




Host Cost/Hr. = ((10% Maintenance) + (Operations)
 
+ (Consumables))-- (Z080 I-rs. /Shift) 
= (2. 43) + (57. 69) + (63. 05) = $123. 22/Fr.
 
# of Modules = #10- 100
 
(3) Total = (3. 87) (110Z-100) ($123. 22)/Yr. 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = (# of Ers. /Module) (Cost/Hr. ) (# of Modules) 
# of Hrs. = 4 Simulations at 60 Min. [Simulation
 
(Includes Set-Up, Runs, and Run Evaluations)
 
Cost/Hr. = ((10% (Maintenance (CDMS, CID,
 
SIMULATION COMPUTER)) + (Consumables)
 
+ (Operations)) 2080 I-Irs. 
76 
= ($8) + (0) + ((2) ($40K))--Z080
 
= ($8) + ($38. 46)
 
= $46. 46/ Hr.
 
# of Modules = #8 + #9
 
(4) Total = (($46. 46) (#8 + #9) (4 Hrs. )) Per Yr. 
(5) Host Computer Time DEP Software 




(5) Total = 0 for This Option 
(6) Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
(A) ((# of Hrs. ) (Cost/Hr.) (# of Modules)) Per Flight/Yr. 
(6) Total = 0 for This Option 
(7) Travel 
(A) = ((Number of Man Yrs. ) (Travel Cost/Man Yr. ))/Yr. 
(7) Total = 0 for This Option 
(8) Training 
(A) = (Number of Programmers) (Cost/Programmer) 
(8) Total = 0 for This Option 
77
 
Cost Element 4. 2 Experiment Application Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Experiment Unique Software 
2. Experiment Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP Software 
6. Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
7. Travel 
(1) Experiment Unique Software 
(A) = (# of Statements) (Rate of Change) (Cost/Statement) 
(Number of Statements) (Rate of Change) = #13 
Rate of Change = Engineering Estimate Based on 
Past Programs - 40%6 for Ist Re-Fly, 30%o for Znd 
Re-Fly, Z0%/ for 3rd Re-Fly, 10%o for all Subsequent 
Re-Flys, 
Cost/Statement = $45 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
(1) Total =-'((#13) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Experiment Common Software 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost/Statement)) 
Per Yr. 
Rate of Change = Engineering Estimate = 116 
Cost/Statement = $60 (Due to Verification Necessary 
for Multi-Use) 
(2) Total = ((#6) (1%) ($60)) Per Yr. 
78 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = (f Modules) (# I-Itrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr.,)
 
# Modules = #13 100
 
H rs. /Module = 3. 87 (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
Cost/Hr. = $123. 22 (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
(3) Total = ((#13 -100) (3. 87) ($123. ZZ)) Per Yr. 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = ((M Modules) (# of Hrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr.)) Per Yr. 
# Modules = #13 100 

# Hrs. /Module = 4 I-rs. (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
(4) Total = ((#13-1100) (4) ($46.46)) Per Yr. 
(5) Host Computer Time DEP Software 
(A) = ((Host Time/Module) (# Modules) (Cost/-Tr.)) Per Yr. 
(5) Total = 0 for This Option 
(6) Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
(A) = ((f of Hrs.) (Cost/Fr.) (It Modules)) Per Yr. 
(6) Total = 0 for This Option 
(7) Travel 
(A) = ((MMan Yrs. ) (Travel Cost/Man Yr. )) Per Yr. 
(7) Total = 0 for This Option 
79
 
Cost Element 4. 3 EAS Software Integrated Verification 
Cost Factors 
1. Integrated Verification 
2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Integrated Verification Simulation Software 
(1) 	 Integrated Verification 
(A)= ((# of Modules) (Cost/Module)) Per Flight/Yr. 
(1) 	 Total = 0 for This Option 
(2) 	 Host Computer Time 
(A) 	= (# Hrs. ) (Cost/Hr. 
(2) 	 Total = 0 for This Option 
(3) 	 Simulation Hardware Time 
(A) 	= (# Hrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr.) (# Module) 
(3) 	 Total = 0 for This Option 
(4) Integrated Verification Simulation Software 
(A) 	 - ((# of Modules) (Cost/Module)) Per Yr. 
(4) 	 Total = 0 for This Option 
80
 
Cost Element 4.4 Preflight Checkout Software Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Travel 
(1) Software Development 
(A) = ((Number of HOL Statements) (Cost/Statement)) Yr. 
(1) Total = ((#22) ($30))/Yr. 
(2) Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 for This Element 
(3) Host Computer Time 
Host Computer Time = ((Host Time)) (Cost/Hr.) 
Ref. 4.1 (3) 
(A) = ((3. 87) (# Modules) ($123. 22))/Yr. 
(3) Total = ((3. 87) (#224-1 00) ($123. 22)) Per Yr. 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = (# Hrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr.) (# Modules) 
Ref. 4.1 (4) 
(4) Total = (4) ($46. 46) (#22Z 100) Per Yr. 
(5) Travel 
(5) Total = 0 for This Option 
81 
PREFLIGHT SOFTWARE SIZING RATIONALE 
Saturn History 
LVDC/DA interface signals = 86
 
LVDC/DA - instructions = 4,650
 
average # instructions/signal = 54
 
ATM History-
ATMDC interface signals = Z75
 
ATMDC # instructions 7,897
 
average # instructions/signal = 29
 
Mission 8 of Spacelab 
# interface signals = 81. 6
 
# payload elements 1. 3
 
average I interface signals = 6Z. 77 
Assume preflight job for each payload element is 
the same and equivalent to Saturn LVDC = 4, 650 
instructions. 
4,650 
= 5 = 930 HOL statements at a cost of $30/Statement. 
Number of Statements = Number of HOL Statements per
Payload Element X # Payload Elements = 930 X PE/Yr. 
(New Flight) 
Cost/Statement = $30 
8z
 
Cost Element 4. 5 Preflight Checkout Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Experiment Unique Software 
2. Experiment Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Travel 
(1) Experiment Unique Software 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost! Statement))/Yr.
 
Number of Statements = #23
 
Cost of Statement = $30 Ref. 4. 4 (1)
 
(1) Total = ((#23) ($30)) Per Yr. 
(2) Experiment Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 for This Element 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = (Host Time) (Cost/Hr. 
(A) = ((# Modules) (3. 87) (($123. 22)) Ref. 4. 2 (3) 
(3) Total = (#23 - 100) (3. 87) ($123. 22) 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = (Simulation Computer Time) (Cost/Hr. 
83
 
(A) = ((# Modules 4100) (4) ($46. 46) 
(4) Total = ((#23 4400) (4) ($46. 46) Ref. 4. 2 (4) 
(5) Travel 
(A) = (Number of Man Yrs. ) ($9, 725)/Yr. 
(5) Total = 0 for This Option 
84
 
Cost Element 4. 6 EAS Dependant STIL Hardware Modifications 
Cost Factors 
1. Host Main Memory 
2. Remote Job Entry (RJE) 
3. Display Terminals 
4. Maintenance Added Hardware 
(1) Host Main Memory 
(A) = (GSA Price) (Memory Size) 
(1) Total = 0 for This Option 
(Has Been Sized In Host Hardware) 
(2) RJE 
(A) = (GSA Price) (ik RJE) 
(2) Total = 0 for This Option 
(3) Display Terminals 
(A) = (GSA Price) (# Terminals) 
GSA Price = $989
 
# Terminals = 8
 
6 Prog. /I Terminal
 
Total Required # of People = 48 
(3) Total = ($989) (8) = $7, 912 
(4) Maintenance Added Hardware 
(A) = GSA 
(4) Total = ((8) ($66)) = $528 Per Yr. 
85 
Cost Element 4. 8 	 Experiment Real-Time Simulation Software 
Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Travel 
(1) Software Development 
(A) = (# of Statements) (Cost/Statement)) 
# of Statements = #24 
Cost/Statement = $45 Due to Less Documentation 
and no Integration. 
(1) Total = ((#Z4) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) .Host Computer Time 
(A) = Ref. 4.1 (5)
 
# Modules = #241-100
 
(2) Total = (1.4) (#24 100) ($123. 22)) Per Yr. 
(3) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = Ref. 4.1 (6) 
# Modules = (#24-100) 
(3) Total ((7) (#24-100) ($46. 46)) Per Yr. 
(4) Travel 
(A) = ((# of Man Yrs. 	) ($9, 725)) Per Yr. 
(4) Total = 0 for This Option 
86 
Rationale for Simulation Software Required for Payload Elements 
Engineering Estimate - Z1K Table Words Per Payload Element for 
Simulation Software. 
Engineering Estimate that 21K Table Words Equates to Approximately 
1/3 X 21K = 7K Machine Language Instructions, 
7K Z 5 = 1.4K HOL Statements 
1. 4K X $45/Statement = $63K/Payload Element 
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2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Travel 
(1) Maintenance 
(A) = (# of Statements) -(Change Rate) (Cost/Statement) 
# of Statements = 1. 4K X Payload Elements/ Yr. 
(Maintenance Flights) 
(# of Statements) (Change YRate) = #25 
Change Rate = Engineering Estimate = 10%/Flight 
Cost/Statement = $45 Same as 4. 8 (1) 
(1) Total = ((#25) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Host Computer Time 
(A) = Ref. 4. 8 (2) 
(2) Total = ((1.4) (#25-100) ($123. 22)) Per Yr. 
(3) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = Ref. 4.8 (3) 
(3) Total = ((7) (#25-100) ($46. 46)) Per Yr. 
(4) Travel 
(A) ((# Man Yrs. ) ($9, 725)) Per Yr. 
(4) Total = 0 for This Option 
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Cost Element 5.1 Experiment Processor Acquisition 
Cost Factors 
1. Processor (I/O Included) 
2. Qualification 
3. Special Test Equipment 
(1) 	 Processor 
(A) = ((Number of Processors) (Cost/Processor)) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 




(1) 	 Total = ((#34) ($46K)) Per Yr. 
(2) 	 Qualification 
(A) Q((#ualifications) (Cost/Qualification)) Per Yr. 
Cost/Qualification = $520. 3K 
(Z) 	 Total = ((1) ($520. 3K)) Per Yr. (1 Time Cost) 
(3) 	 Special Test Equipment
 
Engineering Estimate = $5K/Unit
 
(# Units) ($5K) Per Yr.
 
(3) 	 Total = ((#34) ($5k)) Per Yr. 
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GROUNDRULES FOR DEDICATED EXPERIMENT PROCESSOR 
1. 	 Central Experiment Computer Capacity = (Speed) and (Memory) 
Speed = (500K Adds Per Second) (65%) 3Z5 KADS 
500 KADS = CII Specifications 
65% = 100% - (15% Overhead) = (20% Contingency) 
Memory = (Total Capacity) -"(Contingency) -(Operating System) 
Total Capacity = 64K CII Specifications 
Contingency = 301o Engineering Estimate 
Note: Low Compared to Industry Estimates (50% - 100%) 
Operating System = Z0K Memory Requirement ESA Estimate 




II. 	 When a new payload exceeds central computer capacity, a DEP 
will be selected for the elenent that has the greatest capacity 
requirement. Each element having this requirement will be 
assigned a different DEP, except the case where one DEP is 
used on multiple missions. 
III. 	 Assume all Spacelab Review Item Disposition (RID's) for CDMS 
modifications are incorporated for mass memory, data bus, etc. 
IV. 	 Two classes of DEP's were considered: 
(1) 	 Micro Processor 
(2) Mini Processor
 
Only I DEP will be specified.
 
V. 	 Assume any non-standard DEP's selected will have support 
software that is executable on STIL host or STIL simulation 
conputer. 
VI. 	 For any mission, assume that the required number of data bus 
RAU's can be provided. 
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VII. 	 Number of processors is determined by applying "Groundrulcs 
ifor DEP" to GDC proVided software requirenents. 
Cost/Processor is determined by: processor class and 
configuration, 
((Processor Hardware) + (Onalification) (Special I/0 (RAU 
Equivalent) + (Special Test Equipment) + (Peripherals*) + 
(Peripherals Qualification)) 
Each element will be determined according to selected 
processor class and configuration. 










(A) = 8% of DEP Purchase Price/Yr. for Each Yr. Used 
(1) Total = ((8% ($46K)) (1135)) Per Yr. 
(Z) Distribution 
(2) Total = (($500) (#36)) Per Yr. 
(3) Re-Furbishment 
(A) = ((Number of DEP's) (Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment)) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of DEP's = Determined from Mission Model 
Requirements 
Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment = 0 
Assume DEP's will meet Spacelab Lifetime Requirements 
(3) Total 0 for This Option 
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Cost Element 5. 3 DEP Software 
Cost Factors 
1. Operating System Development 
2. Support Software Development 
(1) Operating System Development 








Number of DEP's = #26
 
Cost Per Instruction = $100 Assembly Language
 
(1) Total = (4K) ($100) = $400K ( Time Cost) 
(Z) Support Software Development 
(A) = (Vendor Lease) or ((Number of Statements) 
(Cost Per Statement) (Number of DEP's) 
Number of DEP's = 1126 
Assume 	Vendor Lease - $25K For Cross Assembler 
$25K For Cross Compiler 
$50K (Engineering Estimate) 
(2) Total = $50K (I Time Cost) 
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(A) = ((Number of Statements) (Rate of Change) 
(Cost Per Statement) 
Number 	of Statements = 4. OK Operating System 
2.4K Cross Assembler 
9. OK Cross Compiler 
Total 15. 4K (Engineering Estimate) 
,#Z7 = # of DEP's. Used Per Yr. 
Rate of Change = 5% Per Yr. When Used - Engineering 
Estimate 
Cost Per Statement = $45 
(1) Total = $34. 65K Per Yr. 
(2) Distribution 
(2) Total = ($50) (#36)) Per Yr. 
Cost Elements 6.1, 6. 2, 6. 3, 6. 4, & 7 - Real-Time Simulation Test 
Set (Not Required for This Option - Use STIL) 
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SECTION 7 - Option IIBi - Distributed Standard Mini, Central Software 
Development by Central Group 
7.2 Cost Data 
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OPTION 1113 TOTAL COST PAGE - OF 






































































TOTAL 1234.30 2859.65 1807.09 2388.19 1741.19 
ESCALATED TOTAL 1617.92 4010.81 2711.95 3834..91 2991.69 
EF-One Time Forpl I (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION J1I 
COST ELEMENT FY84 




4. 5 91.97 













TOTAL 1007. 53 
ESCALATED TOTAL 1852. 30 
TOTAL COST 
ESCALATED TOTAL COST 

















35. 55 35.80 
1028.05 1124.11 
2022. 33 2366.08 






























































35.00 35. 05 
1111.80 1234. 70 
3067.49 3645.04 
AVERAGE COST PER FLIGHT 16Z 63
 
OPTION 11B1 TOTAL MANPOWER PAGE OF 


































































TOTAL MANPOWER 8.0 31.7 30.1 41.1 21.7 
EF-Ozi Time Form 6 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION 11BI 




















TOTAL MANPOWER t. 







































































 25.9 17.4 
 21. 0 
 19.7 21.5
 
OPTION IIBI ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-






Development 222. 3 656. 82 313. 52 33.48 
(2) Common 
Software 0 6. 58 2.23 .23 
(3) ost Computer 



















DEP Software 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel 0 0 0 0 
(8) Training 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST ZZZ. 30 663.40 315. 75 33.71 
MANPOWER 4.4 13.3 6.3 .7 
TOTAL COST 255.43 760.34 362.13 39. 01 
EF-One Time Form 3 (Knrch 25. 1q76) 
OPTION IB1 
COST ELEMENT 










(3) 	 Host Computer 
Time 
(4) 	 Simulation 
Computer Time 
(5) 	 Host Computer 
Time DEP 
Software 
(6) 	 Simulation 
Computer Time 
DEP Software 
(7) 	 Travel 
































































































OPTION t13 ELEMENT COST 










(3) Host Computer 
Time 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 0 





DEP Software 0 
(7) Travel 0 
LABOR COST 0 
MAN POWER 0 
TOTAL COST 0 






































(1) 	 Experiment 
Unique Software 





(3) 	 Host Computer 
Time 
- (4) Simulation 
w Computer Time 
(5) 	 Host Computer 
Time DEP 
Software 
(6) 	 Simulation 
Computer Time 
DEP Software 






























































































OPTION n1 ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 




Verification 0 0 0 0 
(Z) Host Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
C 
(3) Simulation 




Software 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 
OPTION I13 











Verification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Host Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Simulation 
Computer Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L (4) Integrated 
Verification 
Simulation 
Software 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FF-Olki 'Ihip Form Is (Kirrh " , 1C)76) 
OPTION 11131 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-






Development 390.60 139.50 418. 50 111.60 
(2) Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 
0 
a, 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 62.09 22.17 66. 5Z 17.74 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 24.20 8.64 25.92 6.91 
LABOR COST 390.60 139.50 418. 50 111.60 
MANPOWER 7.8 2.8 8.4 Z.2 
S.-
TOTAL COST 
I - I..... . I 7 , . . 
476. 89 170.31 510.94 136. Z5 
OPTION 11BI ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 





Development 55.80 0 83.70 83. 70 27.90 27.90 0 0 
(Z) Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-J 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 8.87 0 13.30 13.30 4.43 4.43 0 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 3.46 0 5.18 5.18 1.73 1.73 0 0 
LABOR COST 55.80 0 83.70 83.70 Z7.90 Z7.90 0 0 
MANPOWER .i 0 1.7 1.7 .6 .6 0 0 
TOTAL COST 68.13 0 10Z. 18 102 18 34.06 34.06 0 0 
17,F-ln 1,im ,'lnr"t,(71t l'l, "9 '711, 
OPTION 13 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 








Unique Software 0 39.06 16.74 66. 96 
(2) Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 
Go 
(3) -lost Computer 
Time 0 6. z 2.66 10.64 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 0 2.42 1.04 4.15 





























Unique Software 75.33 122. 76 83.70 139.50 108.81 147.87 150.66 178.56 
(Z) Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
O 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 11.97 19.51 13.30 22.17 17.30 23.50 23.95 28.38 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 4.67 7.60 5.18 8.64 6.74 9.16 9.33 11.06 




































(1) 	 Host Main 
Memory 
(2) 	 Remote Job 
Entry 
(3) 	 Display 
Terminals 












ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF 
FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 
393.00 
0 0 0 0 
7.91 
. 53 *53 .53 
400.91 0.53 0.53 0.53
 
. , ln-1c 
OPTION 11131 







4.6 EAS Dependent 
STIL Hardware 
Supplement 
(1) Host Main 
Memory ...... 
(Z) Remote Job 
Entry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Display 
Terminals ...... 








EF-O,)e 'ime Form 4 
0.53 
(Mirch 25, 1976) 
0.53 0. 53 0. 53 0. 53 0.53 0. 53 0. 53 
OPTION 11131 ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF 







Development 882, 0 315, 0 945, 0 25z, 0 
(2.) Host Computer 
Time 33.81 12.08 36. Z3 9.66 
(3) Simulation 
Computer Time 6z. 74 ZZ. 77 68. 30 18.21 
(4) travel 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 88Z. 00 315. 00 945. 00 25Z. 00 
MANPOWER 17.6 6.3 18.9 5.0 
TOTAL COST 978,55 349. 85 1049.5 279.87 
OPTION Unl 













Development 126.0 0 189.0 189.0 63.0 63.0 0 0 
(Z) Host Computer 
Time 4.83 0 7.25 7. Z5 Z. 4Z 2.42 0 0 
(3) Simulation 
Computer Time 9.11 0 13.66 13.66 4.55 4.55 0 0 
(4) Travel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 126.00 0 189.00 189. 00 63.00 63.00 0 0 
MANPOWER 2. 5 0 3.8 3.8 1. 3 1.3 0 0 
TOTAL COST 139. 94 0 209. 91 209.91 69.97 69.97 0 0 
EF-Ooe Timite Form Ie (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION. n___ ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF._ 











(1) 	 Maintenance 0 88. ZO 37.80 151.20 
(2) 	 Host Computer 
Time 0 3. 38 1.45 5. 80 
(3) 	 Simulation 
Computer Time 0 6. 37 2.37 10.93 
(4) 	 Travel 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 88.20 37. 80 151.20 
MANPOWER 0 1. 8 .8 3.0 
TOTAL COST 0 97.95 41.6z 167. 93 
EF-One Ti.me Form 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION 11131 












(1) Maintenance 170.10 277.20 189.00 315.00 245. 7 333.9 340.2 403.2 
(2) Host Computer 
Time 6. 52 10. 63 7.25 12.08 7.87 12. 80 13.04 15.46 
(3) Simulation 
Computer Time 12.29 20. 30 13.66 22.77 17.76 24.13 24.59 29.14 
(4) Travel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST. 170.10 zz7. ZO 189.00 315.00 245. 70 333. 90 340.20 403. ZO 
MANPOWER 3.4 5.5 3.8 6.3 4.9 6.7 6.8 8.1 
TOTAL COST 
.EF-Owt Tvie Forp 4 ( -.rch 
188.91 
' 9. 1076) 
308.13 Z09.91 349. 85 Z71. 33 370.83 377. 83 447.80 
OPTION zB' ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-





Hardware 644.00 184. 00 92. 00 46.00 460.00 
(2) Qualification 520.30 
(3) Special Test 










____ 0____ 0 0 0 0 
MAN POWER 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 1234. 30 204. 00 1 102. 00 1 51. 00 510. 00 
OPTION 11131 ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 





(1) 	 Processor 
Hardware 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Z) 	Qualification 
(3) Special Test 









LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 00 	 0 0 0 0 
EF-OM' Th,iL Fon', 6 (Mirch q%. 107f61 
OPTION nlBI 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 





5. 2 Experiment 
Processor 
Maintenance 
(1) Maintenance 51. 52 66.Z4 73. 60 73.60 
(2) Distribution 7.00 3.00 12.00 5.00 
(3) Re-Furbishment 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 58.52 69.24 85.60 78.60 
MANPOWER 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.6 
TOTAL COST 58. 52 69. Z4 85.60 78.60 
OPTION 11 







5. Z Experiment 
Processor 
Maintenance 
(1) Maintenance 77.28 121.44 73.60 117.76 77.28 121.44 103.04 125.12 
(Z) Distribution 5.50 9.00 11.50 10.00 10.50 7.00 3.50 4.00 
(3) Re-Furbishment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 82.78 130.44 85.10 127.76 87.78 128.44 106.54 1z9.1z 
MANPOWER 1.7 2.6 1.7 2.6 1.8 2.6 Z.1 2.6 
TOTAL COST 82. 78 130.44 85.10 127.76 87.78 128.44 106.54 129.12 
FP-Oit' 'T'iwmu Forw / (l:rrlh '?. 1976) 
OPTION .. IBI ELEMENT COST PAGE _OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82. FY83 





Development 400.00 0 0 0 
(2) Support 
Software 
Procurement 50.00 0 0 0 
C, 
LABOR COST 400.00 0 0 0 
MAN POWER 8.0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 450.00 0 0 0 
OPTION 11131 












Development 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Z) Support 
Software 
Procurement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTALCOST 
EF-O e 'riiie Fori It (,irch ? 
0 
, 1076) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OPTION 113 























LABOR COST 35. 35 34.95 35.85 35.15 
MANPOWER .7 . .7 .7 
TOTAL COST 35.35 34. 95 35. 85 35.15 
EF-One Time Dorm 3 (Mlarch 25, 1976) 
OPTION I1BI 





5.4 DEP Software 
Maintenance 
& Distribution 
(1) Maintenance 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34. 65 34.65 
(Z) Distribution 0.55 0.90 1.15 1.00 1.05 0.70 0. 35 0.40 
LABOR COST 35.20 35.55 35.80 35.65 35.70 35.35 35.00 35.05 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 


















SECTION 8 Option 1IB2A - Distributed Standard Mini Central 
Software Development by PI Local. 




o 	 All experiment application dependent software will be 
implemented in DEP's. 
o 	 STIL facility used for all EAS software development. 
o 	 PI travels to STIL for software development. 
o 	 DEP is available at Level 4 checkout area. 
o 	 Common library evolvement is not possible due to independent 
PI development. 
o 	 Only one mini development/qualification required. 
o 	 Only one RTSTS required for software development. 
o 	 No PI/PI integration required due to independence of EAS 
from resource sharing. Central computer integration testing 
is still required. 
o 	 Fewer total mini's required due to sharing of pool of 
processors.
 
o 	 Only one DEP operating system development is required. 
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Cost Element 4. 1 Experiment Application Software Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP Software 
6. Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
7. Travel 
8. Training 
(1) Software Development 
(A) = ((Number of Statements) (Cost/Statement)) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of Statements = GDC Estimate = #3 + #4 
Cost/Statement = $45 (Code and Verification) 
(1) Total = ((#3 + 114) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 for This Option 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = ((Host Time) (Cost/Hr. )) Per New Flight Per Yr. 
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Host Time = ((# Instructions) (# Instructions/ 
Module)) (Hrs. /Module) 
= 	(# of Modules) ('Hrs. /Module) 
Hrs, /Module = 18 Compiles/Module @ 3 Mins. / 
Compile + 9 Functional Simulations @12 Mins. / 
Run + Data Reduction for 75% of Simulation Runs 
@ 10 Mins. Each. 
= 	(54 Mins. ) + (108 Mins. ) + (70 Mins. ) = 3. 87 I-Irs. 
Host Cost/Hr. = ((10% Maintenance) + (Operations) 




(3) Total = ((3. 87) ((#3 + #4)- 100) ($123. 22)) Per Yr. 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = (0 of Hrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr.) (# of Modules) 
# of Hrs. = 4 Simulations at 60 Min. /Simulation 
(Includes Set Up, Runs, and Run Evaluations) 
Cost/Hr. = (10% (Maintenance (CDMS, CID, SIM. 
COMP. )) + Consumables) + (Operations)) 2080 Hrs. 
= ($8) + (0) + ((Z X $40K) -- 2080)
 




# of Modules = GDC Estimate = (#3 + #4) -' 100
 
(4) Total = (($46. 46) ((#3 + #4) -100) (4 Hrs. )) Per Yr. 
(5) Host Computer Time DEP Software 
(5) Total = 0 for This Option 
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(6) Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
(6) Total = 0 for This Option 
(7)' Travel 
(A) = (Number of Man Yrs. ) (Travel Cost/Man Yr. )/Yr. 
Number of Man Yrs. = Number of Man Yrs. Required 
as Determined by Number of New Instructions. ­
Travel/Man Yr. = (Number of Trips) (Cost of Ticket) 
+ (Number of Days) (Cost Day)
 
Number of Trips = 4 Per Man/Yr.
 
Cost of Ticket = $150
 
Cost/Day = $1Z. 50 Per Diem + $12. 50 For Car $Z5 
Number of Days = 365
 
Travel = 4 ($150) + (365) (25)
 
= $600 + $9, 125 = $9, 725/Man Yr.
 
(7) Total = ((4116) ($9, 725))/Yr. 
(8) Training 
(A) = (Number of Programmers) (Cost/Programmer) 
Number of Programmers = Number of Programmers 
Required by Number of New Instructions 
Cost of Programmer = Engineering Estimate $500/Man 
(8) Total = (1/16) ($500) 
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Cost Element 4. 2 Experiment Application Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Experiment Unique Software 
2. Experiment Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP Software 
6. Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
7. Travel 
(1) Experiment Unique Software 
(A) = (# of Statements) (Rate of Change) (Cost/Statement) 
(Number of Statements) (Rate of Change) = #13 
Rate of Change = Engineering Estimate Based on 
Past Programs = 40% for 1st Re-Fly, 30%/ for Znd 
Re-Fly, 20% for 3rd Re-Fly, 10% for all Subsequent 
Re-Flys. 
Cost/Statement = $45 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
(1) Total = ((#13) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Experiment Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 for This Option 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = (# Modules) (# Hrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr. 
# Modules = #13 . 100 
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# Hrs. 	/Module = 3. 87 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
Cost/Hr. = $123. 22 (See 4. 1 for Rationale) 
(3) Total = ((#13 --- 100) (3. 87) ($123. 22)) Per Yr. 
(4) 	 Simulation Computer Time 




# Modules = 1134100
 
# Hrs. /Module = 4 Nrs. (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
Cost/Hr. = $46. 46 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
(4) Total = ((013 1 00) (4) ($46. 46)) Per Yr. 
(5) 	 I-ost Computer Time DEP Software 
(5), Total = 0 for This Option 
(6) 	 Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
.(6) Total = 0 for This Option 
(7) 	 Travel 
(A) = ((Number of Man Yrs. ) (Travel/Cost/Man Yr. ))/Yr. 
Number of Man Yrs. = Number of Man Yrs. Required 
as Determined by Number of Instructions to be 
Maintained. 
Travel 	= $9, 7Z5 Mlan/Yr. 
(7) Total = (#17) ($9, 725) 
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Cost Element 4. 3 EAS Software Integrated Verification 
Cost Element 
1. Integrated Verification 
2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Integrated Verification Simulation Software 
(1) (2) (3) & (4) Total = 0 for This Option 
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Cost Element 4. 4 Preflight Checkout Software Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Common Software 
3. Host 	Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Travel 
(1) 	 Software Development 
(A) = ((Number of HOL Statements) (Cost/Statement) 
Number of Statements = #22 
Cost/Statements = $30 
(1) Total = ((#22) ($30))/Yr. 
(2) 	 Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 for This Option 
(3) 	 Host Computer Time
 
(Host Time) (Cost/Hr. ) Ref. 4.1 (3)
 
(3. 87) 	(# Modules) ($IZ3. 22) Per Flight/Yr. 
(3) Total = ((3. 87) (#22 ' 100) ($123. ZZ)) Per Yr. 
(4) 	 Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = (# Hrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr.) (# Modules) 
Ref. 4.1 (4) 
= 	 1(4) Total (($46.'46) (#22 00)) Per Yr. 
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(5) Travel 
(A) = ((# Man Yrs. ) ($9, 725)) Per Yr. 
(5) Total = ((#22 4 833) ($9. 725)) Per Yr. 
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PREFLIGHT SOFTWARE SIZING RATIONALE
 
Saturn History 
LVDC/DA interface signals 86 
LVDC/DA # instructions 4,650 
average # instructions/signal 54 
ATM History 
ATMDC interface signals 
ATMDC I instructions 




Mission 8 of Spacelab 
I interface signals = 81. 6 
I payload elements = i. 3 
average # interface signals = 62. 77 
Assume preflight job for each payload element is 
the same and equivalent to Saturn LVDC = 4, 650 
instructions. 
4,650 
= 5 = 930 HOL statements at a cost of $30/Statement. 
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Cost Element 4. 5 Preflight Checkout Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Experiment Unique Software 
2. Experiment Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Travel 
(1) Experiment Unique Software 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost/Statement)) 




Change Rate = 10% for Each Flight
 
Cost Statement = $30 Ref. 4.4 (1)
 
(1) Total = ((#23) ($30)) Per Yr.
 
(2) Experiment Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 (No Common C/O Software)' 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = (Host Time) (Cost/Hr. 
(3) Total = ((#23 4 100) (3. 87) ($123. 22)) Ref. 4. 2 (3) 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 




(A) = (Number of Man Yrs.) ($9, 725)/Yr. 
(5) Total = ((#23 4 833) ($9. 725)) Per Yr. 
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Cost Element 4.6 EAS'DependentSTIL Hardware Modifiations, 
Cost Factors 
1. Host Main Memory 
2. Remote Job Entry (RJE) 
3. Display Terminals 
4. Maintenance Added Hardware 
(1) Host Main Memory 
(A) = (GSA Price) (Memory Size) 
(1) Total = 0 for This Option 
(2) Remote Job Entry 
(A) = (GSA Price) (# RJE) 
(2) Total = 0 for This Option 
(3) Display Terminals 
(A) = (GSA Price) (# Terminals) 
GSA Price = $989 
# Terminals = Engineering Estimate = 8 
(3) Total = ($989) (8) 
(4) Maintenance Added Hardware 
(A) = GSA 
(4) Total = (($66) (8))/Yr. 
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Cost Element 4. 8 	 Experiment Real-Time Simulation Software 
Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Travel 
(1) Software 	Development 
(A) (. of Statements) 	 (Cost/Statement) 
# of Statements = (I. 4K) (Payload Elements/Yr.) 
(New Flights) 
Cost/Statement = $45 Due to Less Documentation 
and No Integration 
(1) Total = ((#24) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Host Computer 	Time 
Same Formula as 4.1 (5) 
# of Modules = #24 -1 100 
(2) Total = ((1.4) (#24 	- 100) ($123. 2Z)) Per Yr. 
(3) Simulation Computer Time 
Same Formula as 4.1 (6) 
# Modules = #24 - 100 
(3) Total = ((7) (#24 4-100) ($46. 46)) Per Yr. 
(4) Travel 
(A)= ((# Man Yrs.) ($9,725)) Per Yr. 
(4) 	 Total = ((#24 -4 833) ($9,725)) Per Yr. 
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Rationale for Simulation Software Required for Payload Elements 
Engineering Estimate - ZIK Table Words Per Payload Element for 
Simulation Software. 
Engineering Estimate that ZIK Table Words Equates to Approximately 
1/3 X 21K = 7K Machine Language Instructions. 
7K . 5 = 1. 4K HOL Statements 
1. 4K X $45/Statement = $63K/ Payload Element 
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2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Travel 
(1) Maintenance 
(A) = (# of Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost/Statement) 
(# of Statements) (Change Rate) = #25 
Change Rate = Engineering Estimate = 10%/Flight 
Cost/Statement = $45 Same as 4. 8 (1) (3) 
(1) Total = ((#25) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Host Computer 	Time 
(A) = 10% of 4.1 (5) 4. 8 (2) 
(2) Total = ((1. 4) (#Z5 	+ 100) ($IZ3. ZZ)) Per Yr. 
(3) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = 10% of 4.1 (6) 4. 8 (3) 
(3) Total = ((7) (#Z5 4 100) ($46. 46)) Per Yr. 
(4) Travel 
(A) = ((#Man- Yrs. ) ($9, 7Z5)) Per Yr. 
(4) Total = ((#25 IJ-833) ($9, 7Z5)) Per Yr. 
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Cost Element 5. 1 Experiment Processor Acquisition 
Cost Factors 
1. Processor Hardware (I/O Included) 
2. Development and Qualification 
3. Special Test Equipment 
(1) 	 Processor Hardware (I/O Included) 
((# of Processors) (Cost/Processor)) 
# of Processors = #34 
Cost/Processor = $46K 
(1) Total = ((#34) ($46K)) Per Yr. 
(2) 	 Development and Qualification 
((# of Qualification) (Cost/Qualification) Per Yr. 
(2) Total = (1) ($250.3K) I Time Cost 
(3) 	 Special Test Equipment 
Engineering Estimate = $SK/Unit 
(I Units) ($5K) Per Yr. 




GROUND RULES FOR DEDICATED EXPERIMENT PROCESSOR 
Central 	Experiment Computer Capacity = (Speed) and 
(Memory) 
Speed 	= (500K Adds per Second) X 65% 
(A) = 325 KADS 
500 KADS = CII Specifications 
65% = 100% - (15% Overhead) - (200 Contingency) 
Memory = (Total Capacity) - (Continge'ncy) - (Operating System) 
Total Capacity = 64K CII Specification 
Contingency = 30% Engineering Estimate 
-Note: Low compared to industry estimates of (50 - 100%) 
Operating System r 20K ESA Estimate of Memory Requirement 
(A) = 64K - 19. ZK - Z0K
 
r 24, 8K Available for EAS
 
II. 	 When a new payload exceeds central computer capacity, a 
DEP will be selected for that element that has the greatest 
capacity requirement. Each element having-thi require­
ment will be assigned a different DEP, except the case where 
one DEP is used on multiple missions. 
III. 	 Assume all Spacelab's Review Item Disposition (RID's) for 
CDMS modifications are incorporated for mass memory, 
data bus, etc. 
IV. 	 Two classes of DEP's were considered: 
1) Micro Processor 
2) Mini Processor 
Note: Only I DEP will be specified 
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V. Assume any non-standard DEP's selected will have support 
software that is executable on STIL simulation computer. 
VI. For any mrission, assume that the required number of data 
bus RAU's can be provided. 
VII. Number of processors = determined by applying "Ground 
Rules for DEP"- to GDC provided software. 
Cost/processor 
figuration. 
= determined by: processor class, con­
((r'rocessor hard-ware) + (Qualification) + (Special I/O (RAU 
equivalent) + (Special Test Equipment) + (Peripherals-,) + 
(Peripherals Qualification). 
Each element will be determined according to selected 
processor class and configuration. 
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(A) = 8% of DEP Purchase Price/Yr. for Each Year 
Used 
(1) Total = ((8% ($46K) (#36)) Per Yr. 
(2) Distribution 
(2) Total = (($500) (#36)) Per Yr. 
(3) Re-Furbishment 
(A) = ((Number of DEP's) (Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment)) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of DEP's = Determined from Mission Model 
Requirements 
(3) Total = Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment - 0 Assumes 
DEP's will Meet Spacelab Lifetime Requirements 
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Cost Element 5. 3 DEP Software 
Cost Factors 
1. Operating System Development 
2. Support Software Development 
(1) Operating System 	Development 
(A) = ((Number of Instructions) (Cost Per Instruction)) 
Number of Instructions = 4K Engineering Estimate 
(M&S Study) 
Cost Per Instruction = $100 Assembly Language 
(1) Total = (4K) ($100) = $400K 1 Time Cost 
(2) Support Software Development 
(A) = (Vendor Lease) or ((Number of Statement) 
(Cost Per Statement) 
Assume 	Vendor Lease - $25K For Cross Assembler 
25K For Cross Compiler 
$50K (Engineering Estimate) 
(2) Total = $50K 1 Time Cost 
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(A) = ((Number of Statements) (Rate of Change) 
(Cost Per Statement)) 
Number of Statements = 4. OK Operating System 
Z. 4K Cross Assembler 
9. OK Cross Compiler 
15. 4K (Engineering Estimate) 
Line #27 = # of DEP's Used/Yr. 
Rate of Change = 5% Per Yr. When Used ­
(Engineering Estimate)
 
Cost Per Statement = $45
 
(1) Total = ((5%) ($45) (15. 4K)) Per Yr. 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = ((Cost/Distribution) (# Distributions)) Per Yr. 
(2) Total = (($50) (#35)) Per Yr. 
Cost Elements 6.1, 6. z, 6. 3, and 6. 4 - Real-Time Simulation Test 
Set (Not Required for this Option - Use STIL) 
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SECTION 8 Option IIB2A - Distributed Standard Mini Central 
Software Development by PI Local 












30 3. 29.9j 27.2 










OPTION I1.B. A TOTAL COST 
























































85.60 	 78.60 
0 0 
35.85 35.15 
TOTAL 1234.30 3298.24 2192.92 3015.21 2041.21 
ESCALATED TOTAL 1617.92 4625. 95 3290. 98 4841.77 3507.18 
EF-One Time Form 1 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION I. B.2A TOTAL COST PAGE - 'OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
4.1 232.30 0 309.00 271.09 55.44 91.47 0 0 
4.2 338.51 493.41 251.45 364. Z9 356. 13 372.99 498.8Z 458.10 
4.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4.4 89.84 0 134.75 134.75 44.92 44.9Z 0 0 
4.5 121.29 197.64 134.75 224.60 175. 19 238.07 Z4Z.51 287. 17 
4.6 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 
4.7 
4.8 172.63 0 258.94 258.94 86.31 86.31 0 0 
4.9 Z33.05 379.77 258.94 431.57 336.63 457.46 466.09 552.41 
5.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5.Z 82.78 130.44 85.10 127.76 87.78 1Z8.44 106.54 129. 1z 
5.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






TOTAL 1306. 13 1237.34 1469.26 1849.18 1178.63 1455.54 1349. 49 1462. 38 
ESCALATED TOTAL 2401.27 2434, 03 3092.57 4164. 71 2840.31 3753.16 3723. 28 4317.13 
TOTAL COST 23,089. 83 
ESCALATED TOTAL COST 44,610o. z6 O197.39 
... AVERAGE COST'PER FLIGHT 
OPTION I1.B.zA TOTAL MANPOWER PAGE _ OF__ 



























































TOTAL MANPOWER 8.0 31.8 Z9.9 4Z. 3 ZZ. 1 
EP-(Ne Time Form 6 (March 25, 1Q76) 
OPTION 1, B. ZA 'TOTAL MAN POWER PAGE . . OF _- "" 



































































































TOTAL MANPOWER 19.z 18.3 21.7 27.2 17.4 z.6 19.7 Z1.5 
OPTION 1i. B. ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 





Development 222.3 656.82 372.69 55.80 
(2) Common Software 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 
23.56 69.60 39.49 5.91 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 
9.18 27.13 15.39 2.30 
W 
(5) Host Computer 
Time, DEP Soft­
ware 




0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel 54.36 170.38 81.30 8.66 
(8) Training 2.80 8.76 4.18 0.45 
LABOR COST ZZZ. 30 656.82 372.69 55.80 
MAN POWER 4.5 13.1 7.5 1.1 
TOTAL COST 312.20 93Z. 69 513.05 73.1Z 
EF-One Time Form 3 (March 25. 1976) 














(Z) 	 Common Software 













(6) 	 Simulation Corn-
puter-Time 
DEP Software 
(7) 	 Travel 




































































































OPTION U. B. ZA ELEMENT COST 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 
































TOTAL COST 0 

































OPTION H. B. ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 





(1) Experiment Unique 
Software 
240.48 350.68 178.61 258.75 Z52. 81 Z65.14 354.47 325.31 
(2) Experiment 
Common Software 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 
25.75 37.20 19.07 Z7. 66 27. 18 28. 13 37.67 34.81 
(4) Simulation Con-
puter Time 
10.04 14.50 7.43 10.78 10.59 10.96 14.68 13.57 
o' (5) Host Computer 
Time, DEP Soft­
ware 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel 62.24 91.03 46.29 67. 10 65.55 68.76 92.00 84.41 
LABOR COST 240.48 350.68 178.61 258.75 252.81 265.14 354.47 3Z5.31 
MANPOWER 4.8 7.0 3.6 5. Z 5. 1 5.3 7.1 6.5 
, 
TOTAL COST 338.51 
,,~in r ' 4J' Mar':l '9. 1_076) 
493.41 Z51.45 364. Z9 356.13 37Z. 99 498.82 458. 10 
OPTION i. B,ZA 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE -__OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 






















LABOR COST 	 0 0 0 
MAN POWER 0 0 0 0
 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0
 
EF-flnp Titn. Fnr~a I IMlrrlt 9% 10761 
OPTION 1I. , ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Host Computer 
Time 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Simulation Com-
puter Time 





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 
EF- i.' T1' 1t,'i;rn / (HForm O5107A 
OPTION 1,B,ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-







390.60 139.50 418.50 111.60 
(2) Common Software 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 
62.09 22.17 66.52 17.74 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 
24.20 8.64 Z5.9z 6.91 
ID 
(5) Travel 152.00 54.29 162.86 43.43 
LABOR COST 390.60 139.50 418.50 Ili.6o 
MANPOWER 7.8 Z.8 8.4 2.2 
TOTAL COST 628.89 ZZ4.60 673.80 179.68 
EF-One Time Fonn 3 (March 25, 1076) 
OPTION I.1. 2A ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 







Develop- 55.80 0 83.70 83.70 Z7.90 27.90 0 0 
(Z) Common Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) I-lost Computer 
Time 
8.87 0 13.30 13.30 4.43 4.43 0 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 
3.46 0 5.18 5.18 1.73 1.73 0 0 
(-
0 
(5) Travel 21.71 0 32.57 3Z.57 10.86 10.86 0 0 
LABOR COST 55.80 0 83.70 83.70 27.90 Z7.90 0 0 
MANPOWER 1.1 0 1.7 1.7 o.6 0.-6 0 0 
TOTAL COST 89.84 0 134.75 134.75 44.9Z 44.92 0 0 
EFZOia rime For" 6 (Mari 21, 1976) -
OPTION n.B. ZA 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF._ 









(1) 	 Experiment 0 39.06 16.74 66.96 
Unique Software 




(3) 	 Host Computer 0 6.21 2.66 10.K64 
Time 
(4) 	 Simulation Com­
puter Time 0 2.4Z 1.04 4.15 
(5) 	 Travel 0 15.20 6.86 26.06 
LABOR COST 0 39.06 16.74 66.96 
MANPOWER 0 0.8 0.3 1.3 
TOTAL COST 0 6z. 89 Z7. 30 107.81 
EF-One Time Form 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION I1,B.ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE . OF 







75.33 12Z.76 83.70 139.50 108.81 147.81 150.66 178.56 
(Z) Experiment 
Common Software 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 


























PEF-One Tie, l"ri,4'/ (tiqrrh 
1.5 
1Z.Z9 















OPTION 1.B. ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE -. OF.-_ 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 
4.6 EAS Dependent 
STIL Hardware 
Supplement­
(1) Host Main Memor 393.00 0 0 0 
(2) Remote Job Entry 0 0 0 0 
(3) Display Terminals 7.91 0 0 0 
(4) Maintenance 0 0.53 0.53 0.53 
(5) Telecommunica-
tions 
0 0 0 0 
No Manpower 







4 0.53 0.53 0.53 
EF-Otie Time Forin 3 (Niarch 25, 1976) 
OPTION 1.B.ZA 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE _ OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 






(1) 	 Host Main Memory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) 	 Remote Job Entry 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 
(3) 	 Display Terminals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) 	 Maintenance 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0. 53 0.53 0. 53 0. 53 











TOTAL COST 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 
OPTION 11, B. ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF.._ 








88Z. 00 315,00 945.00 25Z. 00 
(Z) Host Computer 
Time 
33.81 1z. 08 36.23 9.66 
(3) Simulation 
Computer Time 
63.74 Z2.77 68.30 18.21 
(4) Travel ZZ8.82 81.72 245. 17 65.38 
t 1l 
LABOR COST 88Z. oo 315.00 945.00 Z52. 00 
MANPOWER 17.6 6.3 18.9 5.0 
TOTAL COST IZ08.37 431.57 Iz94.70 345.25 
EF-One 'tiue Form 3 (Harch 29, 1Q76) 
OPTION ... , B,Z ELEMENT COST PAGE OF--







Development 1z6.00 0 189.00 189.00 63.00 63.00 0 0 
(2) Host Computer 
Time 
4.83 0 7.25 7.25 Z. 42 2. 42 0 0 
(3) Simulation 
Computer Time 9.11 0 13.66 13.66 4.55 4.55 0 0 
(4) Travel 32.69 0 49.03 49.03 16.34 16.34 0 0 
-a 
01 
LABOR COST iz6.00 0 189.00 189.00 63.00 63.00 0 0 
MANPOWER Z.5 0 3.8 3.8 1.3 1,3 0 0 
TOTAL COST 
,P-fl,,, VT.rei m' ,n 01 
172.63 
1,, 99 1071,) 
0 258.94 Z58.94 86.31 86.31 0 0 
OPTION 1,B,ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 





(1) Maintenance 0 88. Z0 37.80 151.20 
(2) Host Computer 
Time 
0 3.38 1.45 5.80 
(3) Simulation 
Computer Time 
0 6.37 2.73 10.93 
(4) Travel 0 z2.88 9.81 39.23 
0' 
LABOR COST 0 88. Z0 37.80 151. ZO 
MANPOWER 0. 1.8 0.8 3.0 
TOTAL COST 0 120.83 51.79 207.16 
Vr-n.. TIln. r,"rn I f r,9~ 1Q7rN 
OPTION H.D.2A ELEMENT COST PAGE -, OF. 






(1) Maintenance 170.10 277. ZO 189.00 315. 00 245.70 333.90 340.20 403.20 
(Z) Host Computer 
Time 
6.5Z 10.63 7.25 IZ. 08 9.4Z 12.8 13.04 15.46 
(3) Simulation 
Computer Time 
12.30 20.03 13.66 Z2.77 17.76 24. 13 24. 59 29. 14 
(4) Travel 44.13 71.91 49.03 81.7Z 63.75 86.63 88.26 104.61 
oo 
LABOR COST 170.10 277. ZO 189.00 315.00 245.70 333.90 340.20 403.20 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 


















OPTION 1. ZA PAGE o OFnB. ELEMENT COST 






644.00 184.00 92.00 46.00 460.00 
(Z) Qualification 520.30 
(3) Special Test 
Equipment * 
70.00 Z0.00 10.00 5.00 50.00 
No Manpower 
Associated with this 
Cost Element. 
LABOR COST 0 0 o 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 o 0 
TOTAL COST 1234.30 204.00 102.00 51.00 510.00 
EF-One Tim. Form 3 (,rch 25. 1976) 
OPTION r.In.ZA _ ELEMENT COST - PAGE'." OF.--

COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Qualification 
(3) Special Test 
Equipment 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No Manpower 
Assbciated with this 
Cost Element. 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 
E-One Tiime-Fnr,'i 4 (Mnarch 25, 
0 
1Q76) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OPTION U. . ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE OF...
 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83
 




(1) Maintenance 51.52 66.Z4 73.60 73.60 
(2) Distribution 7.00 3.00 12.00 5.00 
(3) Refurbishment 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 58.5z 69.24 85.60 78.60 
MANPOWER 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.6 
TOTAL COST 58. 52 69. Z4 85.60 78.60 
EF-One Time Frin 3 (March 25. 1976) 
OPTION. I1, B. ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE- OE.. 







(1) Maintenance 77.28 121. 44 73.60 117.76 77.28 121.44 103.04 125.12 
(2) Distribution 	 5.50 9.00 11.50 10.00 10. 50 7.00 3. 50 4.00 
(3) Refurbishment 0 0 0 0 	 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 82.78 130.44 85. 10 127.76 87.78 1Z8.44 106.54 129. lZ 
MANPOWER 1.7 z. 6 1.7 z. 6 1.8 2.6 2. 1 z. 6 
TOTAL COST 82-. 78 130.44 85.10 127.76 87.78 1Z8.44 106.44 129. 12 
EF-OW Time Form 4 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION 11.B. ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 
5.3 DEP Software 
Development & 
- Procurement 
(1) Operating System 
Development 
400.00 0 0 0 0 
(2) Support Software 
Procurement 50.00 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 400.00 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 8.0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 450.00 0 0 0 0 
EF-(Oe Tim Forni 3 (March 25. 1976) 
OPTION 11. 1. ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE OF -
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
5.3 DEP Software 
Development & 
Procurement 
(1) Operating System 
Development 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Support Software 
Procurement 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST o o 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r 
TOTAL COST 
, idn' ,rn Ai (March 5; 
0 
1076) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OPTION H . B. ZA ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 
5.4 DEP Software 
Maintenance & 
Distribution 
(1) Maintenance 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 
(Z) Distribution 0.70 0.30 1.20 0.50 
LABOR COST 35.35 34.95 35.85 35. 15 
MANPOWER 10.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
TOTAL COST 35. 35 34.95 35.85 35.15 
EF-(he Time Form 3 (March 25. 1976) 
OPTION IL.B2A 







5.4 DEP Software 
Maintenance & 
Distribution 
(1) Maintenance 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 
(Z) Distribution 0.55 0.90 1.15 1.00 1.05 0.70 0.35 0.40 
LABOR COST 35. zo 35.55 35.80 35.65 35.70 35. 35 35.00 35.05 
MANPOWER 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 o.7 0.7 . 0.7 
r.-o, 
TOTAL COST 
pilie Fori'i -' (M:trvh 
35.20 
?S, tq76. 
35. 55 35.80 35.65 35.70 35.35 35.00 35. 05 
SECTION 9 Option I1B2B - Distributed Standard Mini, Central 
Software Development by PT Remote 




o 	 All experiment application dependent software will be 
implemented in DEP's. 
o 	 STIL facility used for all EAS software development. 
o 	 PI develops EAS requirements analysis, coding and 
functional simulation through a remote terminal to 
the STIL. 
o 	 PI travels to STIL for real-time EAS checkout and integration. 
o 	 DEP is available at Level 4 checkout area. 
o 	 Common library evolvement is not possible due to 
independent PI software development. 
o 	 Only one mini development/qualification is required. 
o 	 Only one RTSTS is required and located at STIL. 
o 	 No PI/Pi integration required to independence of 
resource sharing. Central computer integration 
testing is still required. 
o 	 Fewer total mini's are required due to sharing of a pool 
of processors. 
o 	 Only one DEP operating system development is required. 
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Cost Element 4.1 Experiment Application Software Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP Software 
6. Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
7. Travel 
8. Training 
(1) Software Development 
(A) = ((Number of Statements) (Cost/Statement) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of Statements = GDC Estimate = (#3 + #4) 
Cost/Statement = $45 (Reauirements, Code and 
Verification) $15 Per Statement is Applied to In­
tegrated Verification (See 4, 3, (1)) 
(1) Total = ((#3 + #4) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Common Software 
(2) Total 0 for this Option 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = ((Host Time) (Cost/Hr)) Per New Flight Per Yr. 
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Host Time = ((# Instructions) (# Instructions/ 
Module)) (Hrs/Module) 
= (# of Modules) (Hrs/Module) 
Hrs/Module = 18 Compiles/Module @ 3 Mins/ 
Compile + 9 Functional Simulations @ 12 Mins/ 
Run + Data Reduction for 75% of Simulation Runs 
@ 10 Min Each. 
(54 Mins) + (108 Mins) + (70 Mins) = 3.87 Hrs/ 
Module Cost/Hr = $123.22 Ref. 4.1 (2) Option IAI 
(1) Total = (3.87 Hrs/Module) (# Modules) ($123.22/Hr.) 
= (3.87 (#3 + #4)-:100) ($123.22) Per Yr. 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = (# of Hrs/Module) (Cost Hr) (# of Modules) 
# of Hrs = 4 Simulations at 60 Min/Simulation
 
(Includes Set Up, Runs and Run Evaluations)
 
Cost/Hr - 10% (Maintenance (CDMS, CID, SIM COMP))
 
+ Consumables)( Operations)) - 20 80 Hrs.
 
= ($8) = (0) + ((2 x $40K)4-2080)
 




# of Modules = (#3 + #4)-100
 
(4) Total = (($46.46) (#3 + #4)4100 (4 Hrs)) Per Yr. 
(5) Host Computer Time DEP Software 
(A) = ((Host Time/Module) (# Modules) (Cost/Hr)) 
Per Flight/Yr. 
Host Time = (# Modules) (Time Module) 
180 
Time/Module = 18 Compiles/Module @ 3 Mins/Com­
pile + 3 Data Reductions Runs/Module @ 10 Mins Run 
+ 84 Mins/Module 
Cost/Hr = $123.22 (Same as 4.1 (3))
 
(5)' Total = 0 for this Option
 
(6) Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
(A)= ((# of Hrs) (Cost/Hr)) (# of Modules)) 
Per Flight/Yr. 
# of Hrs = 7 Simulations at 60 Mins/Simulation 
(Includes Set Up, etc.) 
9 Functional Simulations = 3 Real-Time Simulations.
 
Assume No Functional Simulations for DEP
 
Cost/Hr = $46.46 (Same as 4.1 (4))
 
# of Modules = 9
 
(6) Total = 0 for this Option
 
(7) Travel 
(A) (Number of Man Yrs) (Travel Cost/Man Yr)/Yr. 
Number of Man Yrs = Number of Man Yrs. Required 
as Determined by Number of New Instructions. 
Travel/Man Yr. = (Number of Trips) Cost of 
Ticket) + (Number of Days) (Cost Day) 
Number of Trips = 4/Man Yr. 
Cost of Ticket = $150 
Cost/Day = $12.50 Per Diem + 12.50 for Car $25 
Number of Days = 36HE 
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Travel = (4 ($100) + (#65) (25)) Per Yr) ,* 30% 
* 	 30% of Total - Travel Only Required for Real-Time 
Simulation Software 
($600 + $9,125) = ($9,725/Man Yr.) 30% 
(7) Total= ((#16) ($9,725) (30%)) Per Yr. 
(8) 	 Training 
A)= (Number of Programmers) (Cost/Programmer) 
Number of Programmers = Number of Programmers 
Required by Number of New Instructions 
Cost of Programmer = Engineering Estimate $500/ 
Man 
(8) Total = (#16) ($500) 
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Cost Element 4.2 Experiment Application Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Experiment Unique Software 
2. Experiment Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP Software 
6. Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
7. Travel 
(1) Experiment Unique Software 
(A)= (# of Statements) (Rate of Change) (Cost/ 
Statement) 
Number of Statements = (See 4. 1) 
Rate of Change = Engineering Estimate Based on 
Past Programs = 40% for ist Re-Fly, 30% for 2nd 
Re-Fly, 20% for 3rd Re-Fly, 10% for All Subsequent 
Re-Flys. 
Cost/Statement = $45 (See 4. 1 for Rationale) 
(#rof Statements) (Rate of Chagen = #13) 
(1) Total = ((#13) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Experiment Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 This Option 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = (# Modules) (# Hrs/Module) (Cost/Hr) 
* Modules = #13+100 
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# Hrs/Module = .87 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
Cost/Hr = $123.22 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
(3) Total = ((#13 100) (3.87) ($123.22)) Per Yr. 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 




# Modules = 13-100
 
# Hrs/Module = Hrs (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
Cost/Hr = $46.46 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
(4) Total = #13. 100 (4) ($46.46)) Per Yr. 
(5) Host Computer Time DEP Software 




Host Time/Module = 1.4 Hrs (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
# of Modules = #15
 
Cost/Hr = $123.22 (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
(5) Total = 0 for this Option
 
(6) Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 




# of firs 7 (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
Cost/Hr = $46.46 (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
# of Modules = #15
 




(A)= ((Number of Man Yrs) (Travel/Cost/Man Yr.))/Yr. 
Number of Man Yrs.= Number of Man Yrs. Required 
as Determined by Number of Instructions to be 
Maintained 
Instructions to be Maintained = #17 
(7) Total = ((#17) ($9,725) (30%)) Per Yr.
 




Cost Element 4.3 EAS Software Integrated Verification 
Cost Factors 
1. 	 Integrated Verification 
2. 	 Host Computer Time 
3. 	 Simulation Computer Time 
4. 	 Integrated Verification Sim S/W 
(I) 	 Integrated Verification 
(A) = ((# of Modules) (Cost/Module)) 
Per Flight/Yr. 
# of Modules = #21
 
Cost/Module = (# Statements) (Cost/Statement)
 
Cost/Statement = $15 
Cost Per Statement for Central Development 
Less $45 for Development 
(1) Total = 0 for this Option 
(2) 	 Host Computer Time
 
= (# Hrs) (Cbst/Hr)
 
(2) Total = 0 for this Function (Has been included in 
Required Host Runs in 4. 1) 
(3) 	 Simulation Computer Hardware Time 
(# of Hrs/Module) (Cost/Hr) (# Modules) 
# Hrs/Module = 2 Simulations/Module at 60 Min Per 
Simulation (Includes Set Up, etc.)
 
Cost/Hr = $46.46 (See 4.1 (4) B)
 
(3) Total = 0 for this Option 
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Host Computer Time 
Simulation Computer Time 
Travel 
Software DeVelopment 
(A)= ((Number of HOL Statements) (Cost/Statement)) 
Number of Statements = Number of HOL Statements 
Per Payload x # Payload Elements 
930 x PE/Yr (New Flights) 
Cost/Statements = $30 
# Statements = #22 
(1) Total = ((#22) ($30))/Yr. 
Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 for this Option 
Host Computer Time 
(Host Time) (Cost/Hr) Ref. 4.1 (3) 
(3.87) (#Modules) ($ -23.22) Per Flight/Yr. 
# Modules = #22,100 
(3) Total = ((3.87) (#22-+.100) ($123.22)) Per Yr. 
Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = (# Hrs/Module) (Cost/Hr.) (# Modules) 
Ref 4.1 (4) 
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(4) Total = (46.46) (#22 -0-0) (4)) Per Yr. 
(5) Travel 
(A)= ((# Man Yrs) ($9,725)) Per Yr. 
(5) Total= ((#22-e-833) ($9,725) (30%)) Per Yr. 
Note: See 4.1 (7) for 30% Rationale 
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Cost Element 4.5 Pre-Flight Checkout Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Experiment Unique Software 
2. Experiment Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Travel 
(1) Experiment Unique Software 




Number of Statements = #23
 
Change Rate = 10% for Each Flight
 
Cost Statement = $30 Ref. 4.4 (1)
 
(1) Total = ((#23) ($30)) Per Yr. 
(2) Experiment Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 No Common Software this Element 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A)= (Host Time) (Cost/Hr) 
(3) Total= ((#234-100) (3.87) ($123.22)) Ref. 4.2 (3) 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 
(4) Total = ((423 ---100) (4) ($26.46) Ref. 4.2 (4) 
(5) Travel 
(A)= (Number of Man Yrs) ($9,725)/Yr. 
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(5) Total = ((#23 -- 833) ($9,725) (30%)) Per Yr. 
Note: See 4.1 (7) for 30% Rationale 
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Cost Element 4.6 EAS Dependent STIL HWD Modifications 
Cost Factors 
1. 	 Host Main Memory 
2. 	 Remote Job Entry 
3. 	 Display Terminals 
4. 	 Maintenance Added Hardware 
5. 	 Telecommunications 
(1) 	 Host Main Memory 
(A)= (GSA Price) (Memory Size) 
(1) Total = 0 for this Option 
(2) 	 Renate lob Entry 
(A)= (GSA Price) (# R-E) 
GSA Price = $43,450 
# RJE = 	#31 
(2) Total = (($43,450) (#31)) Per Yr. 
(3) 	 Display Terminals 
(A)-= (GSA Price) (# Terminals) 
GSA Price = $989 
# Terminals = Engineering Estimate - 8 
(3) Total 0 for this Option 
(4) 	 Maintenance Added Hardware 
GSA = Terminals (0) + RJE ($3,180) 
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# Terminals + RJE = #30 
(4) Total = ((0 + $3,180) (#30)) Per Yr. 
(5). Telecommunications 
(A)= (Line Cost) (# of Lines) 
Line Cost = $1,5,720 





1) Model 2780 - Data Transmission Terminal (RJE) 
Basic Monthly Rental - 989.00 
Purchase Price - 43,450.00 
Maintenance/Month - 256.00 
2) Transmission Lease Line - $35/Month + $.86/Mile/Month 
3) Average distance = 1,500 miles 
Transmission Lease Line 	- $35 + (.85) (1,500) 
- $35 + 1,275 = $1,310/Month 
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GROUND RULES FOR DEDICATED EXPERIMENT PROCESSOR
 
1. Central Experiment Computer Capacity 
(Memory) 
= (Speed) and 
Speed = (500K Adds per Second) X 65% 
(A) = 3Z5 KADS 
500.KADS = CII Specifications 
65% = 100% - (15% Overhead) - (20% Contingency) 
Memory (Total Capacity) - (Contingency) - (Operating System) 
Total Capacity = 64K CII Specification 
Contingency = 30% Engineering Estimate 
Note: Low compared to industry (50 - 100%) 
Operating System = 20K ESA Estimate 
(A) = 64K 
= 24. 8K 
- 19.2K - 20K 
I. When a new payload exceeds central computer capacity, a 
DEP will be selected for that element that has the greatest 
capacity requirement. Each element having this require­
ment will be assigned a different DEP, except the case where 
one DEP is used on multiple missions. 
Ill. Assume all Spacelab's Review Item Disposition (RID's) for 
CDIvIS modifications are incorporated for mass memory, 
data bus, etc. 
IV. 'Two classes of DEP's were considered: 
1) Micro Processor 
2) Mini Processor 
* Only 1 DEP will be specified 
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V. Assume any non-standard DEP's selected will have support 
software that is executable on STIL simulation computer. 
VI. For any mission, assume that the -required number of data 
bus RAU's can be provided. 
VII. Number of processors = determined by applying "Ground 
Rules for DEP". to GDC provided software. 
Cost/processor 
figuration. 
= determined by: processor class, con­
((Processor hardware) + (Qualification) + (Special I/O (RAU 
equivalent) + (Special Test Equipment) + (Peripherals*) + 
(Peripherals Qualification). 
Each element will be determined according 




Cost Element 4.8 	 Experiment Real-Time Simulation Software 
Development 
Cost Factors 
1. 	 Software Development 
2. 	 Host Computer Time 
3. 	 Simulation Time 
4. 	 Travel 
(1) 	 Software Development 
(A)= (# of Statements) (Cost/Statement) 
# of Statements = (1.4K) (Payload Elements/Y) 
(New. Flights) 
Cost/Statement = $45 Due to Less 'Documentation and 
No Integration 
(1) Tocal - ((#24) 	 ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) 	 Host Time 
(A)= Same Formula as 4.1 (5) 
# of Modules = #24-+ 00 
(2) Total= ((1.4) 	(#24+100) ($123.22)) Per Yr. 
(3) 	 Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = Same Formula as 4.1 (6) 
# Modules = #24 100 
(3) Total= ((7) (#24-:--100) ($46.46)) Per Yr. 
(4) 	 Travel
 




(4) Total = ((#24-#+833) ($9,725) (30%) Per Yr. 
Note: See 4.1 (7) for 30% Rationale 
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Cost Element 4.9 Experiment Real-Time Simulation Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. 	 Maintenance 
2. 	 Host Computer Time 
3. 	 Simulation Computer Time 
4. 	 Travel 
(1) 	 Maintenance 
(A)= (# of Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost/Statement) 
# of Statements = #25 
Change Rate = Engineering Estimate = 10%/Flight 
Cost/Statement.= $45 Same as 4.8 (1) (3) 
(1) Total = ((#25) ($45)) Per Yr. 




(2) Total,= ((1.4) (#25- 100) ($123.22)) Per Yr. 




(3) Total = ((7) (#25+ 100) ($46.46)) Per Yr. 
(4) 	 Travel 
(A) = ((# Man Yr. ($9, 725)) Per Yr. 
(4) Total = (($24 833) ($9,725) (30%)) Per Yr. 
Note: 	 See 4.1 (1) for 30% Rationale 
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Cost Element 5.1 Experiment Processor Acquisition 
Cost Factors 
1. 	 Processor Hardware (I/O Included) 
2. 	 Development and Qualification 
3. 	 Special Test Equipment 
(1) 	 Processor Hardware 
(A)= ((4 of Processors) (Cost/Processor) 
# of Processors = #24 
Cost/Processor = $46 
(1) Total = ((434) ($46K)) Per Yr. 
(2) 	 Development and Qualification 
(A) 	 ((4 Qualifications) (Cost/Qualification) Per Yr. 
(2) Total = $520.3K (,I Time Cost) 
(3) 	 Special Test Equipment 
Engineering Estimate = $5K/Unit 
(# Units) ($5M) Per Yr. 
(3) Total = ((#34) ($5K)) Per Yr. 
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(A) = 8% of DEP Purchase Price/Yr. For Each Year Used 
(1) Total = ((8% ($46K) (#35)) Per Yr. 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = (Cost/Distribution) (# Required/Yr.) 
(2) Total = (($500) (*36)) Per Yr. 
3(§ Re-Furbishment 
(A)= ((Number of DEPs) (Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of DEPs = Determined from Mission Model 
Requirements 
(3) Total = Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment = 0 Assumes 
DEPs will meet Spacelab Lifetime Requirements 
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Cost Element 5.3 DEP Software 
Cost Factors 
1. Operating System Development 
2. Support Software Development 
(1) Operating System Development 
(A)= ((Number of Instructions) (Cost Per Instruction)) 
Number of Instructions = 4K Engineering Estimate
 
(M & S Study)
 
Cost Per Instruction = $1.00 (Assembly Language)
 
(1) Total = (4K) ($100) (1 Time Cost) 
(2) Support Software Development 
(A) = (Vendor Lease) or ((Number of Statements) 
(Cost Per Statement) 
Assume 	Vendor Lease - $25K for Cross Assembler 
25K for Cross Compiler 
$50K Engineering Estimate 
(2) Total = $50K (1 Time Cost) 
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(A) = ((Number of Statements) (Rate of Change) 
(Cost Per Statement) 
Number of Statements = 4.0K OPS 
2.4K Cross Assembler 
9.0K Cross Compiler 
15.4K Engineering Estimate 
Rate of Change = 5% 
Cost Per Statement = $45 
(1)Total = (15.4K) (5%) ($45) 
(2) Distribution 
(2) Total = (($50) (#35)) Per Yr. 
Cost Elements 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 - Real-Time Simulation Test Set 
(Not Required for this Option - Use STIL) 
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SECTION 9 Option ITB2B - Distributed Standard Mini, Central 















22.1 21.7 21.6 
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OPTION 11B2B TOTAL COST PAGE - OF 



































































TOTAL 1234.30 3867.45 2475.27 3503.73 2418.97 
ESCALATED TOTAL ,617. 92 5424.30 3714.71 s626.22 4156.24 
EF- ne Tine Form 1 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION .. I2B TOTALCOST PAGE - OF--

























































































































TOTAL 1618.64 1694.66 1803.35 2199.09 1491.62 1928.08 1787.13 1943.14 
ESCALATED TOTAL 2975.80 3333.65 3795.81 4952.77 3594.57 4971.62 4930.75 5736.47 
TOTAL COST 27,965.43 
ESCALATED TOTAL COST 54,830.83 AVERAGE COST PER FLIGHT Z42.61 
EFPI-(oe rime Form 2 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION 1lB2B TOTAL MANPOWER PAGE - ..,O 

































































TOTAL MANPOWER 8.0 31.8 29.9 .42.3 22.1 
EF-One Time Form 6 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION - II.B2 TOTAL MANPOWER PAGE - O... 






















































































































TOTAL MANPOWER 19.2 18.3 21.7 27.2 17.4 21.6 19.7 
EF-Oin' Tito Form 5 (M-rch 25, 1 17.1,) 
21.5 
OPTION 1128 ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF 






DEVELOPMENT 222.30 656.82 372.69 55.80 
2) COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 
3) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 23.56 63.60 39.49 5.91 
4) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 9.18 27.13 15.39 2.30 
5) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 0 0 0 0 
6) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 
DEP SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 
7) TRAVEL 16.31 51.11 24.39 2.60 
8) TRAINING 2.80 8.76 4.18 .45 
LABOR COST 222.30 656.82 372.69 55.80 
MANPOWER 4.5 13.1 7.5 1.1 
TOTAL COST 
EF-One Time Porm 3 (March 21. 1)70) 
























5) 	 HOST COMPUTER 







7) 	 TRAVEL 







































































































OPTION IIB3B ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF 







SOFTWARE 0 151.70 199.94 358.02 
2) EXPERIMENT 
COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 
3) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 0 16.21 21.46 38.15 
,' 4) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 0 6.32 8.36 14.87 
5) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME DEP 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 
6) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 
DEP SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 
7) TRAVEL 0 11.82 15.15 27.86 
LABOR COST 0 151.70 199.94 358.02 
MANPOWER 0 3.0 4.0 7.2 
TOTAL COST 0 186.05 244.91 438.90 
EF-Onle Time Form. 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION IIB2B ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF 







SOFTWARE 240.48 350.68 178.61 258.75 252.81 265.14 354.47 325.31 
2) EXPERIMENT 
COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 25.75 37.20 19.07 27.66 27.18 28.13 37.67 34.81 
4) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 10.04 14.50 7.43 10.78 10.59 10.96 14.68 13.57 
5) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME DEP 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 
DEP SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 
7) TRAVEL 18.67 27.31 13.89 20.13 19.67 20.6.3 27.60 25.32 
LABOR COST 240.48 350.68 178.61 258.75 252.81 265.14 354.47 325.31 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 



















OPTION IIB2B ELEMENT COST PAGE , OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 




VERIFICATION 0 0 0 0 
2) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 0 0 0 0 
3) SIMULATION 




SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 0 0 
EF-Ohe Tim Form 3 (March 25, 1(76) 
0 
OPTION nIB2B ELEMENT COST PAGE OF_ . 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 




]VERIFICATION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3) SIMULATION 




SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EF-o. 'll-J'' I..', i 01, "l " Il74 
OPTION-- IlB2B ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF 










390.60 139.50 418.50 111.60DEVELOPMENT 
2) COMMON 
0 0 0 - 0SOFTWARE 

3) 	 HOST COMPUTER 
62.09 . 22.17 66.52 17.74TIME 
4) 	 SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 24.20 8.64 25.92 6.91 
5) 	 TRAVEL 45.60 16.29 48.86 13.03 
LABOR COST 390.60 139.50 418.50 111.60 
MAN POWER 7.8 2.8 8.4 2.2 
TOTAL COST 522.49 186.60 559.80 149.28 
EF-One Time Form 3 (March 25, 1976)­
OPTION 	 IIB2B ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 








DEVELOPMENT 55.80 0 83.70 83.70 27.90 27.90 0 0 
2) 	 COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3) 	 HOST COMPUTER 
TI ME 8.87 0 13.30 13.30 4.43 4.43 0 0 
4) 	 SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 3.46 0 5.18 5.18 1.73 1.73 0 0 
5) 	 TRAVEL 6.51 0 9.77 9.77 3.26 3.26 0 0 
LABOR COST 55.80 	 0 83.70 83.70 27.90 27.90 0 0 
MANPOWER 1.1 	 0 1.7 1.7 0.6 0.6 0 0 
TOTAL COST 74.64 	 0 ill.95 111.95 37.32 37.32 0 0 
OPTION nB02B ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-







SOFTWARE 0 39.06 16.74 66.96 
2) EXPERIMENT 
COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 
3) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 0 6.21 2.66 10.64 
4) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 0 2.42 1.04 4.15 
5) TRAVEL 0 4.56 2.06 7.82 
LABOR COST 0 39.06 16.74 66.96 
MANPOWER 0 .8 .3 1.3 
TOTAL COST 0 52.25 22.50 89.57 
EF-One Time Form 3 (Nir'ch 25, 1976) 
OPTION I1182B 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE-- OF 








1) 	 EXPERIMENT 
UNIQUE 
SOFTWARE 75.33 122.76 83.70 139.50 108.81 147.87 150.66 178.56 
2) 	EXPERIMENT 
COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3) 	 HOST COMPUTER-
TIME 11.97 19.51 13 .30 22.17 17.30 23.50 23.95 28.38 
0 4) 	 SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 4.67 7.60 5.18 8.64 6.74 9.16 9.33 11.06 
5) 	TRAVEL 8.80 14.33 9.77 16.29 12.70 17.26 17.59 20.75 
LABOR COST 75.33 122.76 83.70 139.50 108.81 147.87 150.66 178.56
 
MANPOWER 1.5 2.5 1.7 2.8 2.2 3.0 3.0 3.6 
TOTAL COST 100.77 164.20 111.95 186.60 145.55 197.79 201.53 238.75 




FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 






4.6 LAS DEPENDENT 
STIL HARDWARE 
SUPPLEMENT 
1) HOST MAIN 































THIS COST ELEMENT 
LABOR COST 
MAN POWER 
TOTAL COST - l174.74 5, 899.93 _ 571.3 
EF-One Tinm Form i (March ?5. 1076) 
OPTION n112B ELEMENT COST PAGE _OF
 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
4.6 EAS DEPENDENT 
STIL HARDWARE 
SUPPLEMENT 
1) HOST MAIN 
MEMORY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2) Remote Job 
ENTRY 86.90 0 130.35 130.35 43.45 43.45 0 0 
3) DIS PLAY 
TERMINALS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4) MAINTENANCE 64.13 102.29 64.13 105.47 70.49 102.29 102.29 111.88 
5) TELECOMMUNI-
CATIONS 
CHARGES 314.40 503.04 314.40 518.76 345.84 503.04 503.04 550.20 
NO MANPOWER 
ASSOCIATED WITH 




- T,,-* 'L is ' (? l 
465.43 
" 107A) 
605.33 508.88 574.58 459.78 648.78 605,33 662.03 
OPTION II12B 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE ____OF 









1) 	 SOFTWARE 
882.00 315.00 945.00 252.00
DEVELOPMENT 

2) 	 HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 33.81 12.08 36.23 9.66 
3) 	 SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 63.74 22.77 68.30 18.21 
4) 	TRAVEL 68.65 24.52 73.55 19.61
 
LABOR COST 	 882.00 3i5.00 945.00 252.00 
MANPOWER 	 17.6 6.3 18.9 5.0 
TOTAL COST 	 1048.20 374.37 1123.08 299.48 
EF-One Time Form 3 (march 25. 1Q76) 
OPTION IIB2B ELEMENT COST PAGE __ OF
 







DEVELOPMENT 126.00 0 189.00 189.00 63.00 63.00 0 0 
2) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 4.83 0 7.25 7.25 2.42 2.42 0 0 
3) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 9.11 0 13.66 13. 66 4. 55 4. 55 0 0 
4) TRAVEL 9.81 0 14.71 14.71 4.90 4.90 0 0 
LABOR COST 126.00 0 189.00 189.00 63.00 63.00 0 0 
MANPOWER 2.5 0 3.8 3.8 1.3 1.3 0 0 
TOTAL COST 149.75 0 224.62 224.62 74.87 74.87 0 0 
EFP-(,, ' e Fo,- .' (rIpI "9. )(7() 
OPTION I IIB2B 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF. 










0 88.20 37.80 151.201) 	 MAINTENANCE 
2) 	 HOST COMPUTER 
0 3.38 1.45 5.80TIME 
3) 	 SIMULATION 
0 6.37 2.73 10.93COMPUTER TIME 
0 6.86 2.94 11.774) 	 TRAVEL 
LABOR COST 0 88.20 37.80 151.20 
MANPOWER 0 1.8 0.8 3.0 
TOTAL COST 0 104.81 44.92 179.70 


























































































FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 




























THIS COST ELEMENT 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 1234.30 204.00 102.00 51.00 510. 00 







































THIS COST ELEMENT 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I'-T-O.,'r,Tim IV' , !- " ( N i1, 1. ")5s (17(,) 
OPTION 1182B ELEMENT COST ,. PAGE OF-







1) MAINTENANCE 51.52 66.24 73.60 73.60 
2) DISTRIBUTION 7.00 3.00 12.00 5.00 
3) RE-FURBISHMENT 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 58.52 69.24 85.60 78.60 
MAN POWER 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.6 
TOTAL COST 58.52 69.24 85.60 78.60 
EF-One Time Forim 3 (Klrc!h 25. 1970fl 
OPTION IIB2B 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE . OF 







1) 	MAINTENANCE 77.28 121.44 73.60 117.76 77.28 121.44 103.04 125.12
 
2) 	DISTRIBUTION 5.50 9.00 11.50 10.00 10.50 7.00 3.50 4.00
 





LABOR78 130.44 85.10 127.76 87,78 128,44 106.54 129.12 
MANPOWER 1.7 2.6 1.7 2.6 1.8 2.6 2.1 2.6 
TOTAL COST 82.78 130.44 85.10 127.76 87.78 128.44 106.54 129.12 
For i ' I"S."F.)o. Ii io , (M r "S. 107 6 
OPTION IIB2B ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 






DEVELOPMENT 400.00 0 0 0 0 
2) SUPPORT 
SOFTWARE 
PROCUREMENT 50.00 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 400.000 0 0 0 
MAN POWER 8.0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 450.00 0 0 0 0 
EF-One Tinm Form 3 (March ?5, 197() 
OPTION TiB2B ELEMENT COST PAGE __ OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 





DEVELOPMENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2) SUPPORT SOFTWAR. 
PROCUREMENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N 
















































LABOR COST 35.35 34.95 35.85 35.15 
MANPOWER .7 .7 .7 .7 
TOTAL COST 35.35 34.95 35.85 35.15 




































LABOR COST 3520 35.55 35.0 35.65 35.70 35.35 35.00 35.05 
MANPOWER .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 
TOTAL COST 35.20 35.55 35,80 35.65 35.70 35.35 35.00. 35.05 
r.p-O,,,. mPm,' V,rw, A, (0 ,,1 , " I v 
SECTION 10 Option 1UB3A - Distributed Standard Mini Software Develop­
ment by PI at His Facility. Real-Time 
Simulation Testing at Central Facility 




o 	 All experiment application dependent software will be 
implemented in DEP's. 
o 	 STIL facility used for all EAS software development. 
o 	 PI develops EAS requirements analysis, coding, and functional 
simulation checkout at his STIL compatible facility. 
o 	 PI is charged industry rate for HOST computer time. 
o 	 PI travels to STIL for real-time checkout of EAS. 
o 	 DEP is available at Level 4 for checkout of experiment 
hardware.
 
o 	 Common library is not possible due to independent PI 
software development. 
o 	 Only one mini development/qualification is required. 
o 	 Only one RTSTS is required and located at STIL. 
o 	 No P1/PI integration required due to independence of resource 
sharing. Central computer integration testing is still required. 
o 	 Fewer total mini's are required due to sharing of a pool of 
processors.
 
o 	 Only one DEP operating system development is required. 
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Cost Element 4. 1 Experiment Application Software Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP Software 
6. Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
7. Travel 
8. Training 
(1) Software Development 
(A)-= ((Number of Statements) (Cost/Statement))
 
Per Flight Per Yr.
 
Number of Statements -'10 #3 + #4 
Cost/Statement - $45 (Requirements, Code and Verification) 
$15 Per Statement is Applied to Integrated Verification 
(See 4.3 (1)) 
(1) Total = ((#3 + #4) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 for This Option 
(3) Host Compulter Time 
(A) = ((Host Time) (Cost/Hr)) Per New Flight Per Yr. 
I-lost Time = ((# Instructions) (Ij Instructions/Module) 
(hIrs/ModuJe)
 




Ilrs/Module-- 18 Coinpilos/Module @ 3 Mins/ 
Compile + 9 Functional Simulations @ 12 Mins/ 
Run + Data Reduction for 75/ of Simulation Runs 
@ 10 Mins Each. 
(54 Mins) + (108) ± (70 Mins) = 3. 87 flours/Module Cost/ 
fir =323 Based on 'Current Industrial Estimate of Cost 
Per Hr for Like Facility. 
(3) Total = (3. 87) (13 + #4) - 100) ($323) Per Yr. 
(4) Simulation Computer Timne 
(A) = (lb of Irs/Module) (Cost/Hr) (11of Modules)
 
It of .-Irs = 4 Simulations at 60 Min/Simulation (Includes
 
Set Up, Runs, and Run Evaluations)
 
Cost/Hr = (10% (Maintenance (CDMS, CID, SIM COMP))
 
+ Consumables) + (Operations))-2080 Hrs.
 




i of Modules = (f3 + 1/4) 100)
 
(4) Total = (($46. 46) (#3 + #4) 100) (4 Hrs.)) Per Yr. 
(5) ~ost. Computer Time DEP Soft,-,are 
W=(A)((Host Time/Module) (#! Modules) (Cost/Hr)) 
Per Flight/Yr. 
Host Time-- (f Modules) (Time/Module) 
Timne/Module = 18 Compiles/Module @ 3 Mins/ Compile + 




Cost/Ilr z. $3Z3 (Same as 4.1 (3))
 




(5) Total = 0 for This Option 
(6) Simulation Conputer Time DEP Software 




i of -Irs - 7 Simulations at 60 Mins/Simulation" 
(Includes Set Up, etc.) 
Note: 	 9 Functional Simulations =- Real-Time Simulations. 
Assume No Functional Simulations for DEP. 
Cost/Hr = $46. 46 (Same as 4. 1 (4)) 
(6) Total= 0 for This Option ­
(7) Travel 
(A) = (Nunber of Man Yrs) (Travel Cost/Man Yr)/Yr. 
Number of Man Yrs = Nunber of Man Yrs Required as 
Determined by Numlm er of New Instructions 
Travel/Man Yr. = (Nunber of Trips) (Cost of Ticket) + 
kl-Nun-ber of -Days) (Cost Day) 
Number of Trips = 4 Per Man Yr. 
Cost of Ticket = $150 
Cost/Day $1Z. 50 Per Diem + $1Z. 50 for Car = $Z5 
Number of Days = 365 
Travel = 4 ($150) + (365) (25) 
= 600 + $9; 125 = $9, 725/Ma Yr. 
(7) Total -- (30%) ((,/ ]6) ($9, 7Z5))/Yr. 
Note: 	 30% Travel Only for This Option for Real-Time 




(A) = (Number of Programmers) (Cost/Progranmer) 
Number of Programmers = Number of Programrm rs 
Requi red by Number of New Instruc:ions 
Cost of Programmer = Engineering Estimate $500/Man 





Cost Element 4. 2 Experiment Application Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Experiment Unique Software 
2. Experiment Common Software 
3. I-ost Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP Software 
6. Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
7. Travel 
(1) Experiment Unique Software 
(A) = (# of Statements) (Rate of Change) (Cost/Statement)
 
Number of Statements = (See 4. 1)
 
Rate of Change - Engineering Estimate Based on Past Pro­
grams = 40% for ist Re-Fly, 30% for Znd Re- Fly, Z0% for
 
3rd Re-Fly, 10/ for All Subsequent Re-Flys,
 
('f of Statements) (Rate of Change) = #13
 
Cost/Statement = $45)) Per Yr.
 
(1) Total = ((#13) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(Z) Experiment Common Software 
(W) Total = 0 This Opti6n 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = ((t Modules) (# Hrs/Module) (Cost/Hr)) Per Yr. 
# Modules = #13 . 00 
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# Hrs/Module = 3. 87 (See 4. 1 for Rationale) 
Cost/IIr = $323 (See 4. 1 for Rationale) 
(3) Total (( #13 4 100 (3. 87) ($323)) Per Yr. 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 
(A)= (QL Modules) (fi of Hrs/Module) (Cost/Hr)) 
Per Yr. 
1 Modules = #13- 100
 
# Hrs/Module = 4 Hrs (See 4. 1 for Rationale)
 
Cost/Hr = $46.46 (See 4. 1 for Rationale)
 
(4) Total - ((#13 + 100 (4) ($46. 46)) Per Yr. 
(5) Host Computer Time DSP Software 




Host Time/Module = 1.4 Mrs (See 4. 1 for Rationale)
 
it of Modules = #15
 
Cost/Hr - $3Z3 (See 4. 1 for Rationale
 
(5) Total= 0 for This Option 
(6) Simulation Computer Time IDEP Software 




* of Hrs = 7 (See 4. 1 for Rationale)
 
Cost/Ihr = $46.46 (See 4. 1 for Rationale)
 
# of Modules #
115 




(A) = ((Number of Man Yrs) (Travel/Cost/Man Yr. ))/Yr. 
Number of Man Yrs. = Nurhber of Man Yrs. Required as 
Determined by Number of Instructions to be Maintained 
nstructions To Be Maintained #17 
Travel = $9, 725 Man/Yr. 
(7) Total =--(#17) ($9, 725) (3076) 
Note: 	 Travel Required Only for Real-Time Integration & 
Simulation = 30%. 
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Cost Element 4. 	3 EAS Software Integrated Verification 
Cost Factors 
1. Integrated Verification 
2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation 	Computer Time 
4. Integratdd Verification Simulation S/W 
(1) integrated Verification 
(A) = ((# of Modules) (Cost/Module)) 
Per Flight/Yr. 
1, of Modules --- 21 
Cost/Module = (11'Statement) (Cost/Statement) 
fI Statement= 100 Module. 
Cost/Statement 	= $15 ($60 Estimated Total) 
Cost Per Statement for Central Development 
Less $45 for Development) 
(I)- Total= 0 	for this Option 
* 	 Rationale: Based on 1 Man/New Flight for Central 
Integration Activities (Coordinafion 
Function) 
Av. Inst/New Flight = Z4K = 6 Man Yrs. 
1/6 =. 15 
(2) Host Computer Time 
(A) = (# Hrs) (Cost/Hr.) 
(2) total = (0) For This Function (Has Been Included in 
Reluired Host Runs 4.1) 
(3) Simnujation Computer Hardware Time 
(A) = (# of Hra. /Modnle) (Cost/tr.) (R Module) 
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I-Irs/Module = 2 Simulations /Module at 60 Min Per 
Simulation (Includes Set Up, etc.)
 
Cost/Hr = $46.46 (See 4. 1 (4) B)
 
# Modules = Line #21
 
(3) 	 Total = 0 for This Option
 
See 4. 3 (1) for Rationale
 
(4) 	 Integrated Verification Simulation S/W 
(A) m ((# of Modules) (Cest/Module)) Per Yr. 
# of Modules = (#24 + #25) 4 100 
Cost/Module = $1, 500 (See 4. 3 (1) for Rationale 
(4) 	 Total= 0 for This Option 
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Cost 'Element 4.4 Preflight Checkout S/ Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Travel 
(1) Software Develornment 
(A) = ((Number of HOL Statements) (Cost/Statement)) 
Per Yr. 




(1) Total = ((#ZZ) ($30))/Yr. 
(2) Comnmon Software 
(2) Total - 0 No Common Software for This Element 
-(3) Host Computer Time 
(Host Time) (Cost/Hr) Ref. 4. 1 (3)
 
I Modules -- "100
 
(3. 87) (#i Modules) ($Z3Z) Per Flight/Yr. 
(3) Total = ((3. 87) (f22-M100) ($323)) Per Yr. 
(4) SiMulation Comnuter Time 
(A.)'- (# Ifrs/Module) (Cost/Hr.) (I' Modules) 
Ref 4. 1 (4) 




(A)= ((.3) (# Man Yrs). ($9, 725)) Per Yr. 
(5) Total- ((.30) (J122-833) ($9, 725)) Per Yr. 
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PREFLIGHT SOFTWARE SIZING RATIONALE
 
Saturn History 
LVDC/DA interface signals = 86 
LVDC/DA # instructions = 4, 650 
average # instructions/signal = 54 
ATM History 
ATMDC interface signals = 275
 
ATMDC I instructions = 7, 897
 
average # instructions/signal Z9
 
Mission 8 of Spacelab 
# interface signals = 81.6 
# payload elements = 1. 3. 
average # interface signals = 62. 77 
Assume preflight job for each payload element is 
the same and equivalent to Saturn LVDC = 4, 650 
instructions. 
4, 650 
= 5 = 930 HOL statements at a cost of $30/Statement. 
Number of Statements = Number of HOL Statements per 
Payload Element X # Payload Elements = 930 X PE/Yr. 
(New Flight) 
Cost/Statement = $30 
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Cost Element 4. 5 Prc-Flight Checkout Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
I. Experiment Uniqtue Software 
Z. Experiment Common Soft,.are 
3. IHTost -Computer Thne 
4. Sirnulation Computer Time 
5. Travel 
(1) Fl:rimnntUnique Software 
(A) ((L of Statenents) (Change Rate) (Cost Statement)) 
Per Yr. 
N mnbcr of Statements = 930 x 7 Payload Elernents/Yr
Flights) 
Change Rate-= 10% for Each Flight
 
Cost SlatemcnL- $30 Ref. 4. 4 (1)
 
(1) Total-- ((#23) ($30)) Per Yr. 
.(2) Exycrim ent Coninon Software 
(Z) Total :- 0 No Common Software This Element 
(3) Bost Co-nmpxier T-e 
(A) =- (Host Tile) (Cost/1-1r) 
(3) Total-- (('231100) (3. 87) ($323)) Ref. 4. 2 (3) 
(4) Sin-mi 't on Corn]pter Time 




(A) = (Number of Man Yrs) ($9, 7Z5)/Yr. 
(5) Total- (30%) (#23{833) ($9, 725)) Per. 
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02 POOPf PAGR L4 
Host Main Memory 
Remote Job Entry 
Display Terminals 
Maintenance Added Hardware 
Telecornnunications 
Ilost Main Memory 
(A) = (GSA Price) (Memory Size) 
Total - 0 for This Option 
R.)E 
(A = (GSA Price) (.L RJE) 
Total -- 0 for This Option 
Display re-miflfa s 
(A) - (GSA Price) (1I Terminals) 
Total:-- 0 for This Option 
Mvfainitenaice Added lardware 
(A) = GSA 
Total 0 for This Option 
T (-eCom n111li cat ions 
(A) - (Line Cost) ('r of Lines) 
Total -- 0 for This Option 
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Cost Element 4. 8 	 Experiment Real-Time Simulation'Software 
Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Host 	Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Travel 
(1) 	 Software Development 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Cost/Statement)) Per Yr.
 








# of Statements = #24
 
(1) Total = ((#24) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) 	 Host Computer Time
 
# of Modules = #244 100
 
(2) Total = ((1. 4) (#Z4 	+ 100) ($323)) Per Yr. 
(3) 	 Simulation Computer Time
 
= Same Formula as 4.1 (6)
 
# Modules = #Z4-- 100
 
(3) Total = ((7) (#Z4 -4 100) ($46. 46)). Per Yr. 
(4) 	 Travel
 
((. 3) (# Man Yr. ) ($9, 725)) Per Yr.
 
(4) Total = ((30%) (#24 - 833) ($9, 725)) Per Yr. 
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Rationale for Simulation Software Requ{red for Payload Elements 
Engineering Estimate - 21K Table Words Per Payload Element for 
Simulation Software. 
Engineering Estimate that 21K Table Words Equates to Approximately 
1/3 X 21K = 7K Machine Language Instructions. 
7K + 5 = 1. 4K HOL Statements 
1. 4K X $45/Statement = $63K/Payload Element 
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Cost Element 4. 9 _Experiment Real-Time Simulation Software 
Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. 	 Maintenance 
2. 	 Host Computer Time 
3. 	 Simulation Computer Time 
4. 	 Travel 
(1) 	 Maintenance 
(I of Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost/Statement, 
I of Statements = #25 
Change Rate= Engineering Estimate = 10%/Flight 
Cost/Statement- $45 Same as 4.8 (1) (3) 
(1) 	 Total = ((#25) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) 	 I-lost Computer Time 
Ref. 4. 8 (2) 
(2) 	 Total = ((1. 4) (Z5+100) ($323)) Per Yr. 
(3) 	 Sinulation Computer Time 
Ref. 4. 8 (3) 
(3) 	 Total ((7) (11ZSf-100) ($46. 46)) Per Yr. 
(4) 	 Travel 
(A) = 	 ((.3) (# Man Yr. ) ($9, 72'5)) Per Yr. 
(4) 	 Total.- ((30%) (#24+833) ($9, 7Z5)) Per Yr. 
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Cost Element 5.1 Experiment Processor Acquisition 
Cost Factor's 
1. Processor Hardware (I/O Included) 
2. Development and Qualification 
3. Special Test Equipment 
(1) Processor Hardware 
(A) c (( # of Processors) (CIt/lProcessor)) 




(1) Total= ((#34) ($46K)) Per Yr. 
(2) Development and Qualification 
(A) = ((# Qualifications) (Cost/Qualification) Per Yr. 
(Z) Total=(1) ($520.3K) I Time Cost 
(3) Special Test Equipment 
Engineering Estimate - $5K/Unit 
# of Units = #34 
i# Units) ($5K) Per Yr. 
(3) Total=-((#4) ($5K)) Per Yr. 
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GROUNDRULES FOR DEDICATED EXPERIMENT PROCESSOR
 
I. 	I Central Experiment Computer Capacity = (Speed) and (Memory) 
Speed = (500K Adds Per Second) (65%) 3Z5 KADS 
500 KADS = CII Specifications 
65% = 100% - (15% Overhead) = (20% Contingency) 
Memory = (Total Capacity) - (Contingency) -(Operating System) 
Total Capacity = 64K CII Specifications 
Contingency = 30% Engineering Estimate 
Note: Low Compared to Industry Estimates (50% - 100%) 
Operating System Z0K Memory Requirement ESA Estimate 




IL 	 When a new payload exceeds central computer capacity, a DEP 
will be selected for the element that has the greatest capacity 
requirement. Each element having this requirement will be 
assigned a diffe-rent DEP, except the case where 'one DEP is 
used on multiple missions. 
Ill. 	 Assume all Spacelab Review Item Disposition (RID's) for CDMS 
modifications are incorporated for mass memory, data bus, etc. 
IV. 	 Two classes of DEP's were considered: 
(1) 	Micro Processor 
(2) Mini Processor 
Only I DEP will be specified. 
V. Assume any non-standard DEP's selected will have support 
software that is executable on STIL host or STIL simulation 
computer. 
VI. 	 'For any mission, assume that the required number of data bus 
RAU', can be provided. 
ORIGINAL PAGOISOF POOR 
QUALI~y254 
VII. Number of processors is determined by applying "Groundrules 
for DEP" to GDC provided software requirements, 
Cost/Processor is determined by: processor class and 
configuration. 
((Processor I-ardware) + (Oualification) (Special I/O (RAU 
Equivalent) + (Special Test Equipment) + (Peripherals--) + 
(Peripherals Oualification)) 
Each element will be determined according to selected 
processor class and configuration. 









(1) 	 Maintenance 
(A) = 8% of DEP Purchase Price/Yr. for Each Yr. 
Used 
(1) 	 Total = ((8% ($46K)) (#35)) Per Yr. 
(2) 	 Distribution
 
((Cost/Distribution) (# Required)) Per Yr.
 
(Z) 	 Total = ($500) (#36) 
(3) 	 Re-Furbishment 
(A) r ((Number of DEPs) (Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment)) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of DEPs Determined From Mission Model 
Requirements 
(3) 	 Total - Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment = 0 Assumes 
DEPs will Meet Spacelab Lifetime Requirements 
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Cost Element 5. 3 DEP Software 
Cost Factors 
1. Operating System Development 
2. Support Software Development 
(1) 	 Operating System Development 
(A)= ((Number of Instructions) (Cost Per Instruction)) 
Number of Instructions.= 4K Engineering Estimate 
(M + S Study) 
(1) 	 Total = (4K) ($100) = 1 Time Cost 
(2) 	 Support Software Development 
(A) (Vendor Lease) or ((Number of Statements) 
(Cost Per Statement) 
Assume 	Ven-dor Lease - $Z5K for Cross Assembler 
25K for Cross Compiler 
$SOK (Engineering Estimate) 
(Z) 	 Total= $50K 1 Time Cost, 
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(A) - ((Number of Statements) (Rate of Change) 
(Cost Per Statement)) 
Number 	of Statements - 4. OK Operating System 
2.4K Cross Assembler 
9. OK Cross Compiler 
15. 4K (Engineering Estimate) 
Line #27 # of DEPs Used/Yr. 
Rate of Change-,5% Per Yr. When Used ­
(Engineering Estimate)
 
Cost Per Statement = $45
 
(1) Total= ((15.4K) (5%) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = (# Set Builds) (CostlSet)-(#-Deliveries) 
(2) Total= (($50) (#35)) Per Yr. 
Cost Elements 6. 1, 6. Z, 6.3, 6.4 - Real-Time Simulation Test Set 
(PotRequired for This Option - Use STIL) 
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(1) 	 Distribution 
(A) = (1 	Set Builds) (Cost/Set) (# Deliveries) Per Yr. 
# Set Builds = 2 (Support Software + Simulation Software) 
Cost/Set = Engineering Estimate = 1 Man Week - $962 
# Deliveries = #34 
(1) Total = ((Z) ($962) (#34)) Per Yr. 
(2) 	 Installation 
Engineering Estimate = 2 Man Weeks 
= ($962) (2) 
= $1924 Per Installation 
(2) Total = (($1924) (#34)) Per Yr. 
(3) 	 Maintenance 
Maintenance = Level of Effort* 
*(Maintenance is Feed Back of Problems Encountered 
In Use of Distributed Software).
 
Level of Effort = Engineering Estimate
 
(3) Total = (($5K) (#35)) Per Yr.
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SECTION 10 Option IIBSA - Distributed Standard Mini Software 
Development by PI at His Facility. Real-
Time Simulation Testing at Central Facility 
L0. 2 Cost Data 
26i 

















79 80 81 82 83 84 85 
262 
86 87 88 89 90 91 
OPTION I1l3A TOTAL CO ST 

















































































TOTAL 1288.18 2879.69 2233.16 2999.83 zz8.63 
ESCALATED TOTAL 1688.54 4038.91 3351.67 4817.07 3657.38 
.F-one iimie Form I (Marv- 29, 1976) 
OPTION 1_A 
COST ELEMENT FY84 
4.1 	 243.41 

4.2 	 335.88 

4.3 	 0 
4.4 	 89.02 
4. 5 	 120. 19 
4. 6 	 0. 53 
4.7
 
4.8 	 157.58 
4.9 	 212.73 
5.1 	 0 
5.2 	 82.78 
5.3 	 0 





7.1 	 105,00 
TOTAL 1382.32 
ESCALATED TOTAL 2541.34 
TOTAL COST 
ESCALATED TOTAL COST 














































































































476.73 	 454.42 
0 0 
0 0 
240. 36 284.77 












AVERAGE COST PERFLIGHT 203.52
 
OPTION nIB3A TOTAL MANPOWER PAGE OF -




















































TOTAL MANPOWER 8.0 30.6 ZaS 40.6 20. 5 
EF-One Time Form 6 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION 1B31A TOTAL MAN POWER PAGE __ OF 



















































































TOTAL MANPOWER 17.5 15.7 20.0 24.6 15.6 19.0 17.6 
EI"-Orn ' .me Form 9 (March 2, I-976) 
18.9 
OPTION IIB3A ELEMENT COST PAGE 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 




1) SOFTWARE DEV. 2ZZ. 30 656.82 372.69 
2) COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 
3) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 61.75 182.45 103.53 
4) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 9.18 27. 13 15.39 
5) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME DEP 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 
6) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 
DEP SOFTWARE 0 0 0 
7) TRAVEL 16.31 51.11 Z4.39 
8) TRAINING 2.80 8.76 4.19 
LABOR COST 2Z. 30 656.82 37Z. 69 
MANPOWER 4.5 13.1 7.5 
TOTAL COST 
FF-0n, T .mi. Formt 3 (Kirch 2S5. 1076) 




























1) SOFTWARE DEV. 177.17 0 233. 24 203.67 39.06 60.75 0 0 
Z) COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 49.21 0 64.79 56.58 10.85 19.37 0 0 
4) SMULATION 






0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 
DEP SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7) TRAVEL 8.29 0 11.82 10.74 3.03 3. Z7 0 0 
8) TRAINING 1.4Z 0 Z.03 1.84 0.5Z 0.56 0 0 
LABOR COST 177.17 0 233.24 203.67 39.06 69.75 0 0 
MANPOWER 3.5 0 4.7 4.1 .8 1.4 0 0 
TOTAL COST Z43.41 0 3ZI. 51 Z81. Z4 55.07 95.83 0 0 
p- , T ie ror-i.i /I ('I.r"-r's "' Il7f 
OPTION 11B3A ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 






SOFTWARE 0 151.70 199.94 358.02 
2) EXPERIMENT 
COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 
3) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 0 42.50 55.52 99.45 
'0 
4) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 0 6.32 8.26 14.79 
5) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME DEP 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 
6) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 
DEP SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 
7) TRAVEL 0 11.82 15.55 27.86 
LABOR COST 0 151.70 199.94 358.02 
MANPOWERMANPOWER 0 3.0 4.0 7. Z 
TOTAL COST 0 Z12.34 279. Z7 500.12 












Z) 	 EXPERIMENT 
COMMON 
SOFTWARE 
3) 	 HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 
4) 	 SIMULATION 
COMPUTER 




6) 	 SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 
DEP SOFTWARE 













































































OPTION 11B3A ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 




VERIFICATION 0 0 0 0 
2) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 0 0 0 0 
3) SIMULATION 






'o 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER o o 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 
EF-One Tim- Form 3 (nirch "5. 1(O76 
OPTION TP3 ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 






0 	 0 0 0 0VERIFICATION 0 0 0 
2) 	 HOST COMPUTER
 











0 0 0 0 0SOFTWARE 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"Ifl

Form /s CMlrr Ih? 9 IQ7 lE- )ne 'lme 
OPTION IIB13A ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-






DEVELOPMENT 390.60 139.50 418.50 111.60 
Z) COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 
3) HOST COMPUTER 















LABOR COST 390.60 139.50 418.50 111.60 
MANPOWER 7.8 Z.8 8.4 Z.z 
TOTAL COST 623.15 222. 56 667.66 178.04 
EP- p Tie orm ( M'earch 25. ]q7f 
OPTION IIB3A ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 








I) 	SOFTWARE DEV. 55.80 0 83.70 83.70 27.90 27.90 0 0 
2) 	 COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3) 	 HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 23. Z5 0 34.88 34.88 11.63 11.63 0 0 
4) 	 SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 3.46 0 5. 18 5. 18 1.73 1.73 0 0 
5) 	 TRAVEL 6.51 0 9.77 9.77 3.26 3.26 0 0 
LABOR COST 55.80 0 83.70 83.70 27.90 27.90 0 0 
MANPOWER 1.1 0 1.7 1.7 .6 .6 0 0 
TOTAL COST 89. OZ 0 133.53 133.53 44.5Z 44.52 0 0 
OPTION IIB3A ELEMENT COST PAGE ___OF-







SOFTWARE 0 39.06 16.74 66.96 
2) EXPERIMENT 
COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 
3) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 0 16.28 6. 98 27. 90 
4) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIMI 0 2.42 1.04 4.15 
5) TRAVEL 0 4.56 2.06 7.8Z 
LABOR COST 0 39.06 16.74 66.96 
MANPOWER 0 .8 .3 . 3 
TOTAL COST 0 62.321 26.821 o6.83 
Ef-(he Time Form 3 (Warch 25, 1976) 
-OPTION 1133A 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 






I) 	 EXPERIMENT 
UNIQUE 
SOFTWARE 75.33 IZZ. 76 83.70 139.50 108.81 147.87 150.66 178.56 
2) 	 EXPERIMENT 
COMMON 
SOFTWARE 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 
3) 	 HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 31.39 51.15 34.88 58.13 45.34 61.61 62.78 74.40 
3- 4) 	 SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 4.67 7.60 5. 18 8.64 6.74 9. 16 9.33 11.06 
5) 	 TRAVEL 8.80 14.33 9.77 16.29 12. 70 17.26 17.59 Z0.75 
LABOR 	COST 75.33 1ZZ. 76 83.70 139. 50 103.81 147.87 150.66 178.56 
MANPOWER 	 1.5 Z.5 1.7 Z. 8 Z.2 3.0 3.0 3.6 
TOTAL COST 120. 19 190.84 133. 54 ZZZ. 56 173. 59 Z32. 90 240. 36 Z48.77 
OPTION IIB3A ELEMENT COST PAGE -0OF 







1) 	 HOST MAIN 








TERMINALS 7.91 0 0 0
 




CATIONS 0 0 0 0
 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 7.91 .53 .53 .53 
EF-One Tiny. Form 3 (MrrIi ?r. 1976) 
OPTION IIB 3A ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
4.6 EAS DEPENDENT 
STIL HARDWARE 
SUPPLEMENT 
1) HOST MAIN 
MEMORY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2) REMOTE JOB 
ENTRY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3) DISPLAY 
TERMINALS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4) MAINTENANCE .53 .53 .53 .53 .53 .53 .53 .53 
00 
5) TELECOMMUNI-
CATIONS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 
EF-One Ti pro F' ,m /1,O ',+ 
.53 
'M 1 n7fC. 
.53 .53 .53 .53 .53 .53 .53 
OPTION IIB3A ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-







DEVELOPMENT 882.00 315.00 945.00 252.00 
Z) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 88.63 31.65 94.96 Z5.32 
3) SIMULATION 
COMPUTER 
TIME 63.74 Z. 77 68.30 18. z 












EF-One Time Form I (March 25. 1076) 
1103.02 393.94 1181.81 315.14 
OPTION ID 3A 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 












63.00 63.00 0 0DEVELOPMENT 126.00 0 189.00 189.00 
2) 	 HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 12.66 0 18.99 18.99 6.33 6.33 0 0 
3) 	 SIMULATION 
COMPUTER 
TIME 9.11 0 13.66 13.66 4.55 4.55 0 0 
o 4) TRAVEL 	 9.81 0 14.71 14.71 4.90 4.90 0 0 
LABOR COST 1z6. O0 0 189.00 189.00 63.00 63.00 0 0 
MANPOWER 2.5 0 3.8 3.8 1.3 1.3 0 0 
TOTAL COST 157.58 0 Z36.36 Z36.36 78.78 78.78 0 0 
)• ,
T r."EF-	 n011, . , (t el.'" I1
OPTION I13A 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE __ OF-









I) 	MAINTENANCE 0 88.20 37.80 151. Z0 
2) 	 HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 0 8.'86 3.80 15.19 
3) 	 SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 0 6. 37 Z.73 10.93 
4) 	 TRAVEL 0 6.86 2.94 11.77 
LABOR COST 0 88. z0 37.80 151.20 
MANPOWER 0 1.8 0.8 3.0 
TOTAL COST 	 0 110.29 47. Z7 189.09 









Z) HOST COMPUTER 
TIME 
3) 	 SIMULATION 
COMPUTER TIME 






















































































HARDWARE 644.00 184.00 92.00 46.00 460.00 
Z) QUALIFICATION 5Z0.30 0 0 0 0 
3) SPECIAL TEST 
EQUIPMENT 70.00 20.00 10.00 5.00 50.00 
NO MANPOWER 
ASSOCIATED 















EF-One Trne Form 3 (,airch 2s, 1q7A) 















































































OPTION HB 3A ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF-




I) MAINTENANCE 51. 5z 66.24 73.60 73.60 
2) DISTRIBUTION 7.00 3.00 12.00 5.00 
3) RE-FURBISHMEN" 0 0 0 0 
co 
LABOR COST 58. 52 69.24 85.60 78.60 
MAN POWER 1.2 1. 4 1.7 1.6 
TOTAL COST 58. 52 69. 24 85.60 78.60 
EF-One Time Form 1 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION IIB 3A ELEPEN I UU I 'bt __ Ur 
COST ELEMENT 







































LABOR COST 82.78 130.44 85. 10 127.76 87.78 128.44 106. 54 129. 1Z 
MANPOWER 1.7 2.6 1.7 2.6 1.8 2.6 2.1. 2.6 
TOTAL COST 
i'.F-oiit' 'rffQ Jririn 4 (tIlnii-h 
82.78 
9S . 1If 
130.44 85.10 127.76 87.78 128.44 106.54 129.1­
OPTION 1183A ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 





DEVELOPMENT 400.00 0 0 0 
Z) SUPPORT 
SOFTWARE 
PROCUREMENT 50.00 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 400,00 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 8.0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 450.00 0 0 0 
















DEVELOPMENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Z) SUPPORT 
SOFTWARE 
PROCUREMENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 
LABOR COST 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EF- , 1' i' nr' 4rl, (M n:',o I,l,, 
OPTION 11133A ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-_ 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 






34.65 34.65 34.65 34.651) 	 MAINTENANCE 
0.70 0.30 1. z0 .502) 	 DISTRIBUTION 
10 
35.35 34.95 35.85 35. 15LABOR COST 
.7 .7 .7 .7MANPOWER 
35. 35 34.95 35. 85 35.15TOTAL COST 
EF.-One Time Fo"n 3 (NHiich 29, 1976) 
OPTION i$33A ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 







1) 	 MAINTENANCE 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 
Z) 	DISTRIBUTION 0.55 0.90 1.15 1.00 1.05 0.70 0.35 0.40 
N 
LABOR COST 35.20 35.55 35.80 35.65 35.70 35.35 3,5.00 35.05 
MANPOWER .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 
TOTAL COST 35.20 35.55 35.80 35.65 35.70 35.35 35.00 35.05 
r' 	 ,, 'Cl rhr.' | ,'r,., 'a (M.t -, I ')7nAV| (.. 	 "9 
OPTION 11B3a 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 


























LABOR COST 53.88 85.40 97.70 103.84 138.48 
MAN POWER L. 1.7 2.0 2.1 2.8 
_ TOTAL COST 53.88 85.40 97.70 103.84 138.48 
EF-One Time For,. 3 (March 25. 1976) 
OPTION 111B3a ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 






(1) 	 Distribution 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) 	 Installation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) 	 Maintenance 105.00 165. 00 100.00 160. O0 105. 00 165.00 140.00 170. 00 
LABOR COST 105.00 165. 00 100.00 160.oo 105.00 165.oo 140.00 170.00 
MANPOWER Z.1 3.3 Z.2 3. Z 2.1 3.3 2.8 3.4 
TOTAL COST 105.00 165. 00 100. 00 160. oo 105.00 165.00 140. 00 170. 00 
r:F-O,'' I'I' ,, E'r. 1, (.I.-, I. I07t ) 
SECTION if Option IIB3B - Distributed Standard Mini Software 
Development by PI at His Facility 
Using RTSTS 








PI utilizes RTSTS to develop and checkout all EAS software.
 
DEP is local to PI facility for all Level IV activities.
 




Only one mini development/qualification is required.
 
No PI/Pl integration is required due to independence of resource
 
sharing. Central computer integration testing is still required.
 
Fewer total mini's are required due to sharing of a pool of processors.
 




Cost Element 4.1 Experiment Application Software Development 
Cost Factor 
1. Software Development 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Cost/Statement)) Per Yr. 
# of Statements = (#3 + #4) 
Cost/Statement = $45 
(1) Total = ((#3 + #4) ($45)) Per Yr. 
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Cost Element 4.2 EAS Maintenance 
Cost Factor 
1. Maintenance 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Rate of Change) (Cost/ 
Statement)) Per Yr. 
# of Statements = #13 
Cost/Statement = $45 
(1) Total = ((#13) ($45)) Per Yr. 
296
 
Cost Element 4. 3 Integrated Verification 
Total = 0 for This Option 
Z97
 
Cost Element 4.4 Preflight C/O Software'Development 
Cost Factor 
1. Software Developm'ent 
(A) ((# of HOL Statements) (Cost/Statement)) Per Yr 
# of Statements #ZZ 
Cost/Statement.= $30 
(1) Total = ((#22) ($30)) Per Yr. 
Z98
 
PREFLIGHT SOFTWARE SIZING RATIONALE
 
Saturn History 
LVDC/DA interface signals = 86 
LVDC/DA # instructions z 4, 650 
average # instructions/signal z 54 
ATM History 
ATMDC interface signals 275 
ATMDC # instructions = 7,897 
average # instructions/signal = 29. 
Mission 8 of Spacelab 
# interface signals = 81. 6
 
# payload elements = L.3,
 
average # interface signals = 62. 77
 
Assume preflight job for each payload element is 
the same and equivalent to Saturn LVDC = 4, 650 
instructions. 
4,650 
- 5 = 930 HOL statements at a cost of $30/Stateinent. 
Nurhber of Statements = Number of HOL Statements per 
Payload Element X # Payload Elements = 930 X PE/Yr. 
(New Flight) 
Cost/Statement = $30 
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Cost E1ement 4.5 Preflight C/O Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1." Maintenance 
(A) = ((# of HOL Statements) (Rate of Change) 
(Cost/Statement)) Per Yr. 
# Statements = #23 
Cost/Statement = $30 
(1) Total = ((#23) ($30)) Per Yr. 
300
 
Cost E1ement 4. 6 EAS Dependant STIL Hardware Modifications 
Total = 0 for This Option 
301
 
Cost Element 4. 8 Experiment Real-Time Simulation Software 
Development 
Cost Factor 
1. Software Development 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Cost/Statement)) Per Yr. 
# of Statements = #24 
Cost/Statement = $45 
(1) Total = ((#Z4) ($45)) Per Yr. 
302
 
Rationale for Simulation Software Required for Payload Elements 
Engineering Estimate - 21K Table Words Per Payload Element for 
Simulation Software. 
Engineering Estimate that 21K Table Words Equates to Approximately 
1/3 X 21K = 7K Machine Language Instructions. 
7K Z 5 = 1. 4K HOL Statements 
1. 4K X $45/Statement = $63K/Payload Element 
303
 
Cost Element 4.9 Experiment Real-Time Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
I.- Maintenance 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Rate of Change) 
(Cost/Statement)) Per Yr. 
# Statements = #25 
Cost/Statement = $45 
(1) Total = ((#25) ($45)) Per Yr. 
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Cost Element 5.1 Experiment Processor Acquisition -
Cost Factors 
1. Processor Hardware (I/O Included) 
2. Development and Qualification 
3. Special Test Equipment 
(1) Processor Hardware 
(A) = ((i of Processors) (Cost/Processor)) 




(1) Total = ((#34) ($46K)) Per Yr. 
(P) Development Qualification 
(A) = ((i of Qualifications) (Cost/Qualification)) Per Yr. 
# of Qualifications = I (One Time Cost FY79) 
(2) Total Cost/Qualification = $520. 3K 
(3) - Special Test Equipment 
(A) = ((i of Units) (Cost/Unit)) Per Yr. 
i Units = #34 
Cost/Unit = Engineering Estimate = $5K 
(3) Total = ((#34) ($5K)) Per Yr. 
in; 






(A) = 8% of DEP Purchase Price/Yr. for Each Yr. Used 
(1) Total = ((8% ($46K)) (#33)) Per Yr. 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = ((Cost/Distributionf(# Required)) Per Yr. 
(2) Total = (($500) (#36)) Per Yr. 
(3) Re- Furbishment 
(A) = (Number of DEP's) (Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment)) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of DEP's = Determined From Mission Model 
Requirements 
(3) Total = Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment = 0 Assumes 
DEP's will meet Spacelab Lifetime Requirements. 
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Cost Element 5. 3 DEP Software, 
Cost Factors 
1. Operating System Development 
2. Support Software Development 
(1) 	 Operating System Development 
(A)Y = ((Number of Instructions) (Cost Per Instruction)) 
Number of Instructions = 4K Engineering Estimate 
(M&S Study)
 
Cost Per Instruction = $100 (Assembly Language)
 
(1) Total = (4K) ($100) = 1 time cos± 
(2) 	 Support Software Development 
(A) = (Vendor Lease) or (Number of Statements) 
(Cost Per Statemen) 
Assume 	Vendor Lease - $25K for Cross Assembler 
25K for Cross Compiler 
$SOK (Engineering Estimate) 
(2) Total = ($50K).l Time Cost 
307
 









Number of Statements = 15.4K Total
 
Line #27 = # of DEP's Used/Yr.
 




Cost Per Statement = $45 
(1) Total = ((15.4K) (5%) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = ((# Set Builds) (Cost/Set) (# Deliveries) 
# Set Builds = I 
Cost/Set = $50
 
# Deliveries = #36
 
(2) Total = ((Q) ($50) (36)) Per Yr, 
308
 




1. Engineering Design 
2. Simulation Computer 





(1) (2) (3) & (4) = Engineering Estimate = $312K/RTSTk 
(1) (2) (3) & (4) Total = (($312K) (#34)) Per Yr. 
(5) Consumable Stock 
(5) Total = 0 for This Option 
309
 











7. Facility Modifications 
(1) 	 Maintenance and (4) Special Test Equipment 
(Cost/Yr.) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
(8%o) (Purchase Cost) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
(8%) ($187K) (# RTSTS t s Used/Yr.) 
(1) & (4) Total = ($15K) - (#35) 
(2) 	 Distribution 
Total = (Cost/Yr. for Distribution/Sustaining 
Engineering) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
(2) Total = (($500) (#36)) Per Yr. 
(3) 	 Operation 
Total = (Operating Cost/Yr.) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
Operating Cost/Yr.) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
(3) Total = 0 for This Option 
Note: 	 No Operations Cost for RTSTS - Operated by 
Programming Staff. 
310 
(4) 	 Special Purpose Equipment 
Included as Part of 6. 2 (1) 
(5) 	 Consumables 
Total = (Cost/Yr.) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
Cost/Yr. = -Engineering Estimate = $1Z, 250 
(5) Total = (($12, 250) (#37)) Per Yr. 
(6) 	 Re-Furbisliment 
Assumed Covered by Maintenance in Item 6.2 (1) 
(7) 	 Facility Modifications 
Assume space available and no cost associated with 
A/C and power service room A/C adequate and 
standard power service available. 
311
 
Cost Element 6. 3 Simulation Computer Software Development 
and Procurement 
Cost Factors 
I. Simulation Computer Software Development 
2. Simulation Computer Software Procurement 
(1) Simulation'Computer Software Development 
Engineering Estimate - Same as Rationale on 3. 3 (1) 
for STIL Simulation Computer 
Total = (# Modules) (100 Statement/ Modules) (Cost/ 
Statement) 
= (58) (100) ($60) 
(1) Total = ($348K) 1 Time Cost FY79 
(2) Simulation Computer Software Development 
Engineering Estimate = Real-Time Operating System 
($4K) (Simulation Computer) 
(2) Total = ($4K) 1 Time Cost FY79 
ail2. 






Total = (Number Instructions) (Rate of Change) (Cost/ 
Instruction) 
The above was considered by an Engineering Estimate 
was made instead which is - I Man Per Yr. of Usage. 
This is compatible with the level of effort charged 
for the STIL simulation computer software in 3.4. 
(1) Total = ($50K) Per Yr. Starting in FY79 
(2) Distribution 
(A) ((# Set Builds) (Cost/Set) (#Deliveries)) Per Yr.
 
# Set Builds = 1
 
Cost/Set = $962 (1 Man Week)
 
# Deliveries = #36
 
(2) Total = ((1) ($962) (#36)) Per Yr. 
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SECTION ii Option IIB3B - Distributed Standard Mini Software 
Development by PI at His Facility 
Using RTSTS 












30 29 29.8 2 
30 





08 I I I I I ! I I I!II 































1,500 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86; 87 88 89 i 90 91 
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U)vI lUW rr3b IOTAL COST PAGE OF 







































































































7.1 * 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 60Z4. 77 3918.79 2661.31 2823.38 5288.36 
ESCALATED TOTAL 7897.24 5498.96 3993.91 4533.73, 9086. 39 
.. ., y 
lp 1 IU1, I1B3, 
COST ELEMENT FY84 
4.1 177.17 









5. Z 8Z.78 
5.3 0 
5.4 35.20 






ESCALATED TOTAL Z894.26 
TOTAL COST 









































































I1uAL CUsl PAG U_-
FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
I 
39.06 69.75 0 0 
25Z.81 1 765.14 354.47 3Z5.31 
0 0 I 0 0 
Z7.90 V27.90 0 0 
108.31 147.87 150.66 178.56 
0 0 0 0 
-. 
63.00 63.00 0 0 
245.70 333.90 340.20 "403.20 
0 0 0 0 
87,78 18.44 106.54 1Z9.1z 
0 0 0 
35.70 •35.35 35.00 .35.05. 
0I o o0 
567.00 829. Z5 754.75 . 844.75 
0 0 0 
63.47 56.73 57.70 50,00 
0 0 0 0 
1490.73 1957.33 1799.3Z 1965.99 
3592.66 5047.95 4964.32 5803.60 
AVERAGE COST PFIGHT 286.93 
I VRGECS E)FIH 
oP 1IoN UB3b IUIAL MANWOW Lk +-A__-__ 



























































































I I , 
TOTAL MAN POWER 37. Z 37.o 4. 6 29.4.16.'4 
FF-ob .Tlr.upF,'rn 6 (arch..25.._1976)­
--- --- ---
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OPTION 11B3b ELEMENT COST PAGE " OF-_ 






Development 2Z. 30 656.82 372.60 55.00 
(Z) Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 






(5) Host Computer 
Time DEP 







0 0 0 . 0 
(7) Travel ....-.-- --­
(8) Training 
LABOR COST" :. zzz. 30 656.8Z -37Z.69 55. 80 
MANPOWER 4' 5 13.1 7.5 1.1 
TOTAL COST 222. 30 656.82 37Z. 69 55. 80 
.­rT.,, -., r. q......1 h 1n7f,, 
OPTION flB3b 
COST ELEMENT 


















(5) 	 Host Computer 
Time DEP. 
Software 
(6) 	 Simulation 
Computer Time 
DEP Software 
(7) 	 Travel 




ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
177.17 0 233. 24 203. 67 39, 06 79, 75 0 01. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
---.. ,...........­
--- -S -
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 
...... 
-.-- -­
177.17 0 233, Z4 203. 67 39.06 69. 75 0 0 
3.5 0 4.7 4.1 .8 1.4 0 0 
177.17 0 Z33. Z4 Z03. 67 39.06 69. 75 0 0 
OPTION lB3b [LMENT COST PAGE OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 






Software 0 151.70 199.94 358.02 
(Z) Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 




(5) Host Computer 
Time DEP 
Software 0 0 0 0 
(6) Simulation 
Computer Time 
DEP Software 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel 0 ---









FF-O., T ,,., I-\ I I.t.sr-f, 7' 1r7. 
OPTION f133b ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 






Software 240.48 350.67 178, 61 258.79 25Z. 81 z65.41 354.47 3Z5. 31 
(2). Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 




Time ---- ---... 
(5) Host Computer 
Time DEP 
Software 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 
(6) Simulation 
Computer Time 
DEP Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel ---............ 
LABOR COST Z40.48 350.67 178.61 Z58.75 Z5 . 81 Z65.14 *354, 47 3Z5.31 
MANPOWER 4.8 7.0 3.6 5. z 5.1 5.3 7.1 6. 5 

















Verification 0 0 0 0 
(2) Post Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(3) Simulation 
Computer 




Software 0 0 0 
LABOR COST ° 
MANPOWER 



















Verification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0" 0 
(2) Host Computer 














P+P .++I,:,• *, p I '*rg .* 
0 
''** 
0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 
OPTION 11B3b 
COST ELEMENT FY76' FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 










Development 390. 60 139. 50 418.50 111; 60 
(2) Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 
ri 




































Development 55.80 0 83.70 83.70 Z7.90 27.90 0' 0 
(2) Common 
Software. 0 0 0 0 0 0 *0 0' 
w 
N00 
(3) Host Computer 
Time --- --- 0 0• 
(4) Simulation: 
Computer 
Time --. 0 0 0 











































Software 0 39.06 16.74 66.96 
(2) 'Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 
10 (3) Host 









































Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 










































FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 





4.'6 EAS Dependent 
STIL Hardware 
Supplement 
(1) Host Main 
Memory 0 0 0 0 
(Z) Remote Job 
Entry 0 0 0 0 
(3) Display. 
Terminals 0 0 0 0 
(4) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 
(5) Telecom­
munication 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MAN POWER 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 
rr'r n ? 1 ' C llf 
OPTION I___3b 







4.6 EAS Dependent 
STIL Hardware 
Supplement 
(1) .Host Main 
Memory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Remote Job 
Entry 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 
w 
(0) Display 
Terminals 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) Telecom­
munications 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 
T COALCOST 0 0 0 0 
OPTION 
" COST ELEMENT 
IIB3b 



















Time --- --- --­
(4) Travel --- ---
LABOR COST 88Z. 00 315. 00 -.745. 00 252. 00 
MANPOWER 17.6 6.3 18.9 5.0 
TOTAL COST 882.00 315.00 945.00 252. 00 

















-Development 126.00 0- 18900 189. 00 63.00 63.00 0 0 
(2) Host 
Computer Time 0- -- - 0 0 
(3) Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 0 "0 
(4) Travel --- 0.. 0 0 
LABOR COST iz6.oo 6 i9,,ob t89. 00 63.00 63. 00 0 0 
MANPOWER 2.5 0 3.8 3.8 1.3 1.3 0 0 
TOTAL COST 126.oo 0 189.0 189.0 63. 00 63. 00 0 0 
I b LMNI cost PAGE _o.UI1 






(1) vlaintenance 0 88. 20 37.80 151.20 
(2) Host Computer 




Time 0 ...... 
(4) Travel 0 ---
LABOR COST 0 83.20 37.80 151. ZO 
MANPOWER 0 1.8 0.8 3.0 
TOTAL COST 0 88. 20 37.80 151. 20 
FF-(hc2_in_'.Fn.p,,____j ...:rJ_29_.976)_. ... . 
OPTION llB3b ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 






(1) Maintenance 170.10 277.20 189.00 315.00 245.70 333.90 340.20 403.20 







(4) Travel i i .. 
* ' III I|I Ii II 44 
LABOR COST 170.10 277. 20 189, 00 315. 00 245. 70 333. 90 340. 20 403. 20 
MANPOWER 34 5.5 3.8 6.3 4.9 6.7 6.8 8.1 
TOTAL COST 170.10 277. 20 189. 00 315.00 Z45. 70 333. 90 340. 20 403. 20 
OPTION 11B3b 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 









Hardware 644. 00 184.00 9Z. 00 46.00 460.00 
(2) Qualification 520.30 
U3 
(3) Special Test 









I34. 30 Z04. 00 oz. 00 51.0 0 510.00 
OPTION IIB3b ELEMENT COST PAGE,. OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
C 




Hardware 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 
(Z) Qualification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CD 
I,O 
(3) Special Test 





LABOR COST '" 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 	 .",11i33b ELE.WI, cotI J,IP',L'__-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 






(1) 	 Maintenance 51.52 66.24 73.60 73.60 
(Z) 	 Distribution 7.00 3.00 12.00 5.00 
(3) 	 Re-Furbish. 
rnent 0 0 0 0 
, 
LABOR COST 58. 52 69. 24 85.60 78.60 
MANPOWER 1.2 1.4 1.77. 6 
TOTAL COST 	 58. 52 69. 24 85. 60 78. 60 
A'"I~~~ nS17rfl 
OPTION IB3b 







5. Z Experiment 
Proces sor 
Maintenance 
* (1) Maintenance 77.28 121.44 73.60 117.76 77.28 1Z1. 44 103.04 1Z5.12 
*(Z) Distribution 5. 50 9.00 11. 50 10. 00 10.50 7.00 3. 50 4.00 
(3) Re-Furbish­
ment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 8Z. 78 130, 44 8510 127.76 87.78 128.44 [06:54 129. iz 
MANPOWER 1. 7 z.6 1.7 z.6 1.8 2.6 2.1 2.6 
TOTAL COST 
.. .,, I .1.. I 
82. 78 
~r 1fl, 
130.44 85.10 127.76 87. 78 128.44 io6.54 129.12 
OPTION IB3b ELEMENT COST PAGE OF____
 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83
 





Development 400.00 0 0 0 0 
(2) Support 
Software 
Procurement 50.00 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 400.00 0 0 0 o 
MANPOWER 8.oo o 0 0 
TOTAL COST 450. o 0 0 0 0 
OPTION ,,B3b 












Development 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 
(2) Support 
Software 
Procurement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'I'' 
LABOR COST o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 




FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 






















LABOR COST 35. 35 34..95 5s5 35.15 
MANPOWER .7 .7 7 .7 
TOTAL COST .3535 34. 95 35. 85" 35. 15 
OPTION 1YB3b -- ELEMENT COST PAGE O--
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91. 
5. 	4 DEP Software 
Maintenance & 
Distribution I 
(1) 	 Maintenance 34. 65 34.65 34. 65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34,65 34. 65 
(2) 	 Distribution. 0.55 0.90 1.15 .00 1.05 0.70 0.35 0.40 
LABOR COST 35. ZO 3S.5 3. 80 35.65 36. 70 35. 35 135:00 35. 05 
MANPOWER .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 
TOTAL COST 35.20 35. 55 35.80 35.65 35.70 35. 35 35.00 35.05 
OPTION IIB3b ELEMENT COST PAGE __ OF_ 














Interface 4368.00 IZ48.00 6Z4.00 312. 00 31Z0. 00 
(4) RTSTS 






TOTAL COST 4368. O0 1248. 00 624. 00 312. 00 3120.00 
nT.,. T:.,, . 2.... i , - )r ln - Nt 
OPTiON 
COST ELEMENT 






















.1B3b ELEMENT COST PAGE. OF 
FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
OPTION fI133b 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 
FY79 FY80 FY81 




(1) Maintenance --- 210.00 270.00 
(Z) Distribution 7.00 3.00 12.00 
(3) Operation --- --- ---












159. Z5 85.75 
---
(7) Facility 
































OPTION . . B3b 











(1) Maintenance 315.00 495.00 300.00 480.00 315.00 -495.00 420. 00 465.00 
(2) Distribution 9.00 11. 50 10. 00 10.50 7.00 3. 50 4. 00 
(3) Operation .... ..... ....­
(4) Special 
Purpose 
Equipment --- ---..... 
(5) Consumables 220. 50 183.75 196.0 194. 00 245. 00 330. 75 330. 75 379. 75 
(6) Re-Furbish­
merit ....- -- - -.­
(7) Facility 




























OPTION 11B3b ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST"ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 











Procurement 4.00 0 0 0 0 
'0, 
LABOR COST 348. 00 o o - 0 
MANPOWER 7.00 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 352.00 0 0 o. o 
OPTION_-...I:P3 " ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 












Procurement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OPTION 11B3b 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 









(1) Maintenance .. 50.00" 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 













TOTAL COST 63. 47 55. 77 73. 09 59. 60 60. 58 
Fr-f ? 1.f71;2 
OPTION IlB3b ELEMENT COST PAGE ---- OF -
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 








(I) Maintenance 50. 00 50. 00 50. 00 50. 00 50. 00 50.00 50. 00 50. 00 
(2) Distribution 17.32 22.13 19. 24 20, 20 13.47 6.73 7. 70 0 
. 
II 
LABOR COST 67. 3Z 7Z. 13 69. 24 70. 20 63.47 56.73 7. 76 50. 00 
MANPOWER 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.0 
;TOTAL COST , 72.13. 70.20 .. 56.73 ..50. 0967.32 	 69. 24. 63.47 5. 57.70. 
OPTION 133b 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 





7.1 PI Host 
Computer 
Software 



































































(3) Maintenance 0 '0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 
• • 4 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 
. . , t , , 
o 0 
-
0 0 0 0 0 0 
SECTION 12 Option 11B4 - Distributed Standard Mini Software 
Development by PI at His Non-Compatible 
Facility 





Identical to Option IIB3b because RTSTS is assumed to be used for 
mini software development. 
356
 
Cost Element 4.1 Experiment Application Software Development 
Cost Factor 
1. Software Development 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Cost/Statement)) Per Yr.
 








Cost Element 4. 2 EAS Maintenance 
Cost Factor 
1. Maintenance 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Rate of Change) (Cost/ 
Statement)) Per Yr. 
# of Statements = #13 
Cost/Statement = $45 
(1) Total = ((#13) ($45)) Per Yr. 
358
 
Cost Element 4. 3 Integrated Verification 
Total = 0 for This Option 
359
 
Cost Element 4. 4 Preflight C/O Software Development 
Cost Factor 
1. Software Development 
(A) ((# of HOL Statements) (Cost/Statement)) Per Yr. 
# of Statements = #22 
Cost/Statement = $30 
(1) Total = ((#22) ($30)) Per Yr. 
360
 




LVDC/DA interface signals = 86 
LVDC/DA # instructions 4,650 
average # instructions/signal = 54 
ATM History 
ATMDC interface signals Z75
 
ATMDC # instructions = 7,897
 
average # instructions/signal = 29
 
Mission 8 of Spacelab 
# interface signals = 81. 6 
# payload elements = 1. 3 
average # interface signals = 62. 77 
Assume preflight job for each payload element is 
the same and equivalent to Saturn LVDC = 4, 650 
instructions. 
4, 650 
= 5 = 930 HOL statements at a cost of $30/Statement. 
Number of Statements = Number of HOL Statements per 
Payload Element X # Payload Elements = 930 X FE/Yr. 
(New Flight) 
Cost/Statement = $30 
361
 
Cost Element 4. 5 Preflight C/O Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Maintenance 
(A) = ((# of HOL Statements) (Rate of Change) 
(Cost/Statement)) Per Yr. 
V'Statements = #23 
Cost/Statement = $30 
(1) Total = ((#23) ($30)) Per Yr. 
362
 
Cost Element 4. 6 EAS Dependant STIL Hardware Modifications 
Total = 0 for This Option 
363
 
Cost Element 4. 8 Experiment Real-Time Simulation Software 
Development 
Cost Factor 
1. Software Development 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Cost/Statement)) Per Yr. 
# of Statements = #24 
Cost/Statement = $45 
(1) Total = ((#24) ($45)) Per Yr. 
364
 
Rationale for Simulation Software Required for Payload Elements 
Engineering Estimate - 21K Table Words Per Payload Element for 
Simulation Software. 
Engineering Estimate that 21K Table Words Equates to Approximately 
1/3 X 21K = 7K Machine Language Instructions. 
7K . 5 = 1. 4K HOL Statements 
1. 4K X $45/Statement = $63K/Payload Element 
365
 
Cost Element 4. 9 Experiment Real-Time Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Maintenance 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Rate of Change) 
(Cost/Statement)) Per Yr. 
# Statements = #25 
Cost/Statement = $45 
(1) Total = "((#Z5) ($45)) Per Yr. 
366
 
Cost Element 5. 1 Experiment Processor Acquisition 
Cost Factors 
1. Processor Hardward (I/O Included) 
2. Development and Qualification 
3. Special Test Equipment 
(1) Processor Mardware 
(A) = ((# of Processors) (Cost/Processor)) 
# of Processors = #34 
Cost/Processor = $46K 
(1) Total = ((#34) ($46K)) Per Yr. 
(2) Development Qualification 
(A) = ((# of Qualifications) (Cost/ Qualification)) Per Yr. 
# of Qualifications = I (One Time Cost FY79) 
(2) Total = Cost/Qualification = $520. 3K 
(3) Special Test Equipment 
(A) = ((If of Units) (Cost/Unit)) Per Yr. 
# Units = #34
 
Cost/Unit = Engineering Estimate = $5K
 
(3) Total = ((#34) ($5R)) Per Yr. 
367
 






(A) = 8% of DEP Purchase Price/Yr. for Each Yr. Used 
(1) Total = ((8% ($46K)) (#33)) Per Yr. 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = ((Cost/Distribution) (# Required)) Per Yr. 
(2) Total = (($500) (#36)) Per Yr. 
(3) Re-Furbishment 
(A) = (Number of DEP's) (Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment)) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of DEP's = Determined From Mission Model 
Requirements 
(3) Total = Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment = 0 Assumes 
DEP's will meet Spacelab Lifetime Requirements. 
368
 
Cost Element 5. 3 'DEP.Software 
Cost Factors 
1. Operating System Development 
2. Support Software Development 
(1) Operating System Development 
(A) = ((Number of Instructions) (Cost Per Instruction)) 
Number of Instructions = 4K Engineering Estimate 
(M&S Study) 
Cost Per Instruction = $100 (Assembly Language) 
(1) Total = (4K) ($100) = I time cost 
(2) Support Software Development 
(A) = (Vendor Lease) or (Number of Statements) 
(Cost Per Statement) 
Assume Vendor Lease - $25K for Cross Assembler 
25K for Cross Compiler 
$50K (Engineering Estimate) 
(2) Total = ($50K) I Time Cost 
369
 









Number of Statements = 15. 4K Total
 
Line #27 = # of DEP's Used/Yr.
 




Cost Per Statement = $45
 
(1) Total = ((15. 4K) (5%) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = ((# Set Builds) (Cost/Set) (# Deliveries) 





(2) Total = ((1) ($50) (#36)) Per Yr. 
370
 
Cost Element 6. 1 Real-Time Simulation Test Set Acquistion 
(RTSTS) 
Cost Factors 
1. Engineering Design 
2. Simulation Computer 
3. Dedicated Experiment Processor (DEP) Interface 
4. RTSTS Integration 
5. Consumable Stock 
(1) (2) (3) & (4) = Engineering Estimate = $312K/RTSTS 
(1) (2) (3) & (4) Total = (($312K) (#34)) Per Yr. 
(5) Consumable Stock 
(5) Total = 0 for This Option 
371
 






4. Special Purpose Equipment 
5. Consumables 
6. Re-Furbishment 
7. Facility Modifications 
(1) 	 Maintenance and (4) Special Test Equipment 
(Cost/Yr. ) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr. ) 
(8%) (Purchase Cost) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr. 
(8%) ($187K) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr. 
(1) k (4) Total = ($15K) (#35) 
(2) 	 Distribution 
Total = (Cost/Yr. for Distribution/Sustaining 
Engineering) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr. 
(2) Total = (($500) (#36)) Per Yr. 
(3) 	 Operation 
Total = (Operating Cost/Yr.) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
Operating Cost/Yr. ) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
(3) Total = 0 for This 	Option 
Note: 	 No Operations Cost for RTSTS - Operated by 
Programming Staff. 
372 
(4) 	 Special Purpose Equipment 
Included as Part of 6. 2 (1) 
(5) 	 Consumables 
Total = (Cost/Yr.) (* RTSTS's Used/Yr. 
Cost/Yr. = Engineering Estimate = $12, 250 
(5) Total = (($12, 250) (#37)) Per Yr.' 
(6) 	 Re-Furbishment 
Assumed Covered by Maintenance in Item 6. 2 (1) 
(7) 	 Facility Modifications 
Assume space available and no cost associated with 
A/C and power service room A/C adequate and 
standard power service available. 
373
 
Cost Element 6. 3 Simulation Computer Software Development 
and Procurement 
Cost Factors 
1. Simulation Computer Software Development 
2. Simulation Computer Software Procurement 
(1) Simulation Computer Software Development 
Engineering Estimate - Same as Rationale on 3. 3 (1) 
for STIL Simulation Computer 
Total = (# Modules) (100 Statement/Modules) (Cost/ 
Statement) 
= (58) (100) ($60) 
(1) Total = ($348K) I Time Cost FY79 
(2) Simulation Computer Software Development 
Engineering Estimate = Real-Time Operating System = 
($4K) (Simulation Computer) 
(Z) Total = ($4K) 1 Time Cost FY79 
374
 






Total = (Number Instructions) (Rate of Change) (Cost/ 
Instruction) 
The above was considered by an Engineering Estimate 
was made instead which is - I Man Per Yr. of Usage. 
This is compatible with the level of effort charged 
for the STIL simulation computer software in 3. 4. 
(1) Total = ($50K) Per Yr. Starting in FY79 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = ((# Set Builds) (Cost/Set) (# Deliveries)) Per Yr. 
# Set Builds = 1
 
Cost/Set = $962 (I Man Week)
 
# Deliveries = #36
 
(2) Total = ((I) ($962) (#36)) Per Yr. 
375
 
SECTION i2 Option IB4 - Distributed Standard Mini Software Development 
by PI at His Non-Compatible Facility 
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0 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
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OPTION lB4 TOTAL COST 



















































7.1 0 0 
0 
TOTAL 6024.77 3918.79 
ESCALATED TOTAL 7897.24 5498.06 






































































OPTION 11B4 TOTAL COST PAGE ----- OFF.
 
P COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91
 
4.1 177.17 3 233.24 203.67 39.06 69.75 0 0 
4.2 240.48 350.67 I 178.61 258.791 252.81 765.14 1 354.47 325.31 
4..30 0 0 ! 0 0 1 
4.4 55.00 1 0 83.70 83.70 27.90 27.90 1 0 0 
4.5 75.33 1Z2.761 83.70 139,50 108.31 147.87 150.66 178.56 
4.6 0 00 0 0 0 0 
4.1 I 00.. 63..00 --- --­
4.8 126.00 0 189.00 189. 63.00 0 





















6.2 4450 60,25 ,0355 186 3056.0 .35 35.704.05. 
6.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6.1L0000O 00 
6.4 , 67.32 72.13 69.24 70.20 63.47 56.73 57.70 50.00 
7.1, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 1574.68 1679.00 1653.'39 2109.77 1490.73 1957.33 1799.32 1965.99 
ESCALATED TOTAL Z894. 26 3302.59 3480.39 4751. ZO 3592.66 5047.95 4964. 32 5803.60 
TOTAL COST 34, 946.82 
'ESCALATED TOTAL COST 64,846.30 I AVERAGE COST PER FLIGHT 286.93 
-IFI-fl., p n.m '' (AVE.RAiG9PERlFtLrIG 
--- --- 
--
OPTION 1IB4 TOTAL MANPOWER PAGE -OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 
4.5 13.1 7.5 1.14.1 
--- 0 3. 4. 7.24. Z 
--- 0 0 0 04.3 
4.4 7.8 Z.8 8.4 2.2 
0 .8 .3 1.34.5 
4.6-­
-4.7 
--- 17.6 6.3 18.9 5.4.8 
--- 0 1.8 .8 3.4.9 
5.2 .. 1. 2 1. 4 1.7 1.6 
'3 .8.0 0 0 0 0 
5.4 .7-- .7 .7 .7 
6'1 1 ­
-
0,I --- ---'6. z ,, 
7:0 4.3 5.6 6.1 6.1'6.3 
6!4, .1.3 1.1 1.5 1.z 1.z 
,TOTAL MANPOWER 16.4 1 37.2 37.0 49.6 
.XF-h1t. TInn Form f6 (ltrrh 19. 1q76) 
29.4 
--- --- ------



































































































































 38.4 Z5.1 
 32.7 
 29,3 31. B
 
OPTION 11B4 ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF-






Development 222.30 656.,82 372.60 55.00 
(Z) Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 






(5) Host Computer 
Time DEP, 
Software 0 0 .0 0' 
(6) Simulation 
Computer Time 
DEP Software 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel 
(8) Training .. ---... 
LABOR COST ZZZ. 30 656.8z 372. 69 55.80 
MANPOWER 4:5 13.1 7.5 1.1 
TOTAL COST ZZZ. 30 656. 8Z 37Z. 69 55. 80 
EF-Otin Tim. Fnnn I(Mlirch 75. IQ76,)* 
OPTION IB4 ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF . 






Development 177.17 0 233,24 203.67 39.06 79, 75 0 0 
(2) Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Flost Computer 





(5) Host Computer 
Time DEP 
Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(6) Simulation 
Computer Time 
DEP Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel ---.. .. 
(8) Training ---.... 
LABOR COST 177.17 0 233.24 203.67 39.06 69.75 0 0 
MANPOWER 3.5 0 ,4.7 4.1 .8 1.4 0 0 
TOTAL COST 
PF-fl,,. Ti' -,' v:... '2"trw ,. 
177.17 
t ',• 
0 233.24 203. 67 39.06 69. 75 0 0 
OPTION IIB4 ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 






Software 0 151.70 199.94 358.02 
(2) Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 0, 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 0 --­
(n (4) Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 --­
(5) Host Computer 
Time DEP 
Software 6 0 0 0 
(6) Simulation 
Computer Time 
DEP Software 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel 0 ---. ... 
LABOR COST 0 151.70 109.94 358.02 
MANPOWER 0 3.0 4.0 7.2 
TOTAL COST 0 151. 70 109.94 358. OZ 
FV-A,,p Pho, r.. ... '1 ?%11.. - n~. 
OPTION 1134 ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF -. z 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 






Software 240.48 350.67 178.61 Z58. 79 252. 81 265.41 354.47 325. 31 
(Z) Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.(3) Host Computer 
Time --- ... -­
00 
0 (4) Simulation 
Computer 
Time ...... 
(5) Host Computer 
Time DEP 
Software 0 0 0 ;0 0 0 0 
(6) Simulation 
Computer Time 
DEP Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel ---..-......... 
LABOR COST 240.48 350.67 178.61 258.75 25 . 81 265.14 354.47 325. 31 
MANPOWER 4.8 7.0 3.6 5. Z 5.1 5.3 7.1 6. 5 
TOTAL COST 240.48 350.67 178.61, 258.75 Z52. 84 z65.14 354.47 325. 31 
OPTION 11B4 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF_. 
COST 	ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 




(1) 	 Integrated 
Verification 0 0 0 0 
(Z) 	 Host Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(3) 	 Simulation 
Computer 





Software 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 	 0 0 o 0 















Verification 0 0 0 0 0 0" 0 
(2) I-ost Computer 















... , r.' r''. 




FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 










Development 390.60 139. 50 418. 50 111.60 
(Z) Common 







LABOR COST 390.60 139.5o 418. 50 111.60 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 
























Development 55.80 0 83.70 83.70 Z7.90 27.90 0" 0 
(Z) Common 
Software. 0 0 0 0 0 0 •0 0 
C 
(3) Host Computer 
Time --.... 0 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer 
Time --- 0 --- - 0 0 












































Software 0 39.06 16.74 66.96 
(2) 'Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host 
Computer Time 0 --.... 
(4). Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 ...... 

















OPTION ____ __ 
COST ELEMENT FY84 
, 






























Time ....------ --- --- -­






























OPTION 1ID4 ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 
4.6 -EAS Dependent 
STIL Hardware 
Supplement 
' (1) Host Main 
Memory 0 0 0 0 
(2) Remote Job 
















munications 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 











4.6 EAS Dependent 
STIL Hardware 
Supplement 
(1) Host Main 
Memory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Remote Job 
Entry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(A) Display 
Terminals 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) Telecom­




I'T.' ~l,. rlq; €ci.. ,I' 
0 
n r 1--, 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
OPTION 11B4 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 






Development 882. 00 315.00 745.00 252. 00 
(Z) Host 





Time --- --- --- --­
(4) Travel --- ----
LABOR COST 882. 00 315. 00 745. 00 zz. 00 
MANPOWER 17.6 6.3 18.9 5.0 
TOTAL COST 882.00 315.00 945.00 252. 00 
' 

















-Development 1z6, 00 0 189. 00 189.00 63.00 63. 00 0 0 
(2) Host 
Computer Time 0 --- -- --.- --- 0 0 
1 (3) Simulation 
Computer 
Time - 0 --- --- 0 0 
(4) Travel -- 0 --- --- 0 0 
LABOR COST 126. 0o 6 16"). Cub P9.00 63.00 63. 00 0 0 
MANPOWER 2. 5 0 3.8 3.8 1. 3 1. 3 0 .0 
TOTAL COST 126.fl *l* 0o ~ , 89.00i .I 189.0 63.0c - 63.00 0 
OPTION 11B4 ELEMENT COST PAGE -. OF-..___
 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83
 





(1) Maintenance 0 88. 20 37.80 151.20 






(4) Travel 0 
LABOR COST 0 88.20 37.80 15E. zo 
MAN POWER 0 1.8 0.8 3.0 
TOTAL COST 0 88.20 37.80 151'. 20 
















(I) Maintenance 170.10 217.20 189.00 '315. 00 Z45. 70 333.90 340. Z0 403. 20 
(2) Host Computer 




Time --- --- -'--­
(4) ,Travel -- -- --------.- -
II ,I ,l ,I 
LABOR COST 170.10 Z77.20 189. 00 315. 00 245. 70 333. 90 340. 20 403. 20 
MANPOWER 3.4 5.5 3.8 6.3 4.9 6.7 6.8 8.1 




FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 









Hardware 644.00 184. 00 92. 00 46.00 460.00 
(2) Qualification 5Z0. 30 
(3) Special Test 








FF-One.Time rnmn 3 (irreh 91 1()Of7) 




FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 










Hardware 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Qualification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Speciaj Test 









T n.,' F| ., r,', . ( ,H . ., 
0 
, r 1-dflh\ 
0 0 0 
. 
0 0 0 0 
OPTION -_IB4 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 





5. Z Experiment 
Processor 
Maintenance 
(1) 'Maintenance 51. 5z 66.24 .73. 60 73. 60 
(Z) Distribution 7.00 3.00 1Z. 00 5.00 
(3) Re-Furbish­
ment 0 0 0 0 
0 
. 
LABOR COST 58.5Z 69.Z4 85.60 78.60 
MANPOWER _1.2 1.4 1. 7 1. 6 
TOTAL COST 58. 5z 69. 24 85. 60 78. 6o 
r, n ... I1' ... , 1 Phlr, 95 I1f7(.\ 
OPTION 1134 ELEMENT COST PAGE _ OF 




(1) Maintenance 77.,28 * 121.44 73.60 117.76 77. 28 121.44 103.04 125.12 
*(2) Distribution 5.50 9,00 II. 50 10.00 10.50 7.00 3.50 4.00 
0 
(3) Re-Furbish­
ment "0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tot 
LABOR COST 82.78 130.44 85.10 127.76 87.'78 128.44 106.54 129.1z 
MANPOWER 1.7 2.6 1.7 2.6 1.8 2.6 2.1 2.6 
TOTAL COST 









OPTION 11B4 ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 





Development 400.00 0 0 0 0 
(2) Support 
Software 
Procurement 50.00 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 400.00 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 8.00 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 450. 0 0 0 1 0 
r-. Tfwnn.. I f.,A qr i.1Nfl 
OPTION ...... . ,_B.4 ... . ELEIVIENT COST PAGE - OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY37 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 





Development 0 0 0 .0 0. 0 0 0 
(Z) Support 
Software 
Procurement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 
















5.4 DEP Software 
Maintenance & 
Distribution 
(1) Maintenance 34. 65 34. 65 34. 65 34.65 











.'-Op Tr' r Fr- I M rth ?I 1l)7 











5.4 DEP Software 
Maintenance & 
Distribution 
(1) Maintenance 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34. 65 
(2) Distribution 0. 55 0.90 1.15 1.00 1.05 0.70 0. 35 0.40 
0 
LABOR COST 35. zo 35. 5 35. 00 35.65 35. 70 35. 35 35. 00 35. 05 
MANPOWER .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 
TOTAL COST 35.20 35.55 35.80 35.65 35.70 35.35 35.00 35.05 
OPTION 11B4 ELEMENT COST PAGE -... OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 













Interface 4368. 00 1248.00 624.00 312. 00 3120.00 
(4) RTSTS 





TOTAL COST 4368. oo 1248. 00 624. 00 312. 00 31zo. 00 




























Interface 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) RTSTS 




















(1) Maintenance Z10. 00 270.00 300. 00 300.00 






Equipment --- --- --- --- --­
































(1) Maintenance 315. 00 495.00 300.00 480.00 315.00 495.00 420.00 465.00 
(2) Distribution 9.00 ii. 50 10.00 10. 50 7.00 3. 50 4.00 
(3) Operation - -- -­
(4) Special 
Purpose 
Equipment --- --- --- - - -- --- --­
(5) Consumables ZZ0.50 183.75 196.00 196.00 Z45.00 330.75 . 330.75 379.75 
(6) Re-Furbish­
merit -- - - -- - - -
(7) Facility 




























OPTIQN I1B4 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 











Procurement 4.00 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 348.00 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 7.00 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 352.00 0 0 0 0 
rr-n., 'vI ..... I-~1 0 .. - '-r vie, 
OPTION 10 ELEMENT COST PAGE . OFIIB4 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 







Development 0 0 
t 




Procurement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MANPOWER o 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 









(1) Maintenance " *" ""50. 00 50.00 50. 00 50. 00" 50. 00 
(2) Distribution 13.47 5.77 23.09 9.60 10. 58 
LABOR COST 63.47 55.77 73.09 59.60 6o. 58 
MANPOWER 1. 3 1. 1. 1.z1.2 
TOTAL COST 63.47 55.77 73.09 59.60 60. 58 
F-Ane Tm Fnm 1 (I ,lirrh ?5. 1Q76, 
OPTION 1IB4 ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF' 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY39 FY90 FY91 




(1) Maintenance 50.00 50.00 50. 00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50. 00 50.00 
(2) Distribution 17. 32 22.13 19.24 20.20 13.47 6.73 7.70 0 
4'4 
LABOR COST 67. 32 7Z. 13 ,69.24 70. 20 63.47 56. 73 7.70 50.00
 
MANPOWER . 3 1.4 1.4 1.4 1. 3 I. 1.1 1.0
. 
:'OTAL COSTI 6?. 32 72.13 69. 24 70. 20 63.47 56.73 57.70 50. 00 




FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 





7.1 PI Host 
Computer 
Software 
(1) Distribution 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Installation 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 
MAN POWER 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 00 0 0 0 
,F.,-Ohi Timp Form 3 (krcl 2%. lq76 
OPTION IM4 ELE'1ENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
7.1 P1 Host 
Computer 
Software 
(1) Distribution 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 
(2) Installation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SECTION 13 Option JIB3B - CDMS Simulator, Distributed Standard Mini 
Software Development by PI at His Compatible 
Facility 





o 	 All experiment application software implemented in DEP's. 
o 	 PI utilizes CDMSS (CDMS Simulator) and experiment hardware 
to checkout all EAS. 
o 	 DEP and CDMSS is local to PI facility for all Level IV activities. 
o 	 Common library is not possible due to independent PI software 
development. 
o 	 Only one mini development/qualification is required. 
o 	 No PI/PI integration is required due to independence of resource 
sharing. 
o 	 Central computer integration testing is required. 
o 	 Fewer total mini's/CDMSS's are required due to sharing of a 
pool of processors. 
o 	 Only one DEP operating system is required. 




Cost Element 4.1 Experiment Application Software Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP software 
6. Simulation Computer Time DEP software 
7. Travel 
8. Training 
(1) Software Development 
(A) = ((Number of Statements) (Cost/Statement)) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of Statements = GDC Estimate = ((New Flights) 
= (Previous Yr. Common)) Per Yr. 
Cost/Statement = $45 (Requirements, Code, and 
Verification) $15 Per Statement is Applied to 
Integrated Verification (See 4.3 (1)) 
(1) Total = (*3 + #4) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 for this option 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = ((Host Time) (Cost/Hr.)) Per New Flight Per Yr. 
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= (# of Modules) (Hrs. /Module)
 
Hrs. /Module = 18 Compiles/Module @ 3 Mins/Compile
 
+ 9 Functional Simulations @ 12 Mins. /Run @ Data 
Reduction for 75% of Simulation Runs @ 10 Mins. Each. 
# (54 Mins.) + (108 Mins.) + (70 Mins. ) = 3.87 Hrs. 
Cost/Hr. = $323 
(3) Total = (3. 87 Hrs. /Module) (# Modules) ($323) 
= ((3. 87) (#3 + #4) - ($323)) Per Yr. 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = (# of Hrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr.) (# of Modules) 
* of Urs. = 4 Simulations at 60 Min. /Simulation 
(Includes Set-up, Runs, and Run Evaluations) 
'Cost/Hr. = (10% (Maintenance (CDMS, CID Simulation 
Computer)) + Consumables) + (Operations)) - 2080 Hrs.
 
= ($8) + (0) + ((2 X $40K) 42080)
 




# of Modules = GDC Estimate
 
(4) Total = 0 for this option 
(5) Host Computer Time DEP Software 
(A) = ((Host Time/Module) (# Modules) (Cost/Hr.)) 
Per Flight/Yr. 
Host Time = (# Modules) (Time/Module) 
4Z0
 
Time/Module = 18 Compiles/Module @ 3 Mins. /Compile 
+ 3 Data Reductions Runs/Module @10 Mins. /Run 




(5) Total = 0 for this option 
(6) Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 




# of Hrs. = 7 Simulations at 60 Mins. /Simulation 
(Includes Set-Up, etc. ) 
9 Functional Simula±ions = 3 Real-Time Simulations. 
Assume no Functional Simulations for DEP 
Cost/Hr = $46.46 (Same as 4.1 (4)) 
(6) Total = 0 for this option 
(7) Travel 
(7) Total = 0 for this option 
(8) Training 
(8) Total = 0 for this option 
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Cost Element Experiment Application Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Experiment Unique Software 
Z. Experiment Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP Software 
6. Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
7. Travel 
(1) Experiment Unique Software 
(A) = (# of Statements) (Rate of Change) = #13 
Rate of Change = Engineering Estimate Based on 
past Programs = 40%for 1st Re-Fly, 30% for Znd 
Re-Fly, 20% for 3rd Re-Fly, 10% for all Subsequent 
Re-Flys. 
Cost/Statement = $45 (See 4. 1 for Rationale) 
(1) Total = ((#13) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Experiment Common Software 
(A) = (# Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost/Statement)/Yr. 
* Statements = #6
 
Change Rate = Engineering Estimate = 1%
 
Cost/Statement = $60 (Verification - Multiuse)
 
(2) Total = 0 for this option 
42Z
 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = (# Modules) (# Hrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr.)
 
# Modules = #13 - 100
 
# Hrs. /Module = 3.87 (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
Cost/Hr. = $323 (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
(3) Total = ((#13 -;-100) (3. 87) ($323)) Per Yr. 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = ((# Modules) (# of Hrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr.)) 
'Per Yr. 
# Modules = #14 
# Hrs. /Module = 4 Hrs. (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
Cost/Hr. = $46.46 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
(4) Total = 0 for this option 
(5) Host Computer Time DEP Software 




Host Time/Module = 1. 4 Hrs. (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 




(5) Total = 0 for this option 
(6) Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 





# of Hrs. = 7 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
Cost/Hr. = $46.46 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
(6) Total = 0 for this option 
(7) Travel 
(7) Total = 0 for this option 
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Cost Element 4.3 EAS Software Integrated Verification 
Cost Factors 
1. Integrated Verification 
2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Integrated Verification Simulation Software 
(1) Integrated Verification 
(A) = ((# of Modules) (Cost/Module)) 
Per Flight/Yr. 
# of Modules = #21 
Cost/Modul6 = (# of Statements) (Cost/Statement) 
# of Statements = 100/Module 
Cost/Statement = $15 ($60 Estimated Total Cost 
Per Statement for Central Development Less 
$45 for Development) 
(1) 	 Total = 0 for this option 
(2) Host Computer Time 
(A) = (# Hrs.) (Cost/Hr.) 
(Z) 	 Total = 0 (This Function has been Included in 
Spacelab Costs) 
(3) Simulation Computer Hardware Time 
(A) = (# of Hrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr.) (# Module) 
# Hrs. /Module = 2 Simulations/Module at 60 
Min. Per Simulation (Includes Set-up, etc.) 
Cost/Hr. = $46.46 (See 4.1 (4)) 
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#'Modules = Line #21 
(3) Total 0 for this option 
(4) Integrated Verification Simulation Software 
(A) = ((# of Modules) (Cost/Module)) Per Yr.
 
# of Modules = (#24 + #25) 4100
 
Cost/Module = 1, 500 (See 4.3 (1) for Rationale)
 




Cost Element 4.4 Preflight Checkout Software Development 
Cost Factors 
1. 	 Software Development 
Z. 	 Common Software 
3. 	 Host Computer Time 
4. 	 Simulation Computer Time 
5. 	 Travel 
(1) 	 Software Development 
(A) = 	((Number of HOL Statements) (Cost/Statement)) 
Number of Statements = Number of HOL Statements 
Per Payload X # of Payload Elements ­
= 930 X Payload Elements/Yr. (New Flights) 
Cost/Statement = $30 
(1) Total = ((#ZZ) ($30))/Yr. 
(2) 	 Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 for this option 
(3) 	 Host Computer Time 
(Host Time) (Cost/Hr.) Ref. 4.1 (3) 
(3.87) 	(RModules) ($323) Per Flight/Yr. 
(3) Total = ((3. 87) (#2Z ' 100) ($323)) Per Yr. 
(4) 	 Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = (V Hrs./Module) (Cost/Hr.) (# Modules) 
Ref. 4.1 (4) 
4Z7 
(4) Total = 0 for this option 
(5) Travel = 0 for this option 
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Cost Element 4.5 Pre-Flight Checkout Software Maintenance 
Cost Factors 
1. Experiment Unique Software 
2. Experiment Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Travel 
(1) Experiment Unique Software 
(A) = ((# of Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost Statement) 




Change Rate = 10% for Each Flight
 
Cost Statement = $30 (Ref. 4.4 (1))
 
(1) Total = ((#23) ($30)) Per Yr. 
(2) Experiment Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 No Common Software This Element 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = (Host Time) (Cost/Hr. 
(3) Total = ((#23 100) (3.87) ($323)) Ref. 4.2 (3) 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 
(4) Total = 0 for this option 
(5) Travel 
(5) Total = 0 for this option 
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Cost Element 4.6 EAS Dependent STIL Hardware Modifications 
Cost Factors 
1. 	 Host Main Memory 
2. 	 Remote Job Entry 
3. 	 Display Terminals 
4. 	 Maintenance Added Hardware 
5. 	 T elec ommunications 
(1) 	 Host Main Memory 
= (GSA Price) (Memory.Size) 
(1) Total = 0 for this option 
(2) 	 Remote Job Entry 
= (GSA Price) (#Reanote Job Entry) 
(2) Total = 0 for this option 
(3) 	 Display Terminals 
= (GSA Price) (# Terminals) 
GSA Price = $989 
# Terminals = Engineering Estimate ='8 
(3) Total = 0 for this option 
(4) 	 Maintenance Added Hardware 
= GSA 




(A) = (Line Cost) (# Lines) 
(5) Total = 0 for this option 
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Cost Element 4. 8 Experiment Real-Time Simulation Software 
Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Travel 
(1) Software Development 
(A) = (# of Statements) (Cost/Statement) 
# of Statements = (1.4K) (Payload Elements/Yr.) 
(New Flights) 
Cost/Statement = $45 Due to Less Documentation 
and No Integration 
(1) Total = 0 for this option 
(2) Host Computer Time 
(A) = Same Formula as 4.1 (5) 
(2) Total = 0 for this option 
(3) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = Same Formula as 4.1 (6) 
# Modules = #24 - 100 
(3) Total ((7) (#24 - 100) ($46.46)) Per Yr. 
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(3) 	 Simulation Computer Time 
Same Formula as 4.1 (6) 
# Modules = #Z4 100 
(3) Total = 0 for this option 
(4) 	 Travel = 0 for this option 
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Experiment Real-Time Simulation Software 
Maintenance 
Maintenance 
Host Computer Time 
Simulation Computer Time 
Travel 
Maintenance 
(# of Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost/Statement) 
* of Statements = 1.4K X Payload Elem ents/Yr. 
Maintenance Flights 
Change Rate = Engineering Estimate = 10%/Flight­
Cost/Statement =$45 Same as 4. 8 (1) (3) 
(1) Total = 0 for this option 
Host Computer Time 
(2) Total =0for this option 
Simulation Computer Time 
(3) Total = 0 for this option 
Travel 
(4) Total = 0 for this option 
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Cost Element 5.1 Experiment Processor Acquisition 
Cost Factors 
1. 	 Processor Hardware (I/O) Included 
2. 	 Development and Qualification 
3. 	 Special Test Equipment 
(1) 	 Processor Hardware (I/O) Included 
((# of Processors) (Cost/Processor)) 
# of Processors = #34 
Cost/Processor = $46K 
(1) Total = ((#34) ($46K)) Per Yr. 
(2) 	 Development and Qualification 
(A) = 	((# Qualifications) (Cost Qualification) Per Yr. 
(2) Total = ($520. 3K) in FY79 
(3) 	 Special Test Equipment 
Engineering Estimate = $SK/Unit 
(# Units) ($5K) Per Yr. 
(3) Total = (#34) ($5K) Per Yr. 
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(A) = 8% of DEP Purchase Price/Yr. for Each Yr. 
Used 
(I) Total = ((8% ($46K)) (#35)) Per Yr. 
(Z) Distribution 
(A) = ((Cost/Distribution) (# Required)) Per Yr. 
(2) Total = (($500) (#36)) Per Yr. 
(3) Re -Furbishment 
(A) = (Number of DEP's) (Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment)) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of DEP's = Determined from Mission Model 
Requirements 
(3) Total = Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment = 0 




Cost Element 5. 3 DEP Software 
Cost Factors 
1. Operating System Development 
2. Support Software Development 
(1) Operating System Development 
(A) = (Number of Instructions) (Cost Per Instruction) 




Cost Per Instruction = $100 (Assembly Language)
 
(1) Total = (4K) ($100) (I Time Cost for Standard 
Mini Option) In FY79 
(2) Support Software Development 
(A) = (Vendor Lease) or ((Number of Statements) 
(Cost Per Statement) 
Assume 	Vendor Lease - $25K for Cross Assembler 
25K for Cross Compiler 
$50K (Engineering Estimate) 
(2) Total = $50K (1 Time Cost This Option) in FY79 
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(A) = ((Number of Statements) (Rate of Change) 
(Cost Per Statement) 
Number of Statements = 4. OK Operating System 
2. 4K Cross Assembler 
9. OK Cross Compiler 
15.4K (Engineering Estimate) 
Rate of Change = 5% Per Yr. (Engineering Estimate) 
Cost Per Statement = $45 
(1) Total = ((15.4K) (5%) ($45))/Yr. Starting in FY80 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = (Set Builds) (Cost/Set) (# Deliveries) 
(# Set Builds) + (Cost/Set) = $50 
# Deliveries = $35 
(2) Total = (($50) (#35)) Per Yr. 
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Cost Element 6.1 CDMS Simulator Acquisition 
Cost Factors 
1. Engineering Design 
Z. Simulation Computer 
3. Dedicated Experiment Processor (DEP) Interface 
4. RTSTS Integration 
5. Consumable Stock 
(1) (Z) (3) & (4) = Engineering Estimate = $1Z7K/RTSTS 
(1) (2) (3) & (4) Total = (($127K) (#34)) Per Yr. 
(5) Consumable Stock 
(5) Total = 0 for this option 
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4. Special Purpose Equipment 
5. Consumables 
6. Re-Furbishment 
7. Facility Modifications 
(1) -Maintenance and (4) Special Purpose Equipment 
(A) = (Cost/Yr.) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
(8%) (Purchase Cost) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
(8%) ($127K) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
(1) and (4) Total = ($6.1KI) (#35) 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = (Cost/Yr. for Distribution/Sustaining 
Engineering) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
(2) Total = (($500) (#36)) Per Yr. 
(3) Operation of Experiment Hardware 
(A) = (Operating Cost/Yr.) (0 RTSTS's Used/Yr.) 
bperational Cost/Yr. = .5 Man 
# RTSTS's Used/Yr. = #37 
(3) Total = (($25K) (#37)) Per Yr. 
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(4) 	 Special Purpose Equipment 
Included as Part of 6.2 (1) 
(5) 	 Consumables 
(A) = (Cost/Yr.) (# RTSTS's Used/Yr.)
 
Cost/Yr. = Engineering Estimate = 0
 
(5) Total = 0 for this option 
(6) 	 Re -Furbishment 
Assumed Covered by Maintenance in Item 6. 2 (1) 
(7) 	 Facility Modifications 
Assume space available and no cost associated with 
A/C and power service room A/C adequate and 
standard power service available. 
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Cost Element 6.3 Simulation Computer Software Development 
and Procurement 
Cost 	Factors 
1. 	 Simulation Computer Software Development 
2. 	 Simulation Computer Software Procurement 
(1) 	 Simulation Computer Software Development 
Engineering Estimate = Same as Rationale on 
3.3 (1) for STIL Simulation Computer 
Rationale: CDMS Simulator to be Converted 




(1) Total = $240K in FY79 
(2) Simulation Computer Software Procurement 
Engineering Estimate = Real-Time Operating 
System = ($4K) (Simulation Computer) 
(2) Total =($4K) in FY79 
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(A) = .(Number of Instructions) (Rate of Change) 
(C ost/ Instruction) 
The above was considered by an engineering 
estimate made instead which is 0. 5 man per yr. 
of usage. This is compatible with the level of 
effort charged for the STIL simulation computer 
software in 3.4 
(1) Total = ($25K) Per Yr. Starting in FY79 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = ((# Set Builds) (Cost/Set) (# Deliveries)) Per Yr. 
# Set Builds = 1 
Cost/Set = $962 (1 Man Week) 
# Deliveries = #36 
(2) Total = ((I) ($962) (#36)) Per Yr. 
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# Set Builds = 2 (Support Software + Simulation Software)
 
Cost/Set = Engineering Estimate = 1 Man Week = $962 
# Deliveries = #31 
(1) Total = ((2) ($962) (#31)) Per Yr. 
(Z) Installation 
(A) = Engineering Estimate = Z Man Weeks 
= ($962) (2) 
= $1924 Per Installation 
(2) Total = ($1924) (#31) 
(3) Maintenance 
(A) = Level of Effort 
Maintenance is Feed Back of Problems Encountered 
in Use of Distributed Software 
Level of Effort = Engineering Estimate 
= (.I Man Yr.) Per Yr. Used 
(3) Total = (($5K) (#35)) Per Yr. 
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SECTION i3 Option IIB3B - CDMS Simulator, Distributed Standard Mini 
Software Development by PI at His Compatible 
Facility 









































































































































127. 00 1270.00 







OPTION 11B3b (CDMS Simulator) TOTAU-COST PAGE -- OF.. 



























































































































































7.1 112.70 165.00 111.54 171,54 108.84 168.84 140.00 155.00 
TOTAL 1579.53 1587.91 157Z. 09 1892. 98 1472. OZ 1931.09 1830,41 1976.90 
ESCALATED TOTAL 2903.18 3123.42 3309. Z5 4262.99 3547.57 4980. 28 5050.10 5835.81 
TOTAL COST 27,664.48 
ESCALATED TOTAL COST 
n r m ( r 25 - 1 97 6 ) 
53,834.40 
, , A 
COSTPER FLIGHT -2AVERAGE$z8 21 
. . . . 
OPTION llB3b (CDMS Simulator) 




































TOTAL MANPOWER 13.7 
































































































OPTION. " £IB3b (GDMS Simulator) 



















TOTAL MANPOWER 34.0 







































































































































OPTION fM3b (CDMS Simulator) ELEMENT COST 






Development ZZZ 30 656.8Z 
(2) Common 
Software 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Tinie 61.75 182.45 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 0 0 






Software 0 0 
(7) Travel 0 0 
(8) Training 0 0 
LABOR COST ZZ2.30 656.82 
MANPOWER 4.5 13.1 
TOTAL COST 284.05 839.27 


























OPTION 1133b (UDMS Simulator) 















'(3) 	 Host Computer 
Time 49. ZI 
(4) 	 Simulation 
Computer Time 0 
to (5) 	 Host Computer 
Time DEP 
Software- 0 




(7) 	 Travel 0 
(8) 	 Training 0 
LABOR COST 177.17 
MANPOWER 3.5 
TOTAL COST zz6.38 


















































































OPTION 1B3b (CDMS Simulator) ELEMENT COST 











(3) Host Computer 
Time 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 0 





DEP Softwa re 0 
(7) Travel 0 
LABOR COST 0 
MAN POWER 0 
TOTAL COST 0 


























OPTION II3b (CDMS Simulator) 
COST ELEMENT FY84 








Cormnon Software 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 66.80 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 0 





DEP Software 0 
(7) Travel 0 
LABOR COST 240.48 
MANPOWER- 4.8 
TOTAL COST 307.28 





















































































OPTION 11B3b (CDMS Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 




Verification 0 0 0 0 
(2) Host Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(3) Simulation 




S oftwa r e 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 
MAN POWER 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST o 0 0 0 
EF-One TIme Form 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION 11B3b (CDMS Simulator), 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 









Verification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
(2) 	 Host Computer
 












Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0
 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TP$ Forln 'h 1076*IW-Onr' me Ai (t: 9 
OPTION IIB3b (CDMS Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE _ , OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 
4.4 Preflight 
Checkout 
S oftwa r e 
Development 
(1) Software 
Development 390.60 138.50 418.50 111.60 
(2) Comnmon 
Software 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 















LABOR COST 390.60 139.50 418.50 111.60 
MANPOWER 7.8 2.8 8.4 2.2 
TOTAL COST 553.35 197.63 59Z. 88 158.10 
EF-One Tim Form 1. (Mnrch 25, lQ7fil 
OPTION 11D3b JCDIVIS Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE __ OF 






Development 55.80 0 83.70 83.70 27.90 7. 90 0 0 
(Z) Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) I-lost Computer 
Time 23.25 0 34.88 34.88 11. 63 11.63 0 0 
(4) Simulation 
Cn ComputerTime 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) Travel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 55.80 0 83.70 83.70 Z7. 90 Z7. 90 0 0 
MANPOWER 1.1 0 1.7 1.7 .6 .6 0 0 
TOTAL COST 79.05 0 118.58 118.58 39.53 39. 53 0 0 




FY76 FY77 .FY78 
ELEMENT COST 











Software 0 39.06 16.74 66.96 
(Z) Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 
o (3) Host Computer 
Time 0 16. Z8 6.98 27.90 
(4) Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 




















































































































150.66 178. 56 
0 0 





213.44 z5z. 96 
OPTION fl33b (GDMS Simulator). 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE . OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 




(1) 	 Host Main 
Memory 0 0 0 0 
(2) 	 Remote Job 
Entry 0 0 0 0 
(3) 	 Display 
Terminals 0 0 0 0 




LABOR COST 	 0 0 0 0 
MAN POWER 	 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 	 0 0 0 0 
EF-One Tim Fori 3 (marceh 25, 1976) 
OPTION 11f3b (CDMS Simulator) 







4.6 EAS Dependent 
STIL Hardware 
Supplement 
(I) Host Main 
Memory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Remote Job 
Entry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Display 
Terminals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) Telecom­































OPTION lIb3b (CDMS Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE ' OF-







Development 0 0 0 0 
(2) Host Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
:.t (3) Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(4) Travel 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 
MAN POWER 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 
EF-One Time Form 3 (March 25, 1q76) 
OPTION 11D3b (CDMS Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 













Development 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
(2) 	 Host Computer
 






Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
(4)' 	 Travel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
EF-Oie Time Form I (March 2%, 1976) 
OPTION IIB3b (CDMS Simulator) 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 










(1) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 
(Z) Host Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(3) Simulation 
Computer Time 0 0 0 0 
(4) Travel 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER o o 0 0 
TOTAL COST o 0 0 0 
EF-One Tine Form 3 (March 25, 1q76) 
OPTION 1D3b (CDMS Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 











(1) 	 Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Z) Host Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) 	 Simulation 
Computer Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a, 
(4) Travel 	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
*F.-Oim. TPirn Fvt" /, (Mini'h "95, 10701 
OPTION IIB3b (CDMS Simulator) 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 







Hardware 644.00 184.00 92.00 46.00 
(2) Qualification 520.30 0 0 0 
A 
(3) Special Test 








EF-he Time Form 3 (March 25, 1q76 






























r1F-o,.u. Tinmo' Fir,, 
-(CDVs 	Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 
0 0 	 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 	 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r , 17,7 ( 
OPTION UB3b (CDMS Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY-79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 
5. Z Experiment 
Pr cessor 
Maintenance 
(1) Maintenance 51.5Z 66.24 73.60 73.60 
(Z) Distribution 7.00 3.00 12.00 5.00 
(3) Re-furbishment 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 58.5z 69. Z4 85.60 78.60 
MANPOWER 1. z 1.4 1.7 1.6 
TOTAL COST 58. 52 69.24 85.60 78.60 
EF-One Time Form 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OP N 11B3b (CDMS Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE __ OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
5. Z Experiment 
Processor 
Maintenance 
(1) Maintenance 77.28 121.44 73.60 117.76 77.Z8 121.44 103.04 125.1Z 
(Z) Distribution 5.50 9.00 11.50 10.00 10.50 7.00 3.50 4.00 
(3) Re-furbishment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 82.78 130.44 85.10 127.76 87.78 128.44 106.54 129.12 
MANPOWER 1.7 2. 6 1.7 2.6 1.8 2. 6 2.1 z. 6 
TOTAL COST 82.78 130.44 85.10 127. 76 87.78 138.44 106.54 129.12 
EF-One TfI FrTori Ai (MAOfr, : s Q7') 
OPTION fB3b (CDMS Simulator) . ELEMENT COST PAGE -OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 





Development 400.00 0 0 0 0 
(2) Support 
Software 
Procurement 50.00 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 400.00 0 0 0 0 
MAN POWER 8.0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 450.00 0 0 0 0 
EF-One Tine Form 3 (Harch 25, 1976) 
OPTION IIBE (CDMS Simulator) 












Development 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Support 
Software 
Procurement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
rF-One Tiie For 4i (Mrch ?5. 1976) 
OPTION IIB3b (CDMS Simulator)., 







5.4 DEP Software 
Maintenance & 
Distribution 
(1) Maintenance 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 












EF-One Time Form 3 (March 25, 1976) 
35.35 34. 95 35. 85 35.15 
OPTION. IB3b (CDMS Simulator) 







5.4 DEP Software 
Maintenance & 
Distribution 
(1) Maintenance 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 
(2) Distribution 0.55 0.90 1.15 1.00 1.05 0.70 0.35 0.40 
LABOR COST 35.20 35.55 35.80 35.65 35.70 35.35 35. 00 35.05 
MANPOWER .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 
TOTAL COST 
.F-O ie Time Form, It (Nnrch 
35.20 
?S. 1976) 
35.55 35.80 35.65 35.70 35.35 35.00 35.05 
OPTION 1183b 
COST ELEMENT 
(CD S Simulator) 
FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 







Test Set (RTSTS) 
Acquisition 
(1) Engineering 
Design 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Simulation 





1778.00 508.00 254.00 IZ7.00 1270.00 
(4) RTSTS 
Integration 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) Consumable 




EF-One Time Form 3 (,iilh 2S. 1) 7A) 
1778.00 508. 00 254. 00 127. 00 1270.00 
OPTION I1T3b (COD1,S Simulator) 









Test Set (RTSTS) 
Acquisition 
(1) Engineering 
Design 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Simulation 




Interface 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) RTSTS 
Integration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) Consumable 
Stock 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 
EF-0nte TIime Forvi 4 (Marrlh 
0 
o 















OPTION 11B3b (CDMS Simulator), 





(1) Maintenance 0 
(2) Distribution 7.00 




(5) Consumables 0 
(6) Re-furbishment 0 
(7) Facility 
Modifications 0 
LABOR COST 7.00 
MANPOWER 0.1 
TOTAL COST 7.00 





























































































(1) 	 Maintenance 
(2) 	 Distribution 
(3) 	 Operation 




(5) 	 Consumables 
(6) 	 fle-furbishment 









































OPTION IlB3b (CDMS Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE ___..OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 












Procurement 4.00 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST Z40. 00 0 0 0 0 
MAN POWER 4.8 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST Z44. 00 0 0 0 0 
EF-One Time Fo-n 3 (Mirch 25, 1976) 
OPTION IIB3b DS Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 











Procurement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EF-One Tine Form 4 (Narch 25, 1976) 
OPTION 1IB3b (CDfS Simulator). ELEMENT COST PAGE _ OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 




(1) Maintenance Z5. 00 Z5. 00 Z5. 00 Z5. 00 Z5. 00 
(2) Distribution 13.47 5.77 23.09 9.60 10.58 
LABOR COST 38.47 30.77 48.09 34.60 35.58 
MAN POWER 0.8 o.6 1.0 0.7 0.7 
TOTAL COST 38.47 30.77 48.09 34.60 35.58 
EF-Onie Time Form 3 (Niarch 25. 1976) 
_OPTION flB3b (CDs Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE , OF__ 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 







(1) Maintenance 25. 00 25.00 Z5.00 25.00 25.00 Z5. 00 25.00 25.00 
(2) Distribution 17.32 22.13 19.24 Z0. 20 13.47 6.73 7.70 0 
00 
LABOR COST 4Z. 32 47.13 44.24 45.20 38.47 31.73 32.70 25.00 
MANPOWER 0.8 0.9 0.9 0;9 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.5 
TOTAL COST 4Z. 3Z 47.13 44.24 45.20 38.47 31.73 32.70 25.00 
F-One Time Pnrrm / (WArn. 'S ]q7Wb 
OPTION IIB3b (CDMS Simulato-r) 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE .... OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 






(1) 	 Distribution 0 26.94 9.60 23.09 7.70 
(2) 	 Installation 0 Z6.94 9.60 23.09 7.70 
(3) 	 Maintenance 0 70.00 90.00 100.00 100.00 
LABOR COST 0 123.88 109.20 146.18 115.40 
MANPOWER 0 2.5 2.2 Z.9 2.3 
TOTAL COST 0 123.88 109.20 146.18 115.40 
EF-O 	e Time Form 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTiON - IB3b (CDMS Simulator) ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 






(1) 	Distribution 3.85 0 5.77 5.77 1.92 1.92 0 0
 
(2) 	Installation 3.85 0 5.77 5.77 1.92 1.92 0 0
 
(3) 	Maintenance 105.00 165.00 100. 00 160.00 105. 00 165.00 140.00 155.00 
LABOR COST 11Z. 70 165.00 111. 54 171.54 108.84 168.84 140. 00 155. 00 
MANPOWER 2.3 3.3 2.2 3.4 2.z 3.4 2.8 3.1 
TOTAL COST 112.70 165.00 111.54 171.54 198.84 168. 84 140. 00 155. 00 
KF-Ou. Time Form 6 (M;r-(1 , )S 1f7t1% 
SECTION 14 Option IIB3B - Distributed Standard Mini, Software 
Development by PI at His Facility Using 8360 
Host 









PI utilizes 360 I-lost to develop and checkout all EAS software.
 
DEP is local to PI facility for all Level IV activities. -





Only one mini development/qualification is required.
 
No PI/PI integration is required due to independence of resource
 
sharing. Central computer integration testing is still required.
 
Fewer total mini's are required due to sharing of a pool of processors.
 
Only one DEP operating system development is required.
 








Cost Element 4.1 Experiment Application Software Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Simulation Computer Time 
5. Host Computer Time DEP Software 
6. Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
7. Travel 
8. Training 
(1) Software Development 
(A) = ((Number of Statements) (Cost/Statement)) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of Statements = GDC Estimate = ((New 
Flights) = (Previous Yr. Common)) Per Yr. 
Cost/Statement = $45 (Requirements, Code and 
Verification) $15 Per Statement is Applied to 
Integrated Verification (See 4. 3 (1)) 
(1) Total =((#3 + #4) ($45)) Per Yr. 
(2) Common Software 
(2) Total = 0 for this Option 
(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = ((Host Time) (Cost/Hr.)) Per New Flight Per Yr. 
487
 




= (# of Modules) (Hrs. /Module)
 
FIrs. /Module = 18 Compiles/Module @ 3 Mins. / 
Compile + 9 Functional Simulations @ 12 Mins. / 
Run @ Data Reduction for 75% of Simulation 
Runs @ 10 Mins. Each. 
# (54 Mins. ) + (108 Mins. ) + (70 Mins. ) = 3.87 irs. 
Cost/Hr. = $323 Reference 4.1 (2) Option JAIl 
= (3. 87 Hrs. /Module) (# Modules) ($323/Hr.) 
(3) Total = (3. 87) (#3 + #4)-100 ($323) Per Yr. 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 
(A) = (# of Hrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr.) (# of Modules)
 
# of Hrs. = 4 Simulations at 60 Min. /Simulation
 
(Includes Set Up, Runs, and Run Evaluations)
 
Cost/Hir. Host for CDMS Simulation = $323 (Host Cost)
 
It Modules = GDC Estimate
 
(4) Total = (($323) (#3 + 114)-z 100 (4 Hrs. )) Per Yr. 
(5) Host Computer Time DEP Software 
(A) = ((Host Time/Module) (# Modules) (Cost/Hr.)) 
Per Flight/Yr. 
Host Time = (0 Modules) (Time/Module) 
Time/Module = 18 Compiles/Module @ 3 Mins. / 
Compile + 3 Data Reductions Runs/Module @ 
10 Mins. /Run 
= 84 Mins. /Module 
488 
Cost/Hr. = $123.22 (Same as 4.1 (3)) 
(5) Total = 0 for this Option (Use Exp. Hardware) 
(6) Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
(A) = ((# of Hrs.) (Cost/Hr.)) (# of Modules)) 
Per Flight/Yr. 
# of Hrs. = 7 Simulations at 60 Mins. /Simulation 
(Includes Set Up, etc.) 
9 Functional Simulations = 3 Real-Time Simulations. 
Assume No Functional Simulations for DEP 
Cost/Hr. = $46.46 (Same as 4.1 (4)) 
(6) Total = 0 for this Option 
(7) Travel 
(7) Total = 0 for this option 
(8) Training 
(8) Total = 0 for This Option 
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ORIGINAL PAGE JS 





Most Cbrnputer Time 
Simulation Computer Time 
Host Computer Time DEP Soft-ware 
Simulation Comrputer Time DEP Softwar e 
Travel 
Experiment Uniakie Software 
(A) --- (# of Statements) (Rate of Change) (Cost/ 
Statement) 
(Number of Statements) (Rate of Change) = #13 
Rate of Change = Engineering Estinate Based on 
Past Programrs = 40% for Ist Re-Fly, 30% for Zn 
Re-Fly, 20% for 3rd Re-Fly, 10% for All Subsequent 
Re-Flys. 
Cost/Statement = $45 (See 4. 1 for Rationale) 
(1) Total = ((#13) ($45)) Per Yr. 
Ex.perilient Co-mmons Software 
(A) = (3 Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost/Statenient)/Yr. 
# Stntemenis -= 116 
Change Rate E-]ngineering Estinate = 1 
Cost/Statcerjnt = $60 (Verification - Multi Use) 





(3) Host Computer Time 
(A) = (# Modules) (# Hrs. /Module) (Cost/Hr.)
 
# Modules = #13+ 100
 
# Hrs./Module = 3.87 (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
Cost/Hr. = $323 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
(3) Total = (#13 - 100) (3. 87) ($323)) Per Yr. 
(4) Simulation Computer Time 




# Modules = (#i + #12) - 100
 
# Hrs. /Module = 4 Hrs. (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
Cost/Hr. = $323 (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
(4) Total = (#11 + #12) 100 (4) ($323) Per Yr.
 
(5) Host Computer Time DEP Software 




Host Time/Module = 1. 4 Hrs. (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
# Modules = #15
 
Cost/Hr. = $123.22 (See 4.1 for Rationale)
 
(5) Total = 0 for this Option 
(6) Simulation Computer Time DEP Software 
(A) = ((# of Hrs.) (Cost/Hr.) (# Modules)) 
Per Yr. 
491 
# of Hrs. = 7 '(See 4.1 for Rationale) 
Cost/Hr. = $46.46 (See 4.1 for Rationale) 
(6) Total = 0 for this Option 
(7) Travel 
(7) Total = 0 for this Option 
492
 
Cost Element 4. 3 EAS Software Integrated Verification 
Cost Factors 
1. Integrated Verification 
2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Integrated Verification Simulation Software 
(1) (2) (3) (4) Total = 0 for this Option 
493
 




2. Com~nrnn Soft.'vru.'c 
3. I-ost Con-pctor Time 
4. Sinulat on Cornt,mter 1'im: 
5. Travel 
(1) Software-J)eretop_rit 
(A) = ((iT 	 nibr-r of I-TO , Staternmids) (Cost/Sta'tenent)) 
Nuj-nb r 	 of StLal ernenl.ts " (Number of IPOL 
Stztenen! ' Pc*r "Payload) (It of Payload 
F;[cncnts)/Yr. (New Eilenents) 
Gnst/Staternenfs = $30 
(1) Total = ((#22) ($30))/Yr. 
(Z) Common rSof.t-ar 
(2) Total = 0 No Common Software for this Element 
(3) Ih]ost Compote-" Time 
(A) : (I-lost J irne) (Cost/I-r. ) Ref. 4. 1 (3) 
(3) Total = ((3.'87) (#22 4. 100) ($323)) Per Yr. 
(4) Simulution Computer Time 
(A) = ( of lTrs. /Module) (Cost/Tr.) (7I Modules) 
1Rof. 4.1 (,j) 
(4) Total = ($323) (#2Z.-100) (4)) Per Yr. 
0? 	 (5) '!Vavel 
QtiAy- (5) Total = 0 for This Option 
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PREFLIGHT SOFT,WAf SPSZING PATIONALTh 
Saturn'History 
LVDC/DA interface stgnals = S6
 
LVDC/DA instructions 4, 650
 
average 2 instructions/signal 54
 
ATM His tory 
ATMDC interface signals = .275 
ATMDC instructionz 7,897 
average ,Yinstructions/signal = 29 
Mission 8 of Spacclab 
# interface sifjnals = 81. 6
 
# payload elements = 1. 3.
 
average # interface signal3 = 62. 77 
Assume preflight job for each payload element is 
the samnc andequival ant to Saturn LNDC = 4, 650 
instructions. 
4,650 







.Cost Element 4.5 Pre-ilirht Checkout Softv'ar . Mintcnartce 
Cost Factors 
1. Experimnent Unjqte Software 
2. Experirncmit Common Software 
3. Host Computer Time 
4. Sirnutlafion Conputer Time 
5.' Travel 
(1) Experi-ent UniCIUC- Software 
(A) --- of Statements) (Change Rate) (Cost Statement)((# 




Change Rate =1I 0% for Each Flight
 
Cost Statement= $30 Ref. 4.4 (1)
 
(1) Total = ((#23) ($3-0)) Per Yr. 
-(2) __xer-nnt Co -ln-nor Software 
(2) Total = 0 no Common Software This Element 
(3) ost . ornjytcr Tiine 
(A) --(Iot Time) (Cost/ir) 
(3) Total = ((#23 100) (3. 87) ($323)) Reference 4.2 (3) 
(4) Si!nulation Co-,m-puit er Time 
(4) Total = ((#23 --100) (4) ($323) Reference 4.2 (4) 
(5) 	 ravl
 
- (5) Total = 0 for This Option
 
Qtr 496 
Cost Element 4.6 EAS Dependent STIL Hardware Modifications 
Cost Factors 
1. Host Main Memory 
2. Remote Job Entry 
3. Display Terminals 
4. Maintenance Added Hardware 
5. Telecommunications 
(1)(2) (3) (4) (5) Total = 0 for This Option 
497
 
Cost Element 4.8 	 Experiment Real-Time Simulation Software 
Development 
Cost Factors 
1. Software Development 
2. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Travel 
(1)(2) (3) (4) Total = 0 for this Option 
498
 
Jiattonale for Simulation Software Required for Payload Elements 
Enginering Estimate - 21K Table Words Per Payload Element for 
Simulation Softvare. 
Engineering Estimale that 211" Table Words Equates to.Approximately 
1/3 X 21K = 7K Mvachine Langoage Instructions. 
7K Z 5 = 1. 4K HOL Statements 
1.4K X $45/Staternent = $63K/Payload Element 
RQUA9 
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Z. Host Computer Time 
3. Simulation Computer Time 
4. Travel 
(1) (2) (3) (4) Total = 0 for This Option 
500
 
Cost Element 5.1 Experiment Processor Acquisition 
Cost Factors 
1. 	 Processor Hardware (I/O Included) 
2. 	 Development and Qualification 
3. 	 Special Test Equipment 
(1) 	 Processor Hardware 
(A) = 	((# of Processors) (Cost/Processor)) 
# of Processors = #34 
Cost/Processor = $46K 
(1) Total = ((#34) ($46K)) Per Yr. 
(2) 	 Development and Qualification 
(A) = 	((# of Qualifications) (Cost/Qualification) Per Yr. 
(Z) Total = ($520. 3K) I Time Cost FY79 
(3) 	 Special Test Equipment 
Engineering Estimate = $5K/Unit 
(# Units) ($5K) Per Yr. 
(3) Total = ((#34) ($5K)) Per Yr. 
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GOUND.... RULES FO....I 	 T PROCESSOR 
1. 	 Central Experiment Conputer Capacity (Speed) and 
(Mlemory) 
Speed 	 - (500K Adds per Second) X 65% 
(A) = 325 KADS 
500 IY.DS = CL Specifications
 
65% = 100% - (15% Overlead) - (20/o Contingency)
 
Memory = (Total Capacity) - (Contingency) - (Operating System)
 
Total Capacity z 64K C11 Specification
 
Contingency = 30% Enginee.ing E sti--ate
 
Note: Low compared to irdustry (50'- 100 )
 
Operating Systern Z0K ESA Estimate 




II. 	 When a new payload exceeds central co-oputer capacity, a 
DEP will be selected for tLat element that has the greatest 
capacity requiremenL Eaih clement having this require­
ment wvill be assirijed a different DEP, except the case where 
one DEE) is used on mrultiple missions. 
III. 	 Assune all Spc-enjab's Revc w Itemn Disposition (RID's) for 
CDIMS modifications are incorpoaited for mass nemory, 
data bus, etc. 
IV. 	 *Two cla sses of I)EP', were considered: 
1) Micro Processor 
2) M\ini Procesbor 
Only I 	D]l?"will 1e specified 
502ORIGINAL PAGWW 
')F POOR QUALT7 
V. Assume any non-standard fl!P's selected will have support 
software that is executable on STIL simulation computer. 
VI. For any mission, 
bus RAU's can be 
assume that the required number 
pr'ovided. 
of data 
VII. Number of processors = determined by applying "Ground 
Rules for DEP". to ODC provided software. 
Cost/processor 
figuration. 
determined by: processor class, con­
((Processor hardware) + (Qualification) + (Special I/O (PIAU 
equivalent) + (Special Test Equipment) + (Peripherals') + 
(Peripherals Qualification). 
Each element will be determined according to selected 
processor class and configuration. 










(A) = 8% of DEP Purchase Price/Yr. for Each Yr. 
Used 
(1) Total = ((8% ($46K)) (035)) Per Yr. 
(2) Distribution 
(2) Total = (($500) (#36)) Per Yr. 
(3) Re-Furbishment 
(A) = ((Number of DEP's) (Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment)) 
Per Flight Per Yr. 
Number of DEPts = Determined From Mission Model 
Requirements 
(3) Total = Cost/Unit for Re-Furbishment = 0 




Cost Element 5.3 DEP Software 
Cost Factors 
1. Operating System Development 
Z. Support Software Development 
(1) Operating System Development 
(A) = ((Number of Instructions) (Cost Per Instruction) 




Cost Per Instruction = $100 (Assembly Language)
 
(1) Total = (4K) ($100) (1 Time Cost for Standard 
Mini Option) in FY79 
(2) Support Software Development 
(A) = (Vendor Lease) or ((Number of Statements)) 
(Cost Per Statement) 
Assume 	Vendor Lease - $Z5K for Cross Assembler 
25K for Cross Compilex 
$5OK (Engineering Estimate) 
(2) Total = $50K (I Time Cost This Option) FY79 
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(A) = ((Nurnbhr of Statements) (Rate of Change) 
(Cost Per Statement)) 
Number 	of Statements = 4. OK Operating System 
2.4K Gross Assembler 
9. OK Cross Compiler 
15.4K (Engineering Estimate) 
Rate of Change = 576 Per Yr. (Engineering Estimate) 
Cost Per Statement = $45 
(1) Total = ((15.4K) (5%) ($45))/Yr. Start FY80 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = (Set Builds) (Cost/Set) (# Deliveries) 
(# Set Builds) + (Cost/Set) = $50 
# Deliveries = #35 
(2) Total = (($50) (#35)) Per Yr. 
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Cost Element 6. 1 Interface Device Development 
- Host to DEP 
Cost Factors 
1. Engineering Design 
2. DEP Interface 
3. Integration 
4. Consumable Stock 
(1) (2) (3) & (4) = ((Engineering Estimate) (#34)) Per Yr. 
(1) (2) (3) & (4) Total = (($104.5K) (#34)) Per Yr. 
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Cost Element 6. 2 Interface Device Maintenance,- Host to DEP 
Cost Factors 
1. Maintenance 
2. Operation of Exp. Hardware System 
3. Distribution 
(1) Maintenance 
(A) = ((# HID Used/Yr. ) (8% (Purchase))/Yr. 
(1) Total = (($1758) (#35)) Per Yr. 
(2) Operation of Exp. Hardware System 
(A) = ((.5 Man Yr.) (# HID Used/Yr.)) 
(2) Total = (($25K) (937)) Per Yr. 
(3) Distribution 
(A) = ((Cost/Yr.) (# Used/Yr. )) Per Yr. 
(3) Total = (($500) (#36)) Per Yr. 
508­
Cost Element 6.3 . Simulation Computer Software Development and 
Procurement 
Cost Factors 
1. Simulation Computer Software Development 
2. Simulation Computer Software Procurement 
(1) Simulation Computer Software Development (S360) 
(A) = Modification of Operating System Drivers 
Engineering Estimate = 4.5 nm 
4.5 mm X $50K = $18, 750 in FY79 
12 mnn 
(2) Simulation Computer Software Procurement (PDP 1104) 
(A) = Generation of Driver Software to Read/Write 
to the Interface Box 
Engineering Estimate = 4.5 mm 




(2) Total = 	$18, 750 in FY79 
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(1) Total = 0 for this Option 
(2) Distribution 
(A) = (# Set Builds) (Cost/Set) (# Deliveries)/Per Yr. 
# Set Builds = 1 
Cost/Set = $962 (I Man Week) 
# Deliveries = #36 
(2) Total = ((I) ($962) (#36) Per Yr. 
510
 






(A) = ((# Set Builds) (Cost/Set) (# Deliveries)) 
# Set Builds = 2 (Support Software + Simulation Software) 
Cost/Set = Engineering Estimate = 1 Man Week = $962 
# Deliveries = #31 
(1) Total = ((2) ($962) (#31)) 
(2) Installation
 
(A) = Engineering Estimate = 2 Man Weeks 
= ($96Z) (2)
 
= $1924 Per Installation
 
(2) Total = ($1924) (#31) 
(3) Maintenance 
(A) = Level of Effort = Engineering Estimate 
Maintenance is = Feedback of Problems Encountered 
in use of Distributed Software 
Level of Effort = (.1 Man Yr.) Per Yr. Used 
(3) Total = ((5K) (#35)) 
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SECTION 14 Option IIB3B Distributed Standard Mini, Software 
Development by PI at His Facility Using 
S360 Host 
14. 2 Cost Data - Variation H 
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OPTION -Bb t ) 






































ESCALATED TOTAL 4201.46 





































































OPTION UB3b (ID) TOTAL COST PAGE __ OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 




























4.5 139.16 226.78 154.63 Z57.71 200.51 Z73.16 Z78.3Z 329.86 
4.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



















5.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5.2 82.78 130.44 85.10 127.76 87.78 IZ8.44 106.54 129.12 
5.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5.4 35.20 35.55 35.80 35.65 35.70 35.35 35.00 35.05 
6.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6.2 494.92 444.51 445.16 466.76 543.9Z 736.51 727.7Z 8Z9.50 
6.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6.4 17.32 22.13 19.24 20.20 13.47 6.73 7.70 0 
7.1 112.90 165.00 111.40 171.40 108.84 168.84 140.00 155.00 
TOTAL 1639.04 1573.18 1650.44 1957.80 1498.49 1924.67 1849.98 1987.60 
ESCALATED TOTAL 3013.31 3094.68 3473.93 4409.34 3611.13 4962. 83 5104.15 5867.7z 
TOTAL COST Z7,651. 22 
ESCALATED TOTAL COST 54, 031.50 AVERAGE COST PER FLIGHT 
EF11-One Time Form 2 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION UB3b (HID) TOTAL MANPOWER PAGE "__OF 



































































































7.1 0 2.5 2. z 2.9 2.3 
TOTAL MANPOWER 8.8 23.9 28.9 34.0 
EI'-On. Time Form 6 (March 25, 1976) 
24.9 
OPTION IIB3b (ID) 



















TOTAL MANPOWER 25.9 











































































































OPTION UB3b (HJ) ELEMENT COST - - PAGE OF-






Development Z22. 30 656.82 37Z. 69 55.80 
(2) Common Software 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 61.77 18Z. 47 103.52 15.48 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 63.84 188.60 107. 00 16.00 
(5) Host Computer 
Time - DEP 
Software 0 0 0 0 
(6) Simulation 
Computer Time 
DEP Software 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel 0 0 0 0 
(8) Training 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 222.30 656.8Z 372.69 55.80 
MANPOWER 4.5 13.1 7. I.1 
TOTAL COST 347.91 1OZ7. 89 583.21 87. z8 
EF-One Time Formn 3 (March 25, 1976) 
OPTION Il83b (HID) ELEMENT COST PAGE OF_ 





(1) Softwar e 
Development 177.17 0 233. Z4 203.67 39.06 69.75 0 0 
(2) Common Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 49.23 0 64.78 56.58 10.84 19.39 0 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 50.88 0 66.96 58.48 11. z0 20.04 0 0 
(5) Host Computer 
Time - DEP 
Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(6) Simulation 
Computer Time 
DEP Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(8) Training 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 177.17 0 233. Z4 203.67 39.06 69.75 0 0 
MANPOWER 3.5 0 4.7 4.1 0.8 1.4 0 0 
TOTAL COST Z77. 28 0 364.98 318.73 61. I0 109.18 0 0 
OPTION UB3b (HID) ELEMENT COST PAGE - OF-






Unique Software 0 151.70 199.94 358.02 
(Z) Experiment 
C ommon 
Software 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 0 4Z. 14 55.54 99.45 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 0 43.55 57.40 102.79 
(5) Host Computer 
Time - DEP 
Software 0 0 0 0 
(6) Simulation 
Computer 
Time - DEP 
Software 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 151.70 199.94 358.02 
MANPOWER 0 3.0 4.0 7.2 
TOTAL COST 0 237.39 312.88 560.26 
EF-Oine Tine Forni 3 (Mnl"ch 25 1q76) 
OPTION HB3b (HID) 












Unique Software 240.48 350.67 178.61 Z58.79 25Z. 81 Z65.14 354.47 325.31 
(Z) Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 66.80 97.41 49.61 71.88 70. Z3 73.65 98.46 90.36 
t (4) Simulation 
Computer Time 69. 1 100.69 51. Z8 74. 29 72. 58 76.12 101.77 93.40 
(5) Host Computer 
Time - DEP 
Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(6) Simulation 
Computer 
Time - DEP 
Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(7) Travel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 240.48 350.67 178.61 258.79 252. 81 265.14 354.47 325. 31 
MANPOWER 4.8 7.0 3.6 5.z 5.1 5.1 7.1 6.5 
TOTAL COST 
lF-Oie Time Form , 
376.40 
(!, inrh 25 1076) 
548.77 Z79.50 404.96 395.62 414.91' 554.70 509.07 
OPTION .1DJ D i. ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 




Verification 0 0 0 0 
(Z) Host Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(3) Simulation 




Software 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 
MAN POWER 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 















Verification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) I-lost Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C,, 
(3) Simulation 




Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 










Development 390.60 139.50 418.50 111.60 
(2) Common Software 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 16Z.75 58.13 174.38 46.50 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 168.2Z 60.08 180.23 48.06 
































Development 55.80 0 83.70 83.70 27.90 27.90 0 0 
(2) Common Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time Z3.25 0 34.88 34.88 11.63 11.63 0 0 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 24.03 0 36.05 36.05 1Z. Oz 1Z.02 0 0 
(5) Travel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 55.80 0 83.70 83.70 27.90 27.90 0 0 
MANPOWER 1.1 0 1.7 1.7 0.6 0.6 0 0 
F 
TOTAL COST 
,p-oeTime, For; I 
103.08 
(M;rctb ?S 1Q76 




FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 











Software 0 39.06 16.74 66.96 
(2) Experiment 
Common 
Software 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 0 16.28 6.98 27.90 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 0 16.8Z 7.21 Z8.84 
































Unique Software 75.33 IZ. 76 83.70 139. 50 108.31 147.87 150.66 178.56 
(Z) Experiment 
Common Software 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Host Computer 
Time 31.39 51.15 34. 88 58.13 45.34 61.61 6Z. 78 74.40 
(4) Simulation 
Computer Time 32.44 5Z. 87 36.05 60.08 46.86 63.68 64.88 76.90 






























OPTION IIB3b (HI) 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 





4.6 EAS Dependent 
STIL Hardware 
Supplement 
(1) Host Main 
Memory 0 0 0 0 
(2) Remote Job 
Entry 0 0 0 0 
(3) Display, 
Terminals 0 0 0 0 
(4) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 
(5) Telecom­



























4.6 EAS Dependent 
STIL Hardware 
Supplement 
(1) Host Main 
Memory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Z) Remote Job 
Entry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Display 
Terminals 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) Telecom­
































FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 











Development 0 00 0 
(2) Host Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 
(3) Simulation 
Computer Time 0 0 0 0 
(4) Travel 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 
EF-One Tinie Fon,, 3 (March ?5, 1976) 
-OPTION 3l3-b WI-7 ) ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 







Development 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Host Cotnputer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Simulation 
Computer Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) Travel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 
IF-fl,, Ti n, Form', A 
0 
(0brcl' MI~A 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OPTION 1lB3b (HID) 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 









(1) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Host Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Simulation 
Computer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) Travel 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER o 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 
EF-One Time Form I (,irch 29. IQ76) 
OPTION, 11B3b (inD) ............ ELEMENT COST PAGE .OF 









(1) 	 Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) 	 Host Computer
 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
(3) 	 SimulationConputer 
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) 	 Travel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 	 0















Hardware 644.00 184.00 92.00 46.00 460.00 
(Z) Qualification 520.30 
(3) Special Test 








EF-One Time Forn 3 (March 25, 1976) 
1z34.30 204.00 102. 00 51. 00 510. 00 
OP-1 GN RIB3b (-ID) 











Hardware 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Qualification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Special Test 








TOTAL COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FF-Oie Time Forn, 4 (Nrl'h 9. 197f;) 
OPTION UB3b (HID) ELEMENT COST PAGE rn OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 
5. 2 Experiment 
Processor 
Maintenance 
(1) Maintenance 51.52 66.24 73.60 73.60 
(2) Distribution 7.00 3.00 12.00 5.00 
(3) Re-Furbishment 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 58.5Z 69.24 85.60 78.60 
MANPOWER 1. z 1.4 1.7 1.6 
TOTAL COST 58.52 69. Z4 85.60 78.60 
EF-One Tim. Fnrn i (Nrch 25. 1076) 
OPTON nD.O (:ID) •IO--..N ELEMENT COST PAGE _ OF
 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91
 
5. 2 Experiment 
Processor 
Maintenance 
(1) Maintenance 77.28 121.44 73.60 117.76 77.28 121.44 103.04 1z5.1Z 
(Z) Distribution 5.50 9.00 11. 50 10.00 10.50 7.00 3.50 4.00 
(3) Re-Furbishment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 8Z.78 130.44 85.10 127.76 87.78 iz8.44 106.54 129.12 
MANPOWER 1.7 z.6 1.7 z.6 1.8 z.6 2.1 2.6 
TOTAL COST 8Z. 78 130.44 85.10 127.76 87.78 IZ8.44 106.54 129.12 
rf~-one i'Lme Form ti (MNreh 25. 1976) 
OPTION llB3b (HID) ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 





Development 400.00 0 0 0 0 
(Z) Support 
Software 
Procurement 50.00 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 400.00 0 0 0 0 
MAN POWER 8.0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 450.00 0 0 0 0 
EF-One Time Form 3 (March 2. 1q76) 
OPTION 1133b (HID) ._ELELMENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 




Development 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Support 
Software 
Procurement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C,, 
LABOR COST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 
E-(hm 'I'me1W Form 'i 
0 
(i,rl. ) 1076) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OPTION 11133b (HID) ELEMENTICOST PAGE -_ OF_ 







(1) 	 Maintenance 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 
(Z) 	 Distribution 0.70 0.30 1.20 0.50 
LABOR COST 35.35 34.95 35.85 35.15 
MANPOWER 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
TOTAL COST 35.35 34.95 35.85 35.15 
EF-One Tim- Form I (Mrcl 25, 1076) 
OPO , 113T I-D) ENZ.IENT COST PAGE OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 




(1) Maintenance 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34.65 34. 65 34.65 
(2) Distribution 0.55 0.90 1.15 1.00 1.05 0.70 0.35 0.40 
LABOR COST 35.20 35.55 35. 80 35.65 35.70 35. 35 35. o 35.05 
MANPOWER 
TOTAL COST 





















FY76 FY77 FY78 
-ELEMENT COST 








Host to DEP 
(1) Engineering 
Design 
(2) DEP Interface 








TOTAL COST 1463.00 418.00 209.00 104.50 1045.00 
EF-One Time Form 3 (March 29, 1976) 
OPTiON !ID31o _ I__) ELLMENT COST PAGE - OF 
COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
6.1 	 Interface 
Device 
Development 
Host to DEP 
(1) 	 Engineering 
Design 
,4Z) 	DEP Interface 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) 	 Integration 
(4) 	 Consumable 
Stock 
LABOR COST o o o o o o 0 0 
MANPOWER o o o o o 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 
EL"-Oli Tie Fnru It (Mni, 
0 
1,2S. 1076) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OPTION 1nB3b (HID) 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-









(1) 	 Maintenance 0 Z4.61 31.64 35.16 35.16 





System 0 325.00 175.00 375.00 375.00 
(3) Distribution 	 7.00 3.00 12.00 5.00 5.50 
LABOR COST 	 7.00 35Z.61 Z18.64 415. 16 415.66 
MAN POWER 	 0.1 7.1 4.4 8.3 8.3 
TOTAL COST 	 7.00 35z.61 z18.64 415.16 415.66 
EF-Ote Time Form 3 (March 295. 1q76") 
OPTION . UH 3b ... ....... . .... ... ELEMENT COST - OF
. . ) . PAGE -

COST ELEMENT FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91
 
6. 2 Interface 
Device 
Maintenance 
Host to DEP 
~ 
(1) Maintenance 36.92 58.01 35.16 56.26 36.92 58.01 49.22 54.50 
(Z) Operation of 
Experiment 
Hardware 
System 450.00 375.00 400.00 400.00 500.00 675.00 675.00 775.00 
(3) Distribution 9.00 11.50 10.00 10.50 7.00 3.50 4.0 0 
LABOR COST 494.92 444.51 445.16 466.76] 543.92 736.51 727.72 8Z9.50 
MANPOWER 9.9 8.9 8.9 9.3 10.9 14.7 14.6 16.6 
TOTAL COST 494.92 444.51 445.16 466.76 543.9Z 736.51 7Z7.72 8Z9.50 
F.F-Onc. Time Form 4l (larch 25. 1q76) 
OPTION U1B3b (HID) ELEMENT COST PAGE OF 













Procurement 18.75 0 0 0 0 
LABOR COST 18.75 0 0 0 0 
MANPOWER 0.4 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL COST 37.50 0 0 0 0 
EF-One Tim Formn 3 (Mrch 25. 1976) 
OPTION IB3b ,.j2D) ELEMENT COST PAGE OFF 














Procurement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

























FY76 FY77 FY78 
ELEMENT COST 









(1) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Distribution 13.47 5.77 .23.09 9.62 10.58 
LABOR COST 13.47 5.77 23.09 9.62 10.58 
MANPOWER 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.z 0.2 
TOTAL COST 13.47 5.77 Z3.09 9.6Z 10.58 

















(1) Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2) Distribution 17.32 22.13 19.24 Z0. z0 13.47 6.73 7.70 0 
0 
LABOR COST 17.3Z ZZ. 13 19.24 20. 20 13.47 .73 .70 0 
MANPOWER 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.2 0 
TOTAL COST 
FUF-Oir' Tip For", i (1-Irp, 
17.32 
"C 10761 
22. 13 19.24 20.20 13.47 6.73 7.70 0 
OPTION 1B3b (HID) 	 ELEMENT COST PAGE OF-
COST ELEMENT FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 






26.94 9.62 23.09 7.70(1) 	 Distribution 
26.94 9.62 23.09 7.70(2) 	 Installation 
70.00 90.00 100.00 100.00(3) 	 Maintenance 
LABOR COST 	 123. B8 109.24 146.18 115.40 
2.3MANPOWER 	 Z.5 2.2 2.9 
TOTAL COST 123.88 109.24 146.18 115.40 
EF-One Tim. Form 3 (arch 25, 1Q76) 
OPTON 1B3b (HID) ELEVIENT COST PAGE OF_ 




(1) Distribution 3.85 0 5.77 5.77 1.92 1.9z 0 0 
(2) Installation 3.85 0 5.77 5.77 1.9Z 1.9z 0 0 
(3) Maintenance 105.00 165.00 100.00 160.00 105.00 165. 00 140.00 155.00 
ci 
LABOR COST 112.90 165.00 111.40 171.40 108.84 168.84 140.00 155.00 
MANPOWER 2.3 3.3 3.4 Z.2 3.4 2.8 3.1 
TOTAL COST 
S PF-o, TI,,,,. P,'. ', (Ml i', 
11z. 90 
9% 1(176 
165.00 111.40 171.40 108.84 168.84 140.00 155.00 
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